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IMPROVING AMERICAN EDUCATION: ROLES
FOR PARENTS

THURSDAY, JUNE 7, 1984

HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES,
TASK FORCE ON PREVENTION STRATEGIES,

SELECT COMMITTEE ON CHILDREN, YOUTH, AND FAMILIES,
Washington, DC.

The task force met, pursuant to call, at 10:15 a.m. in room 2358,
Rayburn House Office Building, Hon. William Lehman (chairman
of tne task force) presiding.

Members present: Representatives Lehman, Boggs, Martinez,
Marriott, Fish, Johnson, and McKernan.

Staff present: Ann Rosewater, deputy staff director; Karabelle
Pizzigati, professional staff; Tony Jackson, professional staff;
Donald Kline, senior minority professional staff; George Elser,
minority counsel; and Joan Godley, committee clerk.

Mr. LEHMAN. Good morning, and welcome to this prevention
strategies task force hearing on "Improving American Education:
Roles for Parents."

I might add that I am chairman of tie Transportation Subcom-
mittee on Appropriations, and we never had this many peopl3 for
one of our own appropriation hearings. So maybe that is a state-
ment about the priorities of the American people.

No one would question that parents want the best education for
their children. From successful experiences around the country, we
know that parents can and will get involved to make sure that
their children receive a good education, and that they do make im-
portant contributions. Yet, with all the recent discussion and
debate about improving education nationally, very little attention
has been paid to strategies for involving parents and families in
that process.

What roles can and should parents and families play in their
children's education? What can parents do to improve the quality
of schooling overall?

A decade of research and experience suggests that parents are
very interested in participating in school or district advisory
groups, in learning activities at home, tutoring at school, helping
with special projects or programs, and so on. Parents know a lot
about their own children, and have a lot of information to ex-
change with teachers that should make it more possible fJr teacE
ers and school officials to work well with students.

Throughout select committee hearings during its initial year, we
heard on many occasions how strongly parents felt about getting
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involved in their children's education and the effects they believed
they hid. The committee recognizes as well that many children, es-
pecially those who live outside their parents' home, may not have
families who can become involved in the child's school. These stu-
dents must not be forgotten or overlooked.

Changing economic and family circumstances also compound the
difficulties some families face. Single-parent families and families
where both parents work, for example, face time and workplace
pressures that call for accommodations in order to assure they can
participate in school-related activities.

Today we will hear from noted educators and researchers con-
cerning the major issues that parents and educators are facing in
working together, and how some communities are successfully deal-
ing with those difficulties.

Let me thank all of our distinguished witnesses for their leader-
ship in this area and for taking the time to be with us today to
share their work, their personal experiences and their recommen-
dations.

I might add that I was a schoolteacher for a short period of time
back in the early 1960's, and I served on the Dade County School
Board from 1966 to 1972, and the last 2 years as chairman of the
Dade County School Board. I can remember the mail I used to re-
ceive signed "a concerned parent." The concerned parents were
good, but they also had a tendency to make the administration and
the staff and school board members shiver a little bit.

The other thing that happened to me last week when I was home
was a ycung woman cane up to me and said, "I don't know if you
remember me, but I was Doris Leschner, and I was in your 7th
period English class in 1963, and I will never forget that was a
period ill which we received word that President Kennedy had
been shot. It was one of the most memorable instances of my life."
She went on to say that as a teacher, I had some effect on the way
that her life had turned out. I think that is one of the most valua-
ble things any r?,rson who has experience in education can have. If
someone later can come back to that person involved in education
and say, "Yes, you made a difference." Those are the things that I
believe are really important and determine the quality of our life.

At this time, I would like to recognize the ranking Republican of
the full committee and a very good friend of mine, a former travel-
ing companion, and possibly the next Governor of Utah. It would
be good for the State, even if he is a Republican. [Laughter.]

[Opening statement of Congressman William Lehman follows:]

OPENING STATEMENT OF HON WILLIAM LEHMAN, A REPRESENTATIVE IN CONGRESS
FROM THE STATE OF FLORIDA, AND CHAIRMAN, TASK FORCE ON PREVENTION STRATE-
GIES

Good morning, and welcome to this Prevention Strategies Task Porce hearing on
"Improving American Education. Roles for Parents "

No one would question that parents want the best education for their children.
From successful experiences around the country, we know that parents can and will
get involved to make sure that their children receive a 6uod education, and that
they do make important contributions Yet with all the recent :liscussion and debate
about improving education nationally, very little attention has been paid to strate-
gies for involving parents and families in that process

What roles can and should parents and families plat in their children's educa-
tion? What can parents do to improve the quality of schjoling overall?
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A decade of research and experience suggests that parents are very interested in
participating in school or district advisory groups., in learning activities at home,
tutoring at school, helping with special projects or programs, and so on. Parents
know a lot about their own children, and have lots of information to exchange with
teachers that should make it more possible for teachers and school officials to work
well with students.

Throughout Select Committee hearings during its initial year, we heard on many
occasions how strongly parents felt about getting involved in their children's educa-
tion and the effects they believed they had. The Committee recognizes as well that
many children, especially those who live outside their parents' home may not have
families who can become involved at the child's school. These students must not be
forgotten or overlooked

Changing economic and family circumstances also compound the difficulties some
families face. Single-parent families and families where both parents work, for ex-
ample, face time and workplace pressures that call for accommodations in order to
assure they can participate in school-related activities.

Today, we will hear from noted educators and researchers concernizz, the major
issues that parents and educators are facing in working together, and how some
communities are successfully dealing with those difficulties.

Let me thank all of our distinguished witnesses for their leadership in this area
and for taking the time to be with 1lb today to shgre work, their personal expe-
riences and recommendations.

Mr. LEHMAN. My good friend, Dan Marriott.
Mr. Mmtsio Tr. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. LEHMAN. Why don't you swap seats with me. I will be the

ranking Republican. [Laughter.]
Mr. MARRIOTT. May I also have the gavel, Mr. Chairman?

[Laughter.]
I enjoy very much being here, and appreciate the chairman

giving me a moment to address a few issues.
I would like to welcome all the witnesses hem today, with a spe-

cial welcome to Mrs. Gene Berry. Mrs. Bern-in: he president of the
National School Volunteer Program, And enordingtim of the Volun-
teer Program for Salt Lake City Schools. She holds a master's
degree in education from the University of Utah, has done addi-
tional graduate work at BYU, Westminster, and USU, and is mar-
ried and the mother of three children. I am pleased to tell you the
National School Volunteers Program will hold its 12th annual
meeting in Salt Lake City, October 14 to 17 of this year.

The volunteers in the Salt Lake City School District contributed
336,62 hours to enrich the educational program of the districts in
1982-83. This contribution was made by 17,104 volunteers, it is
valued at $2.5 million, if each hour contributed is $7 an hour.

Data from a recently completed survey covering the 1982-83
school year done by the National School Volunteer Program, the
National Center on Education Statistics, and the School Manage-
ment Group of Salt Lake City, shows that 4.36 million persons pro-
vided part-time or full -time volunteer service to public schools
during the 1982-83 school year. These volunteers contributed an
average of 3 hours per week. If valued at $7 per hour, the Nation's
public schools received a minimum of $917 million worth of volun-
teer service to supplement and enrich the educational programs of
the schools.

In a time when resources to pay teachers a fair wage and to pro-
vide for other school needs is in strong competition with lora],
State, and national needs, the dollar value of volunteers in schools
cannot be underestimated.
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On the other hand, there is no way to place a dollar value on
having positive adult role models for children and youth. There is
no substitute for interested, concerned, and involved parents and
other volunteers working in partnership with good schools and
good teachers. This partnership makes good schools better and the
best schools superior.

I am delighted to be able to be here to hear more about the vol-
unteer programs and more about parental involvement in educa-
tion. I am not a member of this task force, but I am a member of
the full committee. So it is an honor for me, Mr. Chairman, to take
part in this hearing.

I will have to be in and out, so pardon me if I get up to leave I
am conducting a hearing next door on acid rain, so I am keeping
my options open in all areas, Mr. Chairman.

But, again, I appreciate being here, and I thank you for holding
this hearing.

[Opening statement of Hon. Dan Marriott follows:]

OPENING STATEMENT OF HON. DAN MARRIOTT, A REPRESENTATIVE IN CONGRESS FROM
THE STATE OF UTAH

Mr Chairman I am pleased that our Prevention Strategies Task Force is holding
this heanng on "Improving American Education: Roles for Parents "

I extend a warm welcome to all of our witnesses today but I am particularly
pleased that Mrs Gene Berry, President of the National School Volunteer Program
can be with us today Mrs Berry is the Coordinator of the Salt Lake City School
District's Volunteer Program and is highly qualified to testify on the role of parents
and other volunteers in assisting our schools in doing a better job of educating our
children

Mrs Berry has her Masters Degree from the University of Utah having special-
ized in the Cultural Foundations of American Education. She has taken additional
graduate work at Westminster College, Bngham Young University, and Utah State
University where she has specialized in the education of young children. She has
served for ten years as the coordinator of our volunteer program in the Salt Lake
City School District

Mrs Berry is the mother of three children ranging in age from 13 to 20 so she can
speak as a parent as well as a highly qualified professional Mrs Berry, welcome to
this important heanng

I al., Nery impressed with the e^complishments of our volunteer efforts in the Salt
Lake City School 5Istnct I think I am justified in noting that the Salt Lake City
Schools have been recognized natiorally three times during the past decade for its
use of volunteers Twice the National School Volunteers Program, Inc., a United
Way supported program, has awarded honors to the District. On a third occasion
the Valley Forge Foundation has cited Salt Lake City for its outstanding use of vol-
unteers

It is equally noteworthy that 17,104 volunteers gave 366,629 hours to the Salt
Lake City Schools during the 1982-83 school year If we conservatively estimate the
value of this volunteer effort at only $7 00 per hour which is an average betweer
the minimum wage and the wages paid high tech personnel, we discover that volun-
teers contributed over $2 5 million to the Salt Lake City Schools alone.

A further analysis done by the School Management Group of Salt Lake City, the
National Center on Educational Statistics, and the National School Volunteer Pro-
gram, shows that 4.36 million persons provided part-time or full-time volunteer serv-
ices to public schools during the 1982-83 school year The average number of hours
contributed by volunteers was three hours per week Ii we value this at only $7 per
hour we discover that the nation's public schools received a minimum of $917 mil-
lion in volunteer services

In a time when fiscal resources to pay quality teachers a fair wage and to provide
other school needs are in strong competition with other pressing local, state and na-
tional needs, the dollar value of volunteers in the schools can not be underestimat-
ed

More importantly, however, is the value of volunteerism in the schools as reflect -
ea in higher achievement of students, the increased understanding of problems
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faced by our schools and our teachers, and the higher level 1/41 confidence parents
have in their schools when they become an integral part of the education process

I know of no way to place a dollar value on having positive adult role models
especially parents, teachers, and other community volunteersinteracting with
children and youth I am convinced that there is no substitute for interested, con-
cerned and involved parents and other volunteers working in partnership with good
schools and good teachers It is this partnership that makes average schools good
and good schools excellent

Once again, let me welcome all of our witnesses here today I knew that the Com-
mittee will benefit greatly from your testimony

Thank you Mr. Chairman

Mr. LEHMAN. Why don't you just stay where you are. We will put
you on the Democratic side temporarily.

Mr. MAamorr. That would be sad, but I will do it. [Laughter.]
Mr. LEHMAN. Our first witness is on the way. She will be here

soon. What we will do at this time is skip to Gene Berryexcuse
me. I didn't see the other members here. We are very happy to
have you here. I just wonder at this time if you would like to make
a statement?

Mrs. BoGGs. Thank you so much, Mr. Chairman. I don't want to
impose upon the time of task force members I want to commend
you and Mr. Marriott and the otly.?r members of the task force for
conducting these hearings. I can think of no more important area
of our children's lives or the lives of our families than the area of
education and of volunteerism by parents and among parents, and
between parents, the general public, the school society and the cor-
porate citizenship world in trying to improve the quality of educa-
tion and be intimately involved ir, the process.

I attended tw ) meetings yesterday and today. One was with the
Children's Welfare League which is holding a national conference
here in Washington. The expression of interest in having parents
and other volunteers involved in the educational system has been
one of the outstanding programs at the conference.

In addition, this morning I attended a breakfast of the American
Chemical Society, and was extraordinarily pleased to know that
they had done a survey of the needs in education, particularly, of
course, as it relates to science and technology, and developed rec-
ommendations to meet the needs. Among those recommendations
was involvement of the voluntary community, particularly parents,
and of the larger societyboth private and corporate citizensin
the school system with the young people.

So I think that your task force is certainly addressing a need and
making suggestions for meeting needs that are commensurate with
the undertakings of large national bodies concerned with education
o; our childrer:. I thank you very much for allowing me to be here
to be a part of it.

I am especially interested because the father of one of the wit-
nesses here today has been a good friend of mine for a "ery long
time. I had the opportunity of hearing the accolades about his serv-
ice to our community at his retirement party a week or so ago in
New Orleans.

I am very pleased to be with you, and thank you very much.
Mr. LEHMAN. Mr. McKernan, would you like to make a state-

ment?
Thank you, Mrs. Boggs.

1 u
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Mr. MCKERNAN. Just a brief one, Mr. Chairman. I want to say I
am glad I had the good sense to wear the same suit that you have
on today. I would say what everyone else has been saying, and com-
mend you for having this hearing.

I formed an advisory committee in the State of Maine to advise
me on issues involving children, youth and families. I have also
formed an advisory committee on education. It is amazing, I think,
to all of us how much those interrelate, and how much the job of
educators has changed in the last few years to really involve some
of the issues that this committee faces. We now have an education-
al system that is doing more than educating our children, also serv-
ing to do a lot of the sociai work that we may not realize is being
done in the educational field. I think it is important that we focus
on what is happening in our society, what the role of the family
reaily is in education, and how those two institutions are emerging
today, as well as what ought to be proper Government policies, as
it affects both families and the educational arena.

So, again, I want to commend you and thank you for having this
hearing.

Mr. LEHMAN. Thank you, Mr. McKernan.
At this time, without objection, we will move right into the testi-

mony of Mrs. Gene Berry and Mr. Daniel Merenda.
If you come forward, and perhaps if you do not want to read your

statement in its entirety, perhaps for time's sake, you could sum -
mariie it, and then we will be able to ask you a few questions.
Your statement will be included in its entirety in the record.

STATEMENTS OF GENE BERRY, PRESIDENT, NATIONAL SCHOOL
VOLUNTEER PROGRAM, AND COORDINATOR, SALT LAKE CITY
SCHOOL VOLUNTEERS, SALT LAKE CITY, UT, AND DANIEL
MERENDA, EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR, NATIONAL SCHOOL VOLUN-
TEER PROGRAM, ALEXANDRIA, VA

Ms. BERRY. Thank you, and good morning. We are pleased to be
here.

I am happy to introduce Mr. Dan Merenda, executive director of
the National School Volunteer Program. He will begin our testimo-
ny.

Mr. MERENDA. Thank you, Mr. Chairman and members of the
committee. It is a pleasure to be here to talk about parent-citizen
involvement in education and to talk about the National School
Volunteer Program and the role that it has been playing in pro-
moting and advocating parent-citizen involvement in education.

The National School Volunteer Program is a nonprofit education
association headquartered in Alexandria, VA. Our mission is to
strengthen the partnerships between educators and citizens on
behalf of students. What we do is assist school systems in recruit-
ing, training and placing volunteers in public schools. Our national
membership stands at approximately 1,100 program members, and
represents 48 States, Canada, Mexico and the U.S. territories.

The majority of our members are directors of school volunteer
programs. They are full-time paid staff within schoc1 districts.
They coordinate impressive numbers of volunteers in almost every
urban school system in the country, many surburban and many

11
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rural school districts. In New York City, for examnle, there are
25,000 volunteers providing remedial tutoring and math services to
students in the classrooms. They work one-on-one with the gifted
and with the handicapped. They provide the teacher with more
time to teach by dcing classroom management tasks such as filing,
grading tests, and things of that nature.

In Houston, TX, where volunteers participate in all of the dis-
trict's 168 elementary schools and most of the district's secondary
schools, there are 13,926 volunteers contributing over 400,000 hours
of service.

The State of Florida documents 85,000 volunteers currently pro-
viding services to children in the schools in the State of Florida.

Here in the District of Columbia, some 12,000 volunteers help
children to a better education by serving as mentors, role models,
armchair historians, tutors, and guest speakers.

In Los Angeles where seniors are tapped as a major resource,
there are some 24,000 volunteers currently providing services.

The San Francisco School Volunteer Program reports some 1,650
volunteers who give an average of between 2 and 10 hours per
week.

Nationally, I think Congressman Marriott did a fine job in talk-
ing about the 4.3 million volunteers who are out there in our
schools today.

These individuals are-33 percent of this number represent par-
ents, another 24 percent older citizens, another 21 percent are stu-
dents who are providing volunteer services, and an impressive 18
percent of this number is representative of the business communi-
ties. Volunteers are today in 79 percent of our public schools, 88
percent at the elementary level and 60 percent at the secondary
level.

Volunteer programs, contrary to public opinion, are not free.
They do cost money. We found in our survey that the average ex-
penditure by school districts in 1982 was $11,000. Of the money
spent, some 30 percent comes from the private sector, and another
70 percent from public tares. The rate on the return of that invest-
ment, I believe, is phenomenal, some 50 to 1.

To have a successful program, we have learned that there are
some necessary common factors. Those factors, quite briefly, are:
We found that in school districts where there is strong district-level
supportthat is, where the .Joard of education or the superintend-
ent vocalize their support and provide line-item budget support
the programs seem to be mere stable and more successful.

Written policy: A formal written policy submitted to the board
and adopted by the board of education supporting the program and
outlining requirements, requirements such as volunteers working
under the supervision of paid staff.

A systemwide manager is a necessity. The programs, volunteer
programs, parent involvement programs are as difficult to manage
as any other program operating within school systems. There is a
concept that it you are talking about a parent involvement pro-
gram or a volunteer program, that somehow the programs will run
themselves. That is not true. You need a full-time manager, some-
one who has those kinds of skills, to make the program work.

12
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Building level managers at the school building level, an individ-
ual to be designated by the principal to manage the program, not
necessarily a paid staff, but someone who is going to be responsible
for organizing.

People: Volunteer pi °grams focus on involving people, not pro-
curing money. The annual Gallup poll cf the public attitudes
toward public schools repeatedly shows that people are more sup-
portive of social institutions with which they have direct contact
and involvement. The volunteer program is an avenue of involve-
ment into the public schools, a way of letting not only parents play
a substantive role in the instruction of their children, but a way of
getting those involved who otherwise have no direct contact with
the public schools, those seniors, those business people who only
read about the thir Is that are happening in education

Volunteer programs are successful when you provide options for
volunteers. People need choices. Not everyone wants to be a class-
room assistant. If you are bringing n a business person who is a
computer expert, that person may well not want to tutor on a one-
to-one basis, but that person may be someone who could assist the
principal in management, in rescheduling, in providing more time
for students and time on tasks.

We found that collaboration and long-range planning is a neces-
sity in parent Involvement and volunteer programs. All of those in-
dividuals who are attracted by the rrzgram need to be involved in
the planning. Teachers and pe;pic w, are going to be involving
the volunteer in the classroom need 1-., be involved in planning.

But the results are worthwl ile. I just want to spend one minute
talking about the Dade Count) public schools and the result of a
survey that--

Mr. LEHMAN. If you are going to talk about Dade County, we will
let you talk for 2 minutes. [Laughter.]

Mr. MERENDA. In 1975, the Dade County public sch As with the
University of Miami did a study where volunteers who were
trained as tutcrs worked with students in grades two through six.
They tutored 3 times a week, 2 hours each time, for a total of a 3-
month period. They set up control grout 1, they did pre- and post-
testing, and they tutored in the area of math and reading.

They found that the nontutored group achieved at the .032 level
in reading, while the tutored group, those receiving ie volunteer
services, achieved at the 1.02 level. In mathematics, the results
were equally impressive. I think this is quite interesting. They
achieved in mathematics at .080, while the nontutored group lost,
dropped a .059.

On a broader basis, the results of the findings indicated that vol-
unteers have much to offer beyond simply increasing human inter-
action levels, that they can play a substantive academic role in im-
proving the quality of education.

Nationally- -I don't want to take any more of the committee's
time, but I would like to turn the testimony back to Gene Berry,
who is going to talk about the Salt Lake City School Volunteer Pro-
gram.

Mr. LEHMAN. At this time, I would also like to invite up to the
table Mrs. McKenzie and also Beatrice Stanley and Kathryn Stan-
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ley. You are all part of this panel, so you may introduce yourselves
to each other.

I might add something about Dade county. The best volunteers I
have experienced in my 6 years on the school board were the re-
tired elderly craftsmen who went into the vocational education
classes after they retired from their skills, machinists, carpentry
and plumbing, and whatever they did. They commanded such re-
spect from the students, and were not only able to teach them the
practical part, but they maintained a kind of a discipline ar.1 re-
spect that the teachers themselves were not able to command from
the same students.

I didn't know whether that was part of your volunteer program
that you experienced, but it certainly was an effective policy, the
ones that I have experienced.

We will go now to Mrs. Berry, and we will try to make this as
brief as possible, and then we will go to the panelists from the
Duke Ellington School and tkr2 District of Columbia public schools.

MS. BERRY. Thank you.
I have been coordinating the volunteer program in Salt Lake

City for the past 5 years.
Our district level volunteer program began in 1969. We started

with 14 volunteers working in a sect irrade classroom. As Con-
gressman Marriott told you, we now are co 1,iting over 17,000 vol-
unteers in our schools. I would say that mo:e than half of those
volunteers are parents. But there are others. We have 490 wonder-
ful Smiles Senior Volunteers. They are age 55 and older. We also
have an Adopt-a-School Program going and we have youth volun-
teers as well. So in the last 15 years, we have been able to develop
quite a variety of volunteer programs in our schools. But we will be
emphasizing parents in our testimony this morning.

The parents are working as tutors, classroom assistants, and
great books discussion leaders. They are giving clerical help, and
library assistance. We also have them working with us on task
forces and on school governance councils.

We don't have a lot of hard data on the effects of parent involve-
ment in the education of child7en, but we believe, and we do have
indicators in the data, that it c oes improve the excellence of educa-
tion for our children.

We in Salt Lake City look at increased public confidence, at high
attendance levels and higher achievement levels as indicators of
impro-:ed educational excellence. In comparing our own kind of
Gallup poll on public confidence in the szhools we noted that the
national Gallup poll had the public giving the schools a 37-percent
vote of confidence; in Salt Lake, our commi lity had a 46-percent
confidence rat'- g in the public schools. r., tp with children in
our schools hao a 64-percent confidence

Attendance levels have been ovi r the 91, -rcentile in our dis-
trict for many years. In 1976 they were at 92 percent, and this last
year up over 97 percent.

Our achievement levels at grades kindergtxten through tight are
over the national no ms at every grade level and, in some grade
levels, 2 years above the national norms. So we feel that the inten-
sity of that relationship with parents is having a positive effect on
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the quality of education for our students, and it is improving their
education.

What did we do? How has this come about? We have found that
the reform of those traditional attitudes about parents has been a
critical issue that we have had to deal with. When Dr. Thomas, our
superintendent, came to Salt Lake some 11 years ago, he came
with a very strong value system that the public schools are public
business and that it is important to involve the public in them at
all levels from clerical help to the governance of the schools. We
don't have advisory committees, we have governance councils
where decisionmaking is shared in our schools. We have that value
system that encourages parent participation which pervades all of
our thinking about involvement in the schools. It is hard just to
single out parent involvement. It is a pervasive value system.

But in order to change traditional attitudes that volunteers are
just parents and we are the profess; -nals after all and we know
how things should be in the schools, we focused in four oreas.

We focused on articulating the philosophy that we wanted to in-
volve the ccmmunity and parents in our schools. We focused on
providing structures that would allow parents to be meaningfully
involved. We created board policy, board goals, and accountability
programs that speak to involving parents and the community in
our schools. We implemented a shared governance system that sets
up a system of councils in the schools to provide for shared deci-
sionmaking. Our organized volunteer program allows for coordina-
tion of volunteer efforts in the program. It offers parents a variety
of choices for their participation as volunteers. It allows for us to
define new roles for parents to play and to facilitate the process by
which those roles are taken into our schools.

We have focused on training. Everybody has needed the training,
the educators as well as the volunteers. So, while we provide our
training en shared governance councils for volunteers on how can
you be effective on the council, we have also worked with our prin-
cipals and teachers and administrators. Often we train teams of
people that include all of those constituencies.

We also have training that is fok.used on how to be an effective
reading tutor or an effective great books discussion leader. We
have training that is focused for teachers on how to manage volun-
teers effectively in the classroom. So we have tried to cover all as-
pects of training.

Finally, we reward and publicize the successes that come from
parent involvement. Obviously, whenever we have a success, we
share it with the rest of the world. We find that we receive those
benefits I talked with you about. But the most important thing is
that teaching and learning have become a priority in our school
districts for all of us, for parents, administrators, teachers, and stu-
dents as well.

The benefits are that it is a program where everyone wins. The
students have a better opportunity for the future, the parents are
learning about the schools, about parenting and about new skills
for themselves. The teaching is enhanced, and the communities are
receiving the benefits of a better educated populace.

Thank you.
Mr. LEHMAN. Thank you very much.
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[Prepared statement of Ms. Gene Berry and Daniel Merenda fol-
lows:]

PREPARED STATEMENT OF MB. GENE BERRY, PRZSIDEIFF, NATIONAL SCHOGL VOLUNTEL?
PROGRAM, COORDINATOR, SALT LAKE CITY SCHOOL VOLUNTL .R8, SALT LAKE CITY,
UT, AND DANIEL W. MERENDA, EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR, NATIONAL SCHOOL VOLUN-
TEER PROGRAM, ALExArrnsix, VA

Goal morning Mr. Chairman and membera of the committee, I am Gene Berry,
President of the National School Volunteer Progran, and with me I have Daniel W.
Merenda, Executive Director of our organization.

The National School Volunteer Program, Inc. (NSVP) is a non-profit education as-
sociation headquartered in Alexandria, Virginia. Founded in 1968, NSVP is the sole
national organization representing school volunteers in America. Our members are
primarily directors of state and local school volunteer programs, superintendents
and principals; but also include community leaders, business representatives and
members of school boards and chambers of commerce. Our current membership
stands at approximately 1,100 and represents 48 states, Canada, Mexico and the
Virgin Islands. NSVP's mission is to strengthen the partnership between educators
and citizens on behalf of students.

NSVP offers a wide variety of services to school districts, corporations and indi-
viduals. Specific eervices include:

National Academies for Volunteers In Education (NA.V.I E.).Five-day training
institutes for local school district staff teams interested in establishing and/or
strengthening a volunteer program The academies enable school district leaders to
develop local solutions to basic questions about starting, managing, expanding and
evaluating effective school volunteer programs.

Local Training Workshops.One-day seminars, conducted across the country, on
such topics as volunteer recruitment, staff training, management and program eval-
uation.

National Training Conference.An annual meeting at which NSVP members and
program directors from business, government and civic organizations receive train-
ing in the latest techniques of volunteer program management. Participants also
meet with each other, acquhing new perspectives and new skills to use in local
school districts across the country

The Volunteer In Education. A monthly newsletter with a circulation of over
4,000 which provides a national voice for volunteers in ec'ucation, legislative updates
helpful hints for volunteer administrators and tutors.

Publications Policy documents, training manuals and audio-visual materials.
National Awards.For exemplary volunteer programs.
Research and Data.On school volunteer programs
Technical Assistance.For local school volunteers.
In the past three month:, NSVP has been featured in publications such as the Phi

Delta Kappan, School Business Officials Journal and the U S. Department of Educa-
tion's Report "The Nation Responds."

NSVP's members are directors of volunteei programs. They coordinate impressive
numbers of volunteers in almost every urban school system and many suburban and
rural districts For example, in New York City, there are currently 25,000 volun-
teers In Houston, Texas where volunteers participate in all of the districts' 168 ele-
mentary schools and most of the 60 secondary school- there are 13,926 volunteers
contributing over 400,000 hours of service A cost benefit analysis computed at an
average of seven dollars per hour results in $2,816,695 00 worth of services. The
state of Florida currently documents 85,000 volunteers The District of Columbia
documents 12,000.

In Los Angeles uncier the leadership of the late Sarah Davis, a founder of the Na-
tional School Volunteer Program there are over 24.000 volunteers. In San Francisco
1,650 volunteers who give 2-10 hours per weekand the list continues. Nationally
according to a survey conducted in 1982 by the Selool Management Study Group
there are 4.3 million individuals providing volunteer services in our nation's ele-
mentary and secondary schools

Who are these individuals? The survey indicated that they are:
Parents-33 per cent;
Older Citizens-24 per cent,
Students-21 per cent,
Business Employees-18 per cent, and
Other-4 per cent
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The volunteer movement in education today is growing We have, over the years
witnessed not only increased numbers but increased quality in volunteer program
management, diversity of services, planning and evaluation.

A few examples to Illustrate the diversity of programsin Springfield, Massachu-
setts some 90 students fire questions at approximately two dozen senior citizens who
share their classroom. Were you in World War II? Was the Great Depression really
bad? Did you ever meet President Kennedy? No textbook could ever bring history to
life as vividly as do the personal accounts of those who have actually exprienced the
events.

Social science teachers developed this six to eight-week program for the Spring-
field Public Schools. Their objective was to teach students about the aging process.
Dedicated Older Volunteers in Education Service (DOVES) provided the volunteer
histonans. In the 1982-83 school year the Springfield School Volunteer Program at-
tracted 1,300 volunteer parents, citizens, seniors, students and businessmen who
gave 100,000 hours of time. These volunteers serve as tutors, mentors, guest speak-
ers and library assistants.

Over the de_ades, we have learned some key lessons about the vountzer program
as an effective avenue of involvement for parents. Volunteer services are more con-
sistent and effective when the programs are carefully planned and placed within
the existing governance system of participating school districts. Successful volunteer
programs operate from within the system and call on the resources of the district's
staff development, curriculum and instructional services divisions. Volunteer pro-
grams become insitutionalized vehicles for parent involvement when the following
seven components exist

District-level Support. The school board and the superintendent should express
their strong support for volunteer activities by providing a line item in the budget.
The superintendent can also create an atmosphere in which principals and teachers
feel comfortable about making changes that will enable them to use volunteers ef-
fectively Visable support from business executives and the backing of major civic
organizations also improvt the chances that a volunteer program will succeed.

A Written Policy of Support The school board should approve a formal, written
policy of support for the program. Such a policy can quickly overcome the tradition-
al barriers that keep volunteers out of some aspects of school life, e.g., management,
curriculum development, instruction.

A Systemwide Manager Placing one person in charge of managing volunteers
often spells the difference between an effective enterprise and a floundering exer-
cise in ail..Iteurism This manager (who should report directly to the district super-
intendent) personifies the commitment of a school system to a genuine partnership
with the community it serves. A systemwide manager also enables a school system
to use 3 volunteers efficiently, because the manager will facilitate the sharing of
infor......tion and the coordinating of arrangements between departments or schools.
If one school has access to a community resource, a systemwide manager will see to
it that all schools in the system have access to that same resource A systemwide
manager also provides business leaders with an easily accessible contact for coopera-
tion with the schools

Building-level Managers.The systemwide manager should make certain that
each school principal designates a ataff member to carry out such tasks as a school-
wide need.. assessment (to determine where volunteers could best be used and which
students would be the most appropriate target populations); the identification of po-
tential community resources; and the development, implementation, and evaluation
of a volunteer program for the school. This building-level manager would also take
responsibility for recording the hours spent and the types of services performed in
the school by volunte.as, for creating awareness among the staff and the school
community regarding the potential benefits of participation in the volunteer pro-
gram, and for recruiting, interviewing, training, assigning and recognizing the
achievements of school volunteers The building-level manager should have released
time for these program-related duties or be a full-time building-level coordinator

People Effective school volunteer programs focus on involving people, not on
procuring money WhJn local scientists, business leaders, engineers, accountants,
civic and governmental leaders parents, senior citizens, and others form partner-
ships with the schools, they bring personal talents and commitments that Improve
education in ways that money alone cannot. Of course, it costs companies money to
release their staff members for volunteer activities during the workdaybut must
find that the Investment pays dividends in better e plo ee morale and improved
community relations For the schools, on the other d , effective volvnteer pro-
grams boost public confidence in U S education The a ual Gallup Polls of the
Public's Attitudes Toward the Public Schools have repeated own that people are
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more supportive financially and otherwiseof social institutions with which they
have direct contact

Options for Volunteers The roles of volunteers in the schools need not be con-
fined to raising funds and providing clerical assistance Other options include serv-
ice as tutors, as mentors, or as resource instructors (working closely with teachers);
as staff developers (covering such topics as new technologies or new management
techniques), as technical advisors (handling such areas as administration or manage-
ment); and as members of various kinds of advisory boards. Carefully chosen volun-
teers can add both breadth and depth to school enrichment programs. Volunteers
can sometimes play important roles in a school's counseling programparticularly
in such areas as attendance, career guidance, alcohol or drug abuse programs, and
kinde, garten screenings. They can also make valuable contributions as members of
committees established to update or revise curricula.

Collaborative, Long-range PlanningOrganizations and institutions survive over
the long haul only if their leaders understand the importance of systematic, long-
range planning School volunteer przroams should be the objects of such planning

schoolefforts, but hool volunteers should be actively involved in the long-range plan-
ning that affects other dimensions of a school's operationsfrom curriculum and in-
struction to management procedures. Only by active collaboration with teachers and
administrators in these planning activities can school volunteers discover how they
can contribute most effectively to the ongoing improvement of the school and its
program.

The benefits of a well organized volunteer program are multi-faceted. The strong-
est evidence for utilizing the volunteer program as an avenue for parent involve-
ment is the programs impact on student achievement.

In 1975, the Dade Courty Public Schools evaluated the results of a three year
project designed to develop and implement a delivery system of school volunteer
services which could provide a number of different types of services to meet differ-
ent and varying kinds of learner needs The activities centered on basic skills in
reading and mathematics foi students in grades 2-6 who were one or more years
below national norms in reading achievement and who were tutored by volunteer
ref, 'mg tutors; and students in grades 2-6 who were one or more years below na-
tional norms in mathematics achievement and who were tutored by volunteer math -
ematics tutors.

The results obtained from the analysis of the data gathered indicated that stu-
dents who were tutored by volunteer reading tutors of the School Volunteer Pro-
gram gained significantly more in reading achievement than the non-tutored group
at the 0005 level of confidence Mean grade equivalent score for the tutored group
was 1 02 while the non-tutored group gained only .038.

Students who were one or more years below national norms in mathematics
achievement who were tutored by volunteer mathematics tutors of the school volun-
teer program, gained significantly more in mathematics achievement than non-tu-
tored students The achieveme.it gains of the tutored gro'ip exceeded those of the
non-tutored group at the .0005 level of confidence Mean grade equivalent gain score
for the tub d group was .808 while the non-tutored group registered a loss of 0.059.

On a broader basis the results of the findings indicated that volunteers have
much to offer beyond simply increasing human interaction levels with students. (See
Evaluation Results Appendix A)

The point of these results is that with effective planning and training for the
parent as a volunteer tutor, there is a role to be played which makes a significant
difference in stude7# achievement The volunteer program in education today fc
cuses primarily on service delivery The parent is viewed by administrators and
teachers in those programs as part of the education delivery system. The volunteer
program is successful as an avenue of involvement because the parent volunteer is
providing a service identified Is a need by teachers and administrators.

In addition to academic achievement benefits for students, the volunteer program
offers a wide range of benefits to schools, staff, students, parents and the communi-
ty at large These benefits are clearly outlined in the history of one exemplary vol-
unteer programthe Salt Lake City School Volunteer Program

The Salt Lake City School District has 24,000 students in 27 elementary schools,
five intermediate schools, four high schools, one community education center and a
Headstart Program

At the close of the 1982-83 school year 17,104 volunteers had given 366,629 hours
of service to the students in our schools More tl.an half of these volunteers were
parents These parents were involved in a wide variety of activities including acting
as tutors, classroom assistants, Great Books discussion leaders, career and enrich-

:i8 -.386 0 -- 84 - -2 18
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ment speakers as well as members of boards, task forces, and shared governance
councils.

While in Salt Lake City we do do:. have the hard data that singles nut parent
involvement as a factor in obtaining educational excellence in our schools, there are
indicators that a more intense involvement of parents in the education of their chil-
dren results in a higher quality of ' ducation.

In a 1982 Gallup Poll, the public gave a 37 per cent confidence rating to the
schools. In the Spring of 1983, the Salt Lake Community gave their schools a 46.5
per cent confidence rating. Parents with children in the schools gave a rating of 64
per cent twice that of the general populace! In the same 1982 Gallup Poll the
schools were given a grade "B" or better by 37 per cent of the public. In Salt Lake
City 49 per cent of the parents with children graded the schools "B" or better.

High attendance is an indicator of parent support of the schools. The results of
good attendance for students are more time on task and a better education. Since
1976, average daily attendance in Salt Lake City Schools has risen from 92.58 per
cent to 97 16 per cent. Student test scores have risen above the national norms at
every grille level K-8 and at some levels the scores are as much as 2 years above
the nationti norms.

The Salt Lake Schools hav- not had a teacher strike is over 10 years. Teaching
and learning have become a Ugh priority for parents, students, teachers and admin-
istrators in the Salt Lake City Schools.

How has this come about? Historically parents have always been involved in the
schools. It is the concept of organizing parents and providing structures for their
meaningful involvement that is relatively new. In 1969, the volunteer effort was or-
ganized at the district level in Salt Lake City. The organization was jointly planned
by the Jr League and district officials. Seed money for the project was provided by
the Jr. League, Model Cities and Cie Travis Foundation. The school district provided
office space and supplies. Later the district took over the basic program. A commu-
nity board was organized to govern the program. This board is still functioning and
finances part of the volunteer program. Over the years the board has played an im-
portant role in volunteer training, the development of a program for older volun-
teers known as SMILES, school and business partnerships, and parent involvement
in teaching basic skills.

The organized volunteer efforc in Salt Lake City began with just 14 volunteers
working in a second grade. Their purpose was to demonstrate the effectiveness of
the trained volunteer in extending and enriching the educational lives of students.
They wanted to show that the role of volunteers was to support teachers not to re-
place them Now, 15 years later, there isn't a school in the Salt Lake District that
doesn't involve and value volunteers.

In 1974 Dr. M. Donald Thomas became superintendent of the Salt Lake City
Schools He came to the district with a special interest in parent involvement and a
value system that strongly supported building partnerships between the schools and
community groups. For him, and for all of us, the pub it schools are the public's
business and responsibility. There is no question as to whether the public should be
involvedthey must be at every level.

The most important and most difficult to achieve element in obtaining effective
parent involvement in the schools is bringing about the reform of traditional atti-
tudes about the role of parents in the schools Traditionally educators see them-
selves as professionals with all the answers and they see parents as lay persons who
don't know much about schools. Parents reinforce these attitudes when they refer to
themselves by saying, "We're just parents What do we know?" Parents have much
to offer and they can make a difference in the educational excellence in our ,-schools.
They can continue to be "involved" in traditional roles such as attendance at PTA
meetings or parent/teacher conferences They can also become more meaningfully
involved, in a less traditional way, as school tutors, governance council members
and student advocates

Four things are necessary to achieve reform of traditional attitudes about the pa-
rental role in schools

1 Articulate the new philosophy;
2 Provide structures in which the reform can occur,
3 Provide training to develop new skills, and
4 Reward and publicize successes
Articulate the new philosophy In Salt Lake City it is well known that parent

and community involvement is encouraged and valued in our schools This philoso-
phy is written as board policy and is supported by board goals Each year, every
administrator, principal and teacher in the district develops an accountability state-
ment related to those goals

ly
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Written material is prepared and distributed frequently to district employees and
to the community at large Some recent examples include: So You Won't Be In The
Dark, a PTA publication; Parents Have Rights, Too! a PDK Fastback by Dr.
Thomas; Parents Rights & Responsibilities, a district brochure by Alberta Henry,
and Shared Governance. Active Cooperation For A More Effective Education, a dis-
trict training manual written by Robert I. Wakefield.

Provide structures in which the reforn. can occur Shared governance, a system
where parents and community members participate in decision making with school
teachers, administrators and employees of the district, has been adopted by the
board o; education as the management system for the district. Parents serve on
school and district councils in which policy decisions are made giving them real,
direct responsibility and authority rather than an advisory role in education

Open disclosure, review of services, employee remediation, and teacher peer eval-
uation are all programs designed to open the system to critical scrutiny and evalua-
tion so that improvements are constantly being made.

An organized district volunteer program is another critical structure in which
this reform can occur. It is here where the coordination of all voluntary effort takes
place It is the vehicle for the training of educators and volunteers so that schod
programs can be effective and successful. Finally, it is the place where new roles fir
volunteers can be defined and implemented with the support of careful planning,
creative and enthusiastic management and careful evaluation. Within this program
volunteers can choose to participate in a variety of ways which run the gamut from
attending Back-To-School night to volunteering regularly at the school. They can ex-
perience personal growth by making varied selections of involvement and by in-
creasing tneir time and level of commitment

Provide training to develop new skills.la the Salt Lake District effective parent
and community involvement has meant training for everyone not just parents, or
community volunteers. On the district level, employees, teachers ana administrators
are given training with salary line change and university credit attached. Parents
are invited to participate in this training.

Volunteers are given trairing for their many roles both at the district level and
in their local schools Parents can also take advantage of parent effectiveness
courses taught at several locations in the district throughout the year.

Very specific training on working with students in basic reading and math skills
is given to hundreds of parents and their children each year by Ronald I. Muir a
teacher trainer for the school volunteer program In the 1983-84 school year 679
students and 669 parents received this training for reading, language arts, math and
study skills grades K-12. All of the students who completed the 8-10 week sessions
made significant gains in achievement.

Reward Successes.When parent and community involvement works in our
schools the results are shared and celebrated. Test scores above the national aver-
age, high attendance levels and volunteer participation are all reported and praised.
Administrators who attrin their accountability objectives receive 2 per cent bonuses

Once the basic value of truly accepting parent and community involvement in the
schools is accepted, the barriers are reduced. Parents who are critical of the sch pis
are no longer viewed as threats. Their criticism is accepted as an important point of
view. The entire process of self examination and critical review is considered
healthy Meaningful parent and community involvement in schools is critical to the
future of education if excellence is what we truly desire. The outcomes for high
quality involvement can be summarized:

Pupil achievement increases.
Public confidence in the schools intensifies.
Positive relationships are developed between teachers and administrators and be-

tween school employees and parents.
Negotiations are conducted in an atmosphere of collaboration, trust and good will.
Employee salaries and fringe benefits improve at an above average growth rate.
Teaching and learning rises to the top priority of the Board of Education, the

school district personnel, and the community at large.
In conclusion, the National School Volunteer Program believes a system that en-

courages parental involvement in the schools provides benefits for all concerned.
Parents learn about schools, child growth and development, parenting and other
new skills. Teachers learn more about the children they teach. Their teaching is en-
hanced and the problems they face are more clearly understood by the community.
Students achieve more and have their future chances for success enhanced even
more by the involvement of parents and others The entire community benefits from

better educated populace Good schools protect property value and attract business
and industry Good schools become an economic asset providing community stabili-
ty
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APPENDIX A

01 ch., appxication can serve several purposes, (1) ,s ,,he IVD project austract
Lc. 2) as a report that nay oe ssaelltres to Disseminat1,0

A PROJECT I\FO2nATION

%rea u: concern Acadung nnu ''arhematics - r lutOrs

Project_ Title Scnool Volunteer Development PIO.J.it

Project Director's Name Dr Auu!ey Jackson
1451 \sr-h Bayshore Dr , Suite 1005,Miaol, Florida, 33132 (305) 371-2491

Applucarion Agency Dade County Public Schools

1.10 N E. Second Avenue, Miami, Florida,_ 33132

Superuate,lent's Name Dr I I. Whiguam
1410 N E Second Avenue, Miami, Florida 33132

Phone number (305) 350-3268

Project Period Bening- July 1, 1972 Ending' June 300.1975

Expe.c.tores

Giant rood

July 1, 1972 to June 30, 3975

Feoctal Diner Total
Fund. Funds funds
$ 85,130_ $17,812 86 $103,032 86

The aoove amounts represent tne total collars on which the computations in tots
appiuration were made "Ocoer fumes" were contributed resources and in-kindcontrubutions. The remaining ESZA Title III monies expended in tne subsequent
two years represent the imdleme-tation of the delivery system to focus on the
-earner needs of career awareness and consumer education, respectively. For
the purposes of tnis valivation and DRP application, only the objectives dealin&
with reading and mathematics tutors dealt with the first year are being submitted.

.7.1_1_, 1973 to June 3001074 5101,000 $ /101,000

ui, 1, 1074 to 1 we 10_137S 11(6,14 1_ $ -$176,113

juin S167332 $ $310,145 86

BKILE LFSC4I;TTON OF PROliCT

The pea pose of tons project was to develop and implement
a delivery system of

school volunteer services inch could deliver n number of different types of
volunteer services to meet different and varying kings of learner needs
Over cr.. toree year period of this ZSFA Title

III project, toe School Volunteer
Development Project delivered volunteer services vetch focused on three
different needs of the learner, emphasirin7 one specific need earn of the
,errs

a ,s

'10 )11.` ;"`
14 I 7.t Jr) iks
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0,est
st ,f 0' IL ,oF Jr ,on

L, Lauder

,,ateles aro.. two r dp,r ob_p_ct,des On c, .',s,ed f r f Leal

ILifner -,eh, in the area of basic -.bills (leadin4 and data are
icistically significant and tnerefore ren,,eutative of toe overall effectiveness

del,er) system Toe ma,or odjectives were. (1) ,fooents in grades 2-6 wno
.,e one or :sore -ears oelow nitional norms in reading achievement and wno are tutored

soluoteer reading tutors of the School Volunteer Development Fro,ect will gun
s ,-ificantiv ,ore In leadInbachievement than non -tut oren studeots. Toe achievement

s at tie tutored group will careen those of the non-tun-rt.: group at the 05 level
a,blevement will ue measured by the reading comprehension section of the

N.trope..itan Acnievement Test (2) Students in grades 2-6 wno are one or more years
ovlow national corms in matbematiCs achievement and who are tutored by volunteer
cnematics tutors of the School Volunteer Development Project will gain Significantly

rcze in mathematics achievement than non-tutored group at the .05 level. Mathematics
onlievement will be measured by the matnematics comprehension section of the Metropolita
Acr.levement Test

Context (Community, school student characteristics)
Tue Dade County Public Schools is the nation's sixth largest school system. It
aerves approximately 247,000 K-12 students, employs more than 21,000 persons and has
an annual operating budget of about $500,000,000. Included in the system are 172 ele-
mentary, 39 junior high and 6 special school centers. Toe scnool district is organized
into six geographic areas, each having an area superintendent and staff. The population
of Dade County includes all socio-economic groups and encompasses witnin its
50 mile radius urban, suburban and rural com.unities

As a result of the annual county-wide testing program administered by the Dade County
Pdblic Schools, the need for academic improvement in ,he areas of reading and matnematit
was apparent Because of this need, the use of volunteer tutors to provide increased
ildividualizition of instruction in reading and mathematics was conceived As a result
tie Scnool Volunteer Development Project was written and a grant application for ESE.,
Title III funding was suomirted

P-ocror, DescrlOtIon (grade levels) year, of ooernLion, 3170, ctdLliculn, materials,
,:a!f,ng, facilities, time ilvOive0, parental involvement, pre- service /In- service

tn.s time in tne history of the American scnool much attention is being give., to
...nivid.alizing instruction and making the curriculum In -re tailored to individual needs,
y,t :lute nos been done to solve the manpower problem whin repeatedly preaeqts
itself in the actual implementation of such programs. More and more society is pointing
education to tre lay volunteer who can be trained to efficiently use his free time
to assist in producing quality educational programs.

Cl tre national scale there are currently over 2.000,0015 volunteers working with
approximately 5,000,000 students, While the numbers of volunteers are growing daily,
.here nas oeen only a meager effort to capitalise on the manpower availaole by

the efforts of the volunteers througn proper training programs. The use of
volunteers is rot only cost beneficial to the local education agency, but it-mlso pro-
duces an -acerstardihg op the general public bout the efulcationll system and gQneretel
u?Jolt for the ncnool ,ystem from the 1/GioOloefS.

_

Sch,01 Van,. leer Pro,,,ct ot O,dc i nn..ty mcled, (1) in ovrinlI plan for A desicery
.n-. n of VOlo,t,er '.ervlus mini the utiwipun, ler, support male, I 11,, (2) the recruit'.

proc,darcs to generate a cesouece pool of vellmteers, (3) the training for the
,,,lunteers and 'or the teocbera utilizing tne services of voluote_rs, (4) the
cv,.6at.on at th2 three separate pnases of the project, along w,th an overall
ev,i,uaElon of to, system

this cysts _s designed I, locate, process and evaluate volunteer services
Dade County ',Ail. Schools, the system ihhcif is ,ronsportanle and easily adoptro

to both rural and urban setrin,s wishing to ut..lire this almost "untapped" source of
raopow.r to extend and enrich the eoucational programs.
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.;11 tra ,p- 1, 00 upon whici th.s applico,ton
onse, were ca,auctec _6 ,C.MOL, in chit, area.: of Dide County 1,237 voluqteers
Wd. .ec in lncse schools .ade. the d.tet_ion of five Title III staff members who served

o: oa this pro,ect and were completely funded by Title The
6_:- cities 1- zn.s applica,ion covered 12 months or ade calendar year and served 45,537
s adee:s Tna: Is to say [lilt the cadre of 1,237 volunteers served individual and group
C. ,:uden,s .1 35 schools, whose combined population we, 45,537.

STA-7:V: sue operations of tne program utilrzrc ',loots III reading and mathemati
were Implemented hi a program dire.,00, a .tretory, and tnrce area
specialists wio were teachers on spe, iii ...ignetant One hundred
percent of tne staff's time was spent. rc.rusting, training, placing
volunteers and evaluating tie effecr-v,ne, , of earn with the delivery
system components. Besides coordinating the efforts of volunteers vice/
tire public schools,the staff assisted non-public schools in implementing

FACILITIES' The central office facilities which housed toe School Volunteer Program
were donated by a local business. This contribution totals $19,000
for 2,000 square feet at $9.50 per square foot. In addition, each of
the three Areas provided work space for the area specialist assigned
to that district Volunt_ers who were tutoring worked directly in the
classroom

PARE. TAL A:1) COIMUNITY INVOLVEMENT fill volunteer tutors were placed with students
with the consent of the students' parents. Approximately 48Z of the
volunteers were parents or interested community members. The community
was the backbone of the School Volunteer Program. All the volunteers
were selected from high school end college students, parents, senior
citizens, business and industry volunteers and other commuaLey-minced
citizens

ADVISOlY 30ARD The Dde County School Volunteer Program Advisory Board was
composed of fourteen people who had demonstrated both an interest ii
education and outstanding leadership in the community. All members
of the Board made themselves available for consultations at the request
of the project director and actively participated in the promotion and
guidance of voluntarism in Miami's senools.

114I\'--, Orientation and pre-service training were provided to tutors at the
local school level by the School Resource Person and /or the School
Volunteer Chairman, both of whom vele trained in a two-day workshoo
by the staff of the School Volunteer Project in techniques for
organizing, supporting and implementing a volunteer program at their
own school level. In-service training was therafter provided at
tne local school level as the volunteer worked under the direction
of and in cooperation with the classroom teacner in planning and carryi
out activities to provide individual assistance to tutees. in
addition to the orientation by the Area Volunteer Specialists, a
volunteer education training module whim. was developed by [h..: project
Tutoring in Reading and Mathematics" was used

v,:=1T%I.S The ba,ic materials use.. for implementation of the programweremulti-
mt,dia recruitment and training materials which incluuod films, slide/
nom pi ecent anon, , flyers, r lchoreq , pull iv lnnountements

.1 de ilpe. 11,0dule,, Jt handbook, co provIde _tux a smooch
0,er Lt.) I iv, ry ,y 11,11, ,II r m d for ,w. weld dive ed such .1, ign-in

nests, nrtin is intent t scoots, data CO/ IL, taus forms, etc. To insure
quality con,rol, evaluation ,ocms were developed for all components
of the systo i e , management logs, school volunteer worksnop conferee
evaluation, icedoack sneers, volunteer training modules, and a scnool
volunteer competency rating scale.

The ,,,,-.als necessary to implement this product have been neatly packaged in
a co.o.fal cardboard package which lends itself to mailing and easy dissemination.
Ints product is called toe Stitter hit For The Utilization of Volunteer Services
Reptese,:ing not only the first year of development and implementation during
which the data for toms appl,cation were collected, toe contents
of thir highly usable product have oeen used repetitiously for CtiiiTT.uosequent

two years-and proved to he both valuaole and reliable.
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progral ,_,_,c1 1 I .1, dr, t, ',IL. 1, ., so 0,
.1/ rth)

oiuur,ec
e

e A watch provides compreheosive overview
,,ii a, step -o /-step inscrlitions for implementing a scnool vorunteer

rro,a
,c- al Volnote, ;fin 'a kiL, Hinubonk A rate end:, bo,, neveloped
to aid Ichooi liver a.uirmistrat rs win, are participa,log in a sc000l voiunte
p-og:ara

1-,n-bOOk ion isbmtPcr CiW,Irian A guidenona ev,igned to assist the voluntee
caaliman in setting up a scnool volunteer program. Along with tips on
recruitment, orientation, pllcemept, and training, this 000klet provides
practical advice for the volunteer chairman in such matters as pre-planning,
placement or cnonsing assiznments

l'710DUCTORY TRAloINC MATERIMS
Mania A slice /cape pi esentation designed to establisn a psycholgical

frame of reference for using modular training
Yocules in Action A slice /cape presentation giving step-by-step instructiin

for using modules in the scnool set ing

TRA1\INC NODULES WITd IhDIVIDUAL CASSETTE DIRECTIONAL TAPES.

Ad,intstering A School Volunteer Brogi % ..sonle designed to aid the

participant in outlining short tti, u. 1.ge pia; s for implementing

a school volunteet program aicoru,nt, to individual scnool needs
A.sisting In the Cla.sroom A module constructed to teach the Volunteers a
variety of ways in which to comolete'suggested duties, locate appropriate
resources and plan rapport building activities
SaildIng One-to-One Relationsiw's A module designed to old the participant
In simultaneously ecperiencing and lending gibers to experience inter-
personal reiatiooships wnicn ate positive and naatnaliy rewarding

Studints Develop ApploIrtate Behavior. A ..iodule bases on the
practical application of leaiuing principies of positive reinforcement in
the elementary classroom
Tatorinq In Reading_Ald Mathematics . A performance based and individualize,

nodule containing activities whit., will provide a resource of basic
knowledge and human relktions understanding tnat will nelp the tutor develop
the reading and math skills in ids students.
Seconing A Leader In A School Volunteer Progr et A module designed
to train school level leasers of educational volunteer programs.
Using The Servic s Of A Scnool 4olunteer: A module directed to the
sc000l staf' member who will be supervising the activities of a school
volunteer. This module stresses the importance of preparing for ens
c07.municating with the volunteer
heco^ing A School Volunteer. A nodule designed as a training packaoe
to assist tne volunteer in gai.n,n7 skills in educational support activ'rien
stied as identifying resources, , preparing for hks first unit__

LS Mli i loPI.S

Assisting In The library/,.dr, C.nter A module containing activities to
train the volunteer to use the cars catalog and the Dewey Decimal system.
to differentiate material:., to Identify and operate audio-visual equipment
and to design displays fur bnl,,tin boards
I'Llysical Education And The "el iiteer A nodule planned to train the volunteer
to assist the professional poysiral enuration teacher in pei forming his/her
nut tee with student,
Volunteering In Special uuufatiOn A module designed to familiarize the
volunteer with the edu ation of exceptional children by acquainting him
with the variety of eitaations in which his services will-rmi7neededand used.

F! MED- FRO*
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e o . n 0: M% o7fiL
I-0 as u I I p10110,1, , ,eope-,e, Sour Ti' oA ,n t. r ronr.e ontlree for setting

up .14e tutors so Er. lu ,rid mo_oentilL A,eo Jucluded in .tie course
.le ore coral- ticket., for craning

17 1 -1-101 Only A iolidLhook wertn provrro 1nformat,on, riater,als and
,.r. scary for eatabli,..ncog a core ot resource- vrlunteers

t lo Lo-ai into tne snoo01 npoo 1,,,ne4t to si.it, fn, t; interests, occupations,
pro I mini a, La (veto, etc %wild ,,uder.LS
1,i; .2,e- 1 inniook A rote, ace aook used along w.lu four film, in the tea fining
Lit v.,a'triett. eleminitar co, .e lots 1- r ;AO I 1SLeovrs, tIreae
adults work to build a f r anppOr t lye ICI kr noalap wlrn a nor -costs
oriented could in hopes of ,mprov,ag the could': ,ease of worth and self-esteem
L..ste-er training filns include "How to Lis-en to Children, "The Value of
Listening", "Accenting the Posit.ve", "dow Cross Cultural Differences Can Effect
Your List, rang Relationsaip".

COST EFFECTIVFNESS

The results of this project showed the project to be hi ;mly cost effective
Based on 45,537 pupils in 35 school. utilizing 1,237 volunteer, Table 1 shows
the breakdown per pupil costs

TABLE 1
COST AN...LYSIS PER PUPIL FOR TIIRLE STAGES OF DEVELUMENT

FOR ONE SCoOOL YEAR

S7.,R7 UP MANACENENT OPERATIOaS
7341 $ 16,:M..00:117,J80 49 $ 71,141 37
.otai nun,: of learners upon wol,n 1

costs were based
1 1,5,517

1 45,517 i 45,517
Costs per learner

I $ 31; $ .38 I $ 1 56

Star: up Casts include hasir staff develo,ment (pee-service), all materials
for pre-secv.ce aid 1n-service, rest booklets, gian nooks, volunteer identif.cation
buttors, volunteer sign -fir boo..., volunteer leases's hand000ks, tacilities, media
equip,ent a, d office equip.itnt
Jandeene,t costs include administrative materials, evaluation services, employee
beaerlts, and project director's pay
()aeration costs include travel expenses, registration for national conferences,
teachers salaries, and clerical salary

Sot included in any of these figures us the indirect cost assessed by many school
oistricts for operating tne pro,ect

Any cistr.ct consider.ng adopting this project soould .wrely multiply tne number
of students by the per pupil _ost to obtain tne -mount of money that is
,necessary to operate tor.; project for ohm SCeonl year Ir a district having 10)0
sta,leats tc be served Lae costs would be $310 for start up, $160. for a,a.nagement
and $1,560 to ope.lte or $2,250 lotus

a ,,ers,ectie on tut. to 0. nr.Ount el year, r.yell I ' .1einvestment
1, small, one -0,,L I trio Ir r turn to I `,1 1100,, du; log I he
ycar 1,237 volunteered Laca vninotrat adprosimately 4 hours per week for 35
..eeKs, thus giving a [cit.]. of 1/3,180 oours

7.1e Aevisory 3oard of the School Voluo,eer Dovelupmeot Prolect frond $G.00/hour
as Inc Valid, to 6 attrl nitro to toe volunteers' hou.s of ,,t.r]cr (.. 15 was tne
mean tutorial rate In Miami a, tic' time Thus, tI.e SVDF added $r,413,080 .n
services to tie educational d.ogram us a result of the $85,220 Investment from

S E A Title III sou $17,812 Oh in donut ions of In kind cont.loutIone

C rViD,:aCE 0 `7FECTIVtN/SS

7-e evidence of effectiveness of tors project can oe rofer,,d fromprecifin
evaluation results of tre two objectives wnIca were submit.tei for va.Idation
and revie eo
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L 0 oa,t_t_ti,a, SOTol,,C fO, Oil

and t itei ta 1,,10101 n the pre -od,ti
Ci-pae.1 Stanit1, . ,e riner, 11 sod QU'SI-T,Infi,,eo II - Rand
%c\ali S Cu 19.3, p 1J) Toe control. we, n-e,_tor sources of mould
t ,icn ire hilt Into to,_ uk.,/q1 used nnice possible to ronrIhne with confidence
co, in student i,olovemeot were the iesidt of the inferion,ion
11,,- ' toe rOC11 of t stnntaktkr fuLol, for q-ndents scoring one or more grade

,riow tneir DS, ;nro gr dk the n tiblo re)resents L'e Cellree to
Wain,: :kris pre-te,L/po,c-tc,t roitrollud these sou.ces of invalidity and
zhererone saoport.d the fiodinys of this study
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The oaJo,.tives censured by r ,s tigni u011, were sfnctured to result in the
co-p.lation of a nank of tr,iied roio./. in Leading, and matnematices to support
students teen were one or no e grad. levels below their grade level in rrese
adl-leve7ent area, Tutors woo were recluited, tiainen, placed aria evaluated
for elfec:,.veness were rep..sentative ut the type of service white can be delivered
to SC.103.S and to student.; hi toe overall delivery system of volunteer services

which has been developed by this ESEA Title III Project over three years.

Tie data for this project were collected during the first operational year
of this project (1572-73) oy three Volunteer Special.sts who had been pre-
vioc.ly caalitied to administer and evaluate test result. prior to being employed
by this p,ojec: The evaluation team included a person who nas a M Ed in

Ceidarce and Counseling and Testing, classroom reacher who has participated in the
vaiidatio- on the classroom test for the County Schcol System aud a Guidance Counse
who nas acministered and score,. tests for county-wide standarized testing programs
Tni, administerod all of cue tests and collecred all data pertaining to tr---;
pio,ect an effort to Induct: the error factor a,cor,ated wi,h mutiple adm.nilirs,
of a h_ die (err The anIL)..., 0. the hate WdS opervised by Coe Piojeer D,re,tor
no t id ,o,,,ot:d a 'II D Mn -1,,,,,,lor,,styerv,:lon and ,n,trur,lor and who was

,t , ,,n 1_1.; , 1, ,k.ht, hk lad 11,e6 to -tn,/-e Lk, daLd rho per-

dro, ,t CT 0, cl TT, lc 1111L d,1 1 lolly:), cat5

dtpatt-,,, elan ,,,tvon I, nnn,11,a," colk,u1C-Ints CO tee Scnonl Volunteer Deve-
Loprear 'r01,ct nn Mitt( rs 1,41 :0 the overall test)n,., program for these

.tit,:, contr,' IT d fit vmn,ly de,crloed in detail, u,s
r0 , il t, 111,_ two .0 tti itcooelntcLjel A font st:j.,-,es,mpliell_plan

,r- ,-Dlu rl-nank-kat_Inn w n,na ,,p,r,f)cilly, 1,, plan included (1)

of sex mro,, a mist of all project arnools in WAICT1
To sIlunteer, were workine with students a minimum of two hours a weer,

(1) .he random selection of rive tenders from eacn school from a list of all [encne
wn ea.,1 school who were wolKing i nth volunteers,
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- :anon- luent,.1,a,ion o. our -n .a,u arum Loe iist o. ..tudents
cat, cid,. woo had scored one or two ye,rs below the.. current prude placement in the

1972. co.nty-wide Stanford Achievement testng prog.am,(4) Tne random mssignemnt
0= two studerts to a cony group from the lists of studeut= proviousi selected.

results obtained from the analysis of the data sail. .1d by the experr4mntal
r.ay oe observed in Tables 2 and 3 Students to grades woo core one or sort ,ears
he-ow national norms in reading achievement anu who w,r. fiat led ty vnlunt- 'nadir.;
,utors of the Stnool Volunteer Program gained 6101E...nil,' more is rear anicvewent

tne non-tutored group at the 0.-.051.cvel of confluenco 7 .,them-tic .ievtment was
C.2.1511ree by tne matnematics computarim section of tnc trpjm.liten Acnfes on tnt

,. -cents in ,,rades 2-6 whowere one or more fears below nil anal norms to mat,mmetics
a,alevement wlo were tutored by volunteer mathematics

tutors of the Scnool Volunteer
Program. gained significantly more in mathematics achievement than nn^-tutored
students The achie,, nen,. ga.ms of the tutored group exceeded

those of the non-
tutored group at the.10051evel of confidence.

Mathematics achievement was measured by tomatt-emetics computation section of tne Metropolitan Achievement Test.

On a broader oasis the results of thest findings indicated that (1) Volunteers have
arh to offer education beyond simply Increasing the human

interacrioa level with studen,
(2) As a representative activity which has been measured

and evaluated, these data
indicated the significance of the overall oelivery system of the volunteer services

TABLE 2
CCKPARISON OF EXPERIMENTAL AND CONTROL GROUPS ON READING COMPREHENSION SCOPES FOR
u:IDENTS WITH TUTORS AND STUDENTS WITIlOUT TUTORS FROM DnTA COLLeCT.I.) APRIL, 1973.

GROUP NUMBER
OF

OBSERVATIONS I

MEAN GRAJE
EQUIVALENT
GAIN SCORE

00-0110 119 1 02
NON-TUTORED 117

1 0 038

wcIf - 1,234, p. 0105

SD
84

2 11

F

20 848.

TABLE 3
CO%2ARISON Cl EXPERIMENTAL AND CONTROL GROUPS C, MATnENATIC ACHIEVEMENT SCORES FOR
ST...DENTS WITH TUTORS AND STUDENTS WITHOUT TUTORS FROM DATA COLLECTED APRIL, 1973

CRC,P I NUMBER
OF

I OBSERATIONS
119

\J\- TUTORED; 117

MEAN GRADE
EQUIVALENT
GAIN SCORE
0.808

- 0 059

SD

° 1,234, p < .0005

87

75
47.927.

for -:ractical significance TOP restl.s of .01' O., toff nave grea,
s.,. f.c n.,c ,o educators .0 it. t to in, t1 ttott ,I ,c00.itt in iq) it CC ,earcu gro

'el it V10 °it, tit wort yo it o no low or. ol oloh lil oot .ow-- 4e. Lucy
. Lc, ru-r-ic.:.ntu with c c , o r t . o l 1 . 1 or. ohyor It .l ,l I.. too, .0.11 tnese

Ott,. 1 ,, had not proglesstd It a normal rot,, sitar its' 01.00 tiocy then was not
to ...ChleYe at a noimal rat._ Stuo.es nn noue,achrevIng ...foment, snow that neotive
pru,ycsbion Increases over time 11111S, int hugely oi, tesnIts ....eyed with

beinc tutored confirmed the signit.cauce .1; thr. teraction process.

socflons and H certain remarks Ito,,, ,he voildirion team which ,onducted
t,c on-site vdridation of this project in the Sprru;1975
F,D-'.E 0, R..S.11,-CE SPECTIIIAIION

Ile total mo,..es necessary to provide sta.t. up", "management" and ".,deratro....1"
act.v.ties for .mplcmentrng a School Voluntee. PrJg.nra ler reading .r4 mthematics
tutors in schoo. districts having a minimum of 35 schools serv.ng students
have been documented and &Mal to be minimal compared to tne return on tne investment.

ANt:44
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-,2 eo.Lunt,ei Jeve oi-ntenc Project nL. dcve, .a0 Le pro,c,
Ali of tne basic tngredtents necessary to oegin 9 .,ram arc inclur
tn a compact box labeled, "Starter Lit for Uttltzacion of -, co Services"

The cost or the elements of this at are figured into the start-up costs cf toe
project Ail that is required of a district is; (1) a person woo can monitor
the progra-1, and (2) an identified body of volunteers
LOC6LLY DESIC,ED PUBLICATIONS AND MA1CRIALS
A wide varlety of materials have been developed ty the School Volunteer development

' Project Examples have been previously described in conjunctior with the Starter
bit
0\11TICIPPTE0ObTCOMES AND SPINOFF FINDINGS
It is an understatement to simply state chat the project activities were consistent
with tne objectives. The total impact that the School Volunteer Program has had
on Dade County School System cannot by measured tn dollars and cents. T'ere
has °et. an involvement or "esprit de corps" that radiates from all who were
Involved in the program in one way or another. The students talked about how they
tnjoyed and learned from working with the volunteers. The parents who were volunteers
spoae of how tney were involved and how they had helped Local educational agency
representatives spoke of the tremendous joo which the School Volunteer Program had do
in capturing and utilizing community res.ources.
In suzaing up and drawing some conclusions with regard to unanticipated outcomes,
the following statements and observation meri, discussion.

1. The School Volunteer Program has been able to hring together a tremendous
amount of talent and resources to the aid of the schools. The project staff
has documented over $4,400.000 00 of time and resource contributions during
the latest school year 01974-75)

2. The Yo_lool Volunteer Program was able to get corforations such as Zactern
Air Lines involved to a great degree. The contributions of Eastern alone
meri. a section in this report Another unusually strong resource for the
program has been Tne Associated General Contractor's Soutn Florida Chapter.

3. The Advisory Board of the School Volunteer Program represents 14 of the
leaders of Crcatet Mid.1 tnd includes such outstanding commun-ty figures
as the President rf the University of Miami, Dr. Henry King Stanford, the
Cnatrraa of the Florida Senate Education Committee, Tne Honorable D, Rooert
Graham, the Vice President of Continental Atr Lines, Maurice L. Kelley, Jr,
and the Vice President of orida Power and Light Com,any, E L. Adomat.

4. As a result of the phenomenal growth and success of this project the Director
of the project was elected Vice President of the National School Volunteer
frogram, Inc.

5. As of April, i975, the School Volunteer Program has grown ..rm 0 to 10,800
volunteers which represents, the second largest program in the navon.

6. As a result of 1;,, efforts expended in conducting the act.-xties outlined
in this ,oltp . r lddltional sources of support ere generated Co
, , t,. , , the Dade County Public Schools.

7. r ,Iltties covering 2,001 ,eet on North Mayshore Drive were donated

to nouse the School Volunteer Program. --
8. The School lolunceer Program developed an elective credit program for

junior and senior high school student.; woo tutor and work w, th students
from lower grades
Tt.c SL:ool Vulnutcer Program obv,6usly has mide a las.ihg tnyact on the

overall district cc,ered by the D:ye County Public Schools.

6. VALIDATIO% TEAM REPORT

1. Conclusions and recommendations of team members including minority report.
(Attach additional sheets as needed)
The validation team validates thts project as an effective innovation practice
which can and should he adapted or adopted by other school systems who have
assessed needs familiar to tnose addressed by this project.
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ft. .:7-V7-33 SJCP-3S
..:rings of toe valioation tea. Indicated tnat a -acne: sophisticated

eva_uat on desi6a was Implemented to evaluates the learner oeaaviour outcomes
prescrioed by tae two specIfied oblective.

This evaluation wa, well managed Al, us , tor ...Ara indicate that
the :,t,ained acnieve.ent ,sin in reading and maLheaatics was a result of the
pio,ec: intervenc'on

R-r,C Cr. SPECIPICATIOaS

A poten:lai adaptor neeo, mialnum funds to adopt the delivery practice of The
Scnool Volunteer Program of Miami, Florida. for example, start-up
costs per learner were sixteen cents, management costs per learner were
twenty-five cents, and operational costs per learner were one dollar and
sixty four cents.

The following Kinds of evidence on resource specifications have been validated
and are reported in this cocumeot DY the ,,alioation Team

(1) Start-up costs for acoption,

(2) Operational costs for adoption,

(3) Management costs for aooption,

(4) Per learner start-up costs,

(5) Per learner operation:1 cosrs; and

(6) Per learner man:gesent costs.

EXP02TA3TLITE

Toe Volunteer Program as highly exportable and innovative in Its systematized
delivery system.

An adopting system should secure training materials for personnel at all
levels of participation. Additionally, no less than two days of orientation
and staff development for key leadership should be planned in visitation to
the Dade County project, or in having training staff from there to rose to
the adopting system. A factor that must not be overlooked, is the need for
careful interviewing and screening of volunteers oefore

placement and for cotter.
monitoriag.

2. INNow-mm FACTOR
:he --Inc,vativeness of the School Volorteer erngt 1111 ro,ts In Lne complete plan-
o.ng of a delivery syste. Tor voluoter. Services.

form:11111y the_cooceot of
voillan_r 15 not ,ow tot to-davill fo,hilt roaroloont, training,
Sod controlievalultlwa of voloomterc dLvelooid 1111(.00i 1:11% ,rojeci is
sign.ficanily unique TY011,1.11., ..11.14th, 1.11155, and 311de tries are developed
and .nctude sections for tcicntrs, Niminiatratorn, and directors of volunteer
program:, Additionally, training media is available for volunteers
of all age groups in a variety of specifics, e g , tutors; library assistants,
spec-al education, and career educitioa. The involvement of the total
cor.o.anit) including Gulf Oil, Fasten Airlines, Senior Citizens, labor organi-
zation, and _olleges and universities is indeed an accomplisnment.

FILMED. FROM
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ADOPTION BOILERPLATE

I INTER/Eli:JR 'ITLE, LOCATION

School Volunteer Dev_locrent Project
Dade Courty Public Cchoc,E
Mitmi, Florida

II DEVELOPED is"(

Dade County Public Schools
Miami, Florida

III SOURCE AND LEVEL OF FOIDII,G

ESFA Title III

Federa, Other Total
Grant Period Funos Funds Funds

July 1, 1972 - June 30, 1975 $85,22' $17,812 86 $,, 11.86

IV YEAR_ OF INTERPETTIV DUELOPMERT

1972-73

V BRIEF DESCP1PTIM OF IUTPVENTION

A What is the Intervention%

Due to the increased need for community development in the educational process,
the Scnool Volunteer Development Project des awarded a Title III grant to
develop and implement an organized and structured delivery system to enrich,
extend, and enhance th. existing school instructional program through the
utilization of volunteers The delivery system designed by the School Volunteer
Development Project includes a network by /Foch volunteers are r.tc,..J4
trained and placed to meet the specific needs of the individual sc , Also
included in the delivery system are the necessary support materia' , training
for volunteers and teachers who utilize their services, and eval atioi instru-
ments for all aspects of the program

Moreover, the School Volunteer Development Project s delivery oyster specifi-
cally addresses critical learner needs in tie areas of reading and -ithematics
the basis U0On which the program was validated T'- 'lot, from a study c-n-
ducted in Miami indicated that students in grades 2 -6 rho were one or more
years held, national norms in reading achievement and who were tutored bi
volunteer readvng tutors trained by the School Volubteer Development Protect
gained significantly mere in readiro achievemert than non-tutored students
A similar study with similar results was conducted in mathematics achievement.

Livrs
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Many schools and cistricts here volunteer programs Tne concept is not new
The School Volunteer Development Pro,ect dif,ers, however, by providing a
systemized approach for involving volunteers which ;noreases the efficiency
or everyone onnoerred since maximum use is mad2 of tae volunteer's time and
talents with a minimum of admintstrative effort

B Objectives

1 Students in grades 2 -b wno are one cr more fears below national norms
in reading acnievement and who are tutored by volunteer reading tutors of the
School Volunteer Development Project will gain significnatly more in reading
,cnievement than non-tutored students.

2. Students in grades 2-6 who are one or more years below national. norms
in mathematics achievement and who are tutored by volunteer mathematics tutors
cf the School Volunteer Development Project

will gain significantly more in
mathematics achievement than the non-tutored croup.

C Claims of Effectiveness

1 The reading achievement gains of the tutored group will exceed those
of the urn- tutored group at the .05 'evel Reading achievement will be
measured by the reading comprehension section of the Metropolitan Achievement
Test.

2 Tne mathematics acnievement gains of the tutored group will exceed
those of the non-tutored group at the 05 level Mathematics achievement
will be measured by the mathematics

comprehension section of the Metropolitan
Achievement Test

D Context in Which Intervention Operates

The Date County Public Schools is the nation's sixth largest scl,00l system
It serves approximately 247,000 K-12 students, employs more than 21,000
persons, and has an annual operating budget of about 5500,000,000 Includedin the system are 172 elementary, 39 junior high, and 6 special school centers
The school district is organized into cix geographic areas, each having a
superintendent and staff The population of Dade County includes ail socio-
economic groups and encompasses within its 50 mile radius urban, suburban,and rural communities.

As a result of the annual county-wide
testing program administered by the

Dade County Public Schools, the need for academic improvement in the areas
of reading and mathematics was apparent. Because of this need, the use of
volunteer tutors to provide increased individualization

of instructmomrip
reading and mathematics das conceived As a esult, the School Volunteer
Development Project was written and a grant application for ESEA Title III
funding was submitted

E Intended Users and Beneficiaries

Ac this time in the history of the American
school, much attention is being

given to individualizing instruction and making the curriculum more tai -rd
tc individual needs, yet little has been done to tolve the manooier problem
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witch receacedly presents itself in the actual implementatioi of such pro-
grams 'lore and more, society is po,ntIng to the lay voluw:eer wno can be
trained to efficiently use his or her free time to assist in producing
cuality educational cugrams

On the rational scale there are currently 2,000,000 volunteers working with
aooroximately 5,000,000 students While the number of iolunteers is growing
daily, there has been only a meager effort to capita'ize on the manpower
available by channeling the efforts of the volunteers througn proper train-
ing programs The use of volunteers is not only cost beneficial to the
local education agency, but it also produces an understanding by the general
public about the educational system and generates support for the school
system from the volunteers

F. Characteristics of the Groups on Which the Intervention was Developed
and Tested

A pretest/posttest control group was used to evaluate the two specified
outcome objectives. A four-stage sampling plan which employed ranuomization
was used Specifically, the plan included (1) The random selcttion of six
schools from a list of all project schools in which 20 or more volunteers
were working with students a minimum of two hours a week, (2) The random
selection of five teachers from each school from a list of all teachers in
each school working with volunteers (3) The random identification of four
students in each class who had scored one or two years below their current
Grade placement in the May, 1972 county-wide Stanford Achievement testing

program, and (4) The random assignment of two students to a control group
from the lists previously selected.

G Salient Features of the Intervention

1. The School Volunteer Project of Dade County included
(a) An overall plan for a delivery system of volunteer services and the
accompanying support materials. (b) The recruitment procedures to generate
a resource pool of volunteers. (c) The training for the volunteers and for
the teachers utilizing the services of volunteers. (d) The evaluation of
the three separate phases of the project, along with an overall evaluation
of the system.

2 The materials necessary to imnlement this project have been neatly
packaged in a colorful cardboard package wnicn lends itself to easy mailing
and dissemination.

3. The School Volunteer Program has been able to bring toGether a
tremendous amount of talent and resources to the aid of the schools. The
project staff has documente,' over 54,400,000 of time and resource cont?1-
butions during the 1974-75 school year

4 The potential adopte- reeds a minimum of funds to adopt the School
Volunteer Development Project of Dade County
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VI EVIDENCE OF EFFECTIVENESS

The evidence of effectiveness of this project can be inferred from specific
evaluation results of the two objectives which were submitted for vaiidation
and review. The two objectives which were submitted for validation and re-
view were measured and evaluated within the context of the pretest/posttest
design (Design PI in Campbell S Stanley, Experimental and quasi-Experimental
Design for Research. Rand .01ally S Co., Chicago, 1963, p 13) I')ese
objectives were structured to result in the compilation of a bank of trained
tutors in reading and mathematics to support students who were one or more
grade levels below their grade level in these achievement areas. Tutors who
were recruited, trained, placed and evaluated for effectiveness were repre-
sentatre of the type of service which can be delivered to schools and to
students by the overall delivery system of volunteer se.wicet 4oich has been
developed by this ESEA Title III project during the past three yearsr---

The data for this project was collected during the first operational year of
this project (1972-T3) by three Volunteer Specialists who had been previously
oualifled to administer and evaluate test results prior to being employed bythis project The evaluation team included a person who has a M Ed in
Guidance and Counseling and Testing, a classrccn teacher who has participated
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VII ,=OjES ACTIVITIES

A Recruitment

It is obvious that a well planned recruitment campaig, is vital to a
successful sc,00l volunteer program, out tae Scrool iolunt,,er Development
Project has learned that an effective recrultrent camoaijd should increase
public awa,e,ess of the program as doll as recruit ,vi-dts,,s Therefore,
the camoaign snould be conducted on tne community and t&ool level and
should incluoe a variety of methods For example, wnetde, the camoaign is
community or school directed, it should include activities for mass, indi-
vidJal, or delegated recruitment.

The School Volunteer Program has also learned that a well-planned
recruitment campaign is designed to meet the identified needs of the school
program Therefore, it is imperative that a school or district determine
needs and prepare objectives before outlining recruitment strategies In

addition to planning a recruitment campaign that promotes the program and
meets predetermined needs, a recruitment campaign should be conducted
throughout the year to allow for needs and attrition

The recruitment strategies devised and tested by the School Volunteer
Development Project include various on-going activities designed to tap all
available school and community ' _sources

B Training

The training activities of a school volunteer program enromoass a com-
plex and sensitive area since they irvolve personnel from all levels of the
school staff and community and must be appropriate for a wide range of
individual needs, abilities, and experiences

Taking these Points into consideration, the School Volunteer Development
Project has designed a training program that precares the principals/adminis-
trators, teachers, and volunteers for their respective roles. The training
for principals/administrators includes explanations of the structure and
benefits of a school volunteer program as well as the role and responsibili-
ties of everyone involved The snservice training designed for teachers
concentrates on expanding the teachers' concepts of the services that can be
performed by the volunteer Training for volunteers may be pre-service, in-
service, or on-the-job depending upon he skills required for the area of
service the volunteer has selected r example, pre-service tra, ing has
been developed to Prepare volunteers ono wish to serve in the excu,tional
child classroom and in-service training has been de/eloped for those who-
wish to serve as reading and math tutors

C De ,iery

Placing tie volunteer in an a-ea that meets their needs and utilizes
their WeC'31 talents and skills insures dedicated service Conseouently,
caref,Ily planned interviewing and placement procedures are essential

38-346 0-84---3
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Completion Date

3. "u -craze necessary program wares from demonstrator July 30

4 Train staff for program installation, assign dut,es Seotember 30

5. Complete all arrangements for program installation and

evaluation
September 30

6 Implement program operation including student evaluation October 15

7. Preoare and submit monitoring information to

demonstrator. January 15

8. Prepare and submit evaluation information to
demonstrator and Department of Education ESEA June 1

Title IV-C.

X PROJECT EVALUATION

A pre/Posttest control group design was used to evaluate two s-ecified out-

come objectives for reading and mathematics, grades 2-6 (Stanford Achievement

Test and Metropolitan Reading Achievement Test). Results of data analysis

indicate that pupils in grades 2-6 one or more years below national norms who

were tutored by project volunteers made significant achievement gains (seven

months for each two months of tutoring) aver non-tutored control groups.

XI RESOURCES FOR IMPLEMENTATION OF THE INTERVENTIGa

School districts interested in making application for an adoption grant
should review very carefully the cost of properly implementing this program

in the school system The School Volunteer Development Project includes

(I) an ciera'l plan for a delivery system of volunteer services and the

accomparfing support materials, (2) recruitment procedures to generate a

resource pool of volunteers; (3) training for volunteers and teachers who

use these services, and (4) evaluation of each phase of the project, along

with an overall evaluation of the system The system, designed to locate,

process, and evaluate volunteer services in Dade County (Florida) Public

Schcols, is transportable and easily adoptable in either rural or urban

settings

The community is the backbone of the project, with volunteers selected from

high school and college students, parents, senior citizens, and community=__

minded pe.sle from business and industry Orientation and preservice

training for volunteers are provided, as yell as inservice training for

classroom teachers

This project a'so ras the capaoility to recruit, train, and place volunteers

in classes for t'e educably/trainable mentally retarded and learning disabled

Based on paid coordinator, the total per -puoii cost per school year is

52 25 (3:: `Cr start-up. 38c for -enagement, 51.56 for operation) These

costs csuld be less however, if the adopting school o- district used an

exist-rg staff member or volunteer to coordinate tha program
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PROGRAM AREAS Reading, Math, Cross-age Tutors

Project Title Training for Turnabout Volunteers (TT1)

Application Agency Dade County Public Schools
1470 N E Second Avenue
Miami, FL 33132

Project Director Johan. 3111twels PHONE (305) 350-3020

Project Period July 1, 1975 June 16, 1979

Expenditures-

Year Source Amount

1975-1976
1976-15'77

1977-1973

1978-1979

Title 1V-C $113,111
Title IV-C $205,141
Title 117-C $162,557
Dade County Public Schools 70,000
TOTAL $570,809

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF PROJECT - It is well documented that many elementary and secondary
students are achieving below grade level on standardized tests in reading and mathematics
The causes for the deficiency are numerous and varied. They include the need 'or more
individualized instruction as well as the multi-ethnic and lower socio-economic character-istics of the student population The Turnabout (cross-age tutoring) pr...ara in DadeCount), Public 6Lhool helps provide more individualized attention and skill/knowledge
reinforcement for students as it cuts across cultural and educatio .1 lines As evidenced
in a 1974 needs assessment, however, the one limitation of the Turnabout (crosa-age tutor-
ing) program was the lack of relevant materials that would attract and hold the interest
of a diverse group of secondary students while

providing them with skills that they could
apply within the tutee's existing basic skills curriculum. The training for Turnabout
Volunteers (TTV) project was an innovative solution

The Training for Turnabout Volunteers (TTV) project has developed and implemented a struc-
tured, on-going training program that prepares students grades 7-9 to serve as reading or
math tutors with students grades 1-6 who are achieving below grade level placement ineither area Over the three year period of the developmental phase of this Title IV-C
project, the TTV staff produced an extensive multi-media

training program to be imple-mented as part of the curriculum prcgram with
the students grades 7-9 earning elective

credit in language arts or mathematics though their participation.
Structured as otesemester course, the students grades 7-9 participate in a total of 26 class ses'lians of

training which provides them with tutoring skills .nd strategies that can be applied
within the tutee's basic skills curriculum

Following pre-service training, the ,tudentsgrades 7-9 are designated to serve as reading or math tutors and provided
in servicetraining one class period per antic in the specified area The remaining four class peri-

ods of the week, the students grades 7-9 tutor the student grades 1-6 to whom they havebeen assigned

*15 month perind of July 1, 1976 - September 30, 1977 due to change in the fiscal year fromJuly 1 June 30 to October I - September 30
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OBJECTIVES - The specific objectives of TTV were as follows

I) Elementary students who receive tutoring by trained reading tutors will demon-
strate significantly greater gains at the 05 tivel in reading achievement as
measured on the Metropolitan Achievement Test than students who were tutored by
untrained reading tutors Likewise, elementary students tutored in mathematics
by trained math tutors will demonstrate significantly g eater gains at the 05
level in matnematics achievement as measured by Oh Metropolitan Achievement
Test than students tutored by untrained math tutors

2) Junior high students who participate in the TTV training for reading tutors will
demonstrate significantly greater performance at the 05 level on an objective
referenced test based on the reading objectives of the program than reading
tutors who do not participate in the training. Likewise, the junior high stu-
dents who participate in the TTV training for math tutors will demonstrate
significantly greater performance at the .05 level on an objective referenced
test based on the math objective, of the program than math tutors who d.e not
participate in the training.

3) Junior high students who participate in the TTV training for reading tutors will
demonstrate significantly greater gains at the .05 level in reading achievement
as measured on the Metropolitan Achievement Test than students who did not
participate in the training Likewise, the junior high sttidents who participate
in the TTV training for mathematics tutors will demonstrate significantly
greater gains at the 05 level in mathematics achievement as measured on the
Metropolitan Achievement Test than students who did not participate in the
training

CONTEXT The Dade County Public School System is the nation's fifth largest school system
in the U S A It serve, approximately 232,924 8-12 students The ethnic composition of
the students enrolled is 32 2% white, 29 6% black, 37 3% Hispanic, 8% Asian and .05%
Indian Included in the system are 171 elementary schools, 44 junior high schools, 23
senior high schools and 6 alternate schools The school system is organized into four
geographic areas each administered by an area superintendent and staff. The population of
Dade County includes all socio-economic groups and encompasses within its 50 mile radium
urban, suburban and rural communities.

STUDENTS SERVED All stud nts grades 7-9 are eligible to , Pate in TTV as long as
they are actieving on or acave the 5th grade level in re. r math Often when
cross-age tutoring program is initiated, it is assumed that oc _ve most capable student,
should serve as tutors. However, since significant gains in the achievement scores of
tutors have been documented (Youth Tutoring Youth, 1968), low achieving secondary students
can be trained to tutor younger students Consequently, the TTV project is designed to
serve students grades 7-9 who are achieving on or above the fifth grade level on standard-
ized tests for reading or matheaatics and students grades 1-6 who are achieving-one or
morn years below their grade level placement on standardized tests in reading.or_matbe-
matics

MATERIALS The TTV training materials, which present a multi-media approach, are divided
into three mini-courses General Volunteering Skills, Tutoring in Reading and Tutoring in
Math Each mini-course includes a series of 7 -10 videotaped lessons for initial concept
development, mini-paks (work books) with practice and extension activities for the tutor,
and reinforcement activities using filmstrips with audio tapes, comic books, and basic
training manuals to be used by the tutors with their tutees

3 '7
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The General Volunteering Skills Lint-course is concerned primarily cith the role and
responstbatttes of a tutor as well as resources, equipment and techniques available foruse with a tutee The Training ' Reading Tutors mini course provides an overview of the
various approaches to the teaching of reading along with specific strategies and rein-forcement techniques to be used in phonics, slight words, context clues, structural analy-
sts, readiness skills, and comprehension

Likewise, the Training for Math Tutors preparesthe tutor to help the tutee with addition, subtraction, multiplication and division
through the concrete, pictorial, symbolic and abstract stages

TRAINING - Pre-service training utilizes
the mini-course General Volunteering Skills Tenclass sessions of pre-service instruction
are conducted before the students Legit. tutor-

ing Following the pre-service training, students are designate] to serve as reading orLath tutors and provided in-service
training one class period per week from the mini-

courses, Tutoring in Reading or Tutoring in Math
The remaining four class periods of theweek, the students tutor the elementary

students to whom they have been assigned. Withinthis 18 week structure,
the junior high students participate in 26 class sessions oftraining and tutor 64 class sessions If the course is to be offered for the entire year,the schedule is adjusted accordingly.

STAFFING - In order to effectively implement
the TTV Project, there must be staff involve-

ment in both the junior high and elementary school
In the junior high schools, a staff

person is needed to coordinate the program and teach the class. While it is not necessaryfor the operation of the program,
in some cases, two staff mesbeis are assigned to the TTV

program and the responsibilities are divided.
The program coordinator schedules the

students into the program and serves as a liaison with the elementary school while the
teacher conducts the training cl monitors the tutoring sessions and assigns the
tutors their final grades

At the elementary site, a staff person is needed to serve as a liaison with the sending
school as well as orient and place the tutors and monitor the program. Other staff 'em-bers involved at the elementary school

are the teachers uho direct the activities of the
tutors assigned to work with their students The number of teachers involved at the
elementary school will very according to the objectives and/or extent of the program

FACILITIES - There are no special facilities required
for the implementation of TTV in

either the junior high or elementary school. In the junior high, whether TTV is offered
as an elective course as part of the regular curriculum program or as a special activity
offered as part of the extra curricular

prog-am, the trairing can be conducted in a regu-
lar classroom, the library, cafeteria, audit ,rtum - or any available space. When deter-
mining where the training will be conducted, the audio-visual, that ace part of TTV shouldbe considered For example, the noise level of the class will be higher as a result ofthe use of the audio-visuals Also, there should be 2rovisions for the proper storege forthe audio-visual equipment and materials At the elementary school, the tutoring aessions
tan be conducted in the classroom, library, cafeteria,

auditorium or ny available spare
as long as supervision is provided

Although there are no special facilities required within
the schools installing TTV, tLe

location of the facilities or schools is of prime importance Since the tutors travelf om the junior high school to the elementary school within the confines of one class
period, travel time has to be kept at a minimum so there will be maximum time for tutor-ing If schools are not adjacent or within walking distance of one another, special
arrangements have to be made for transportation or special

consideration has to he takenin the scheduling of the class The TIM ,:lass can be scheduled before or after the lunch
period or scheduled as the first or last pert,d of the day in order Co provide more time
for travel and tutoring Of course, middle s.hools use the program in-hoase and, conse-quently, eliminate all such problems
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COSTS - The Ti'.? project is cost beae2it to -ny school or district Besides being in-

expensive to implement, manage, and operate, TTV provides 1 dual benefit since both the

tutors and the tutees improve in their reading and sathemiiics achievement

The costs for implementing TTV delineated in Column A b. low are based on TTV' being
installed as part of the curriculum program with no additional personnel or special equip-

ment required. In both the junior high and elementary schools, coordinating TTV becomes

an additional responsibility for staft members In the jurl)u high school, TTV is

regular teaching assignment for any .erttfied teacher, and in the elementary school,
directing the activities of the tutors is a routine part of the teachers' day. Further-

more, since most schools installing ?TV will have access to the necessary audio-visual
equipment, the costs of purcLasias a video-tape player and monitor, filmstrip projector
and casette tape player were not included in the installation costs. II , since some

schools may not have access to the necessary audio-visual equipment and will need to
purchase some or all, the costs delineated in column B below include $3000 for the pur-

chase of audio-visual equipment.

Implemention costs are based upon the materials add training needed for 2 periods of ITV
classes (one period of reading and one period of math) with 30 students in each class each

semester Since each tutor is paired with an elementary student, the number of students
involved in TTV totals 120 each semester (60 tutors/60 tutees)

COSTS FOR ADOPTION

personnel training
for coordinator and staff
of school(s) involved

facilities

materials/equipment
for list of materials
see page 10

consumables

other costs

INSTALLATION SUBSEQUENT YEARS
(non-recurring Costs) (recurring Costs)

A4

$1,27C

0

$1,150

Oi-Ork

TOTAL IMPLEMENTATION LISTS $2,420

per pupil costs by year $10 08

per pupil costs over 3 years
$7 94(with purchase of audio-visual equipment)

$1,270 0**

0 0

$4,150 0

0 150

0 0

$5,420 $150

$22 58 62

$3 77(w/o purchase of audio- visual ccelpment)

* based on a school having audio-visual equipment needed, e video -tape player, etc

** based on the cultInuation of the program
***Inclided in the initial purchase of tLe student materials

33
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FIELD TEST DESCRIPTION AND EVIDENCE OF EFFECTIVENESS The evidence of eff ti,eness of the
Training for Turnabout Volunteers (TTV) project can be inferred from the specific results
of the objectives which were submitted for validation and which were meisured and eval-
uated with the content of the pre-test/post-test non-equivalent control group design The
field test which was conducted from October 1978 through April 1979 demonstrated that
overall the training program was effective in that

1) Tutee performance was significantly enhanced ,a reading and mathematics

2) Tutor performance on the objective-referenced test for reading and mathematics
was significiou end, therefore, the trsining program effectively taught skills
necessary for better tutoring

3) Math achievement of tutors was significant. Reading achievement of tutors,
although not satistically significant, indicated a positive trend

SAMPLE SELECTION AND PROCEDURES - The TTV project was field tested in 5 sets os schools
(each set was composed of a junior high and elementary school) which represented the
academic achievement range evident in Dade County Public Schools as well as the varied
socio-economic and ethnic composition of the district One set served primarily a
migrant/transient population and another set served an upper-middle class population. The
remaining three sets served a middle to lower socio-economic population.

All seventh, eighth, and ninth grade students in the five field test schools who signed up
to tutor in reading and mathematics were considered eligible for the TTV class. From
these students, approximately, 20 -30 reading and 20 -3B math tutors were selected in each
school The junior high tutu s were designated control or experimental according to the
period in which their elect[ e class was scheduled or could be re-scheduled. Basically,
once the elementary teachers has turned in their lists of students needing assistance and
the times they were availab e for tutoring, the number of requests by periods was tabu-
lated The period with th greatest number of requests for reading tutors was to he the
time that the reeding expekimental class was to be taught, and the mathematics class was
set up on the same basis / The junior high students who had preferenced to he reading or
mathematics tutors had their elective class scheduled during the period in which the
experimental class was to be taught were automatically Assigned to the experimental group.
The remaining students were assigned during their elective period to teacher's classroom
according to the request for tutor during that time frame. Those who were not able to
be assigned were given schedule changes to he in the experimental.

Those junior high students who were not assigned to the experimental group served as
controls in the mathematics program and in the reading program. As with the experimental
groups, these tutors were selected from the group who volunteered to tutor during their
elective period They, therefore, tutored during their free periods Since assignment to
the elective periods by the school is not done in any systematic manner, students are not
grouped in any homogeneous manner. The assignment to groups could thus he considered
random Additionally, in terms of equivalency to experimental groups, the tutors in the
control groups were seventh, eighth, and ninth graders who all vo'aiteered tobe-tutors.
Possible differences in initial achievement levels were taken into consideration through
the application of the analysis of covariance in the analysis of the data when pre-test
scores were covaried out

While the sampling technique was not "classically" a random approach due to the limita-
tions described, it was adequate to insure the availability of reliable information with-
out seriously viclating a non-equivalent con, of group design which was utili.ed

The 113 junior high tutors placed in the experimental group participated in 26 sessions of
training conducted by a teacher who writ a member of the school staff and a TTV staff
member In three of the field test schools, TTV staff members taught the reading class
and the staff member taught the math class In the remaining two field test schools, the
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TT' stltf members taught the math class and the staff member taught the reading class
Ten class sessions of pre-service Instruction were hela before the experimental tutors
began tutoring lfter the initial tra.ning, the tutors in the experimental group received
in-service training one period per week at the junior high and tutored the students to
whom they were assigned the remaining four periods of the week throughout the 18 weeks of
the field test The 106 junior high students placed in the control group tutored their
tutees five periods per week for the 18 weeks

The identification and selection of tutees was completed by the eftmentary school teachers
whose classes were participating in the field test The teachers listed an even number of
students (2,4,6,8, or 101 who were chievin below grade level The teachers based their
selections on the Dade County Public Schools reading systems placement teat administered
at the beginning of each year, on their observations of the students within the first
month of school and/or the student's Stanford Achievement score A TTV staff member
verified the teacher's recommendations by checking each student's Stanford Achievement
score and the grade equivalent score. If the Stanford Achievement score did not coincide
with the teacher's judgment, the discrepancy was brought to the attention of the teacher
and if the teacher still -ontended that the student was achieving below grade level, the
teacher's judgment was accepted and the student via. listed as a potential tutee. The
major selection criteria used' by the teacher was that the prospective tutee must be at
least one grade level below his or ear assigned class level the area in which the
student was to be tutored, ire , reading or mathematic

Ti lint of tutors and the times they were available to tutor was developed. The teacher
or /TV staff member made the tutee/tutor matches During the matching process great core
was taken to insure that the teachers bad no knowledge as to which students were in the
experimental or control group. The tutee was designated control or experimental depending
on w%ether his tutor was a control or experiments tutpr I. the match process, the tutor
hal to be at least two grade levels on the Stanford Achievement Test above the tutee in
the subject area in which the tutoring was to take lace. Since the focus of the project
was on achievement level, no special emphasis was put on the actual grade placement of
the tutor or the tutee

Once matches were completed, the tutoring began At the designated class period, each
tutor came to the elementary classroom where the tutee was lc:ated The two worked to-
gether for a perioo of approximately forty (40) minutes four d ys a week for sixteen (16)
weeks of tutoring In total, approximately forty (40) minutes four days a week for six-
teen (16) weeks of tutoring In total, approximatcly sixty -four (64) tutoring sessions
were available within the eighteen (18) week course for the experimental group.

DESIGN - The Non-equivalent Control Group Design was used for the field study Every
effort was made to control for all possible sources of invalidity

INSTRUMENTATION The Metropolitan Achievement Test w.s used as the pre- and post -test
measures of readtag and mathematics achievement For mathematics reliability estimates
ranged from 80 to 90 whi.d reading r-liabilities ranged from .94 to 96. Additionally,
it was determine, that the Metropolitan Achievemen Test had content validity in terms of
the oblectivea of the TTV program.

Locally ,resigned and developed objective-referenced assessment instruments in reading and
mathematics were used to collect. tutor achievement data The instruments were constructed
and val pr.or to thel-field test The content validity of the instruments wag veri-
fied t content specialist and a measurement specialist. Final reliability esti-
mates . ...ablished at .d2 for eading and 82 for mathematics.

ESIDENCE Of EFECTIVENESSOESUL4 - The results obtained from the analysis of covariance
of the data gathered by the Non-equivalent Control Group Design are presented in Tables
1-3 Table 1 shows that tutees who were tutored by trained tutots in reading significant -
ly out-performed tutees who were tutored by untrained tutors as measured on the Metropoli-
tan Aahle anent est These results indicate .hat the training of tutors in specific
reading i ills did enhance their performance as tutors This, in turn, enhances the
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performance of tutees in teddrn1 achievment In %um, the .. .e their
newt} learned skills to chance the reading levels of their ei-ment.,- se -c ees

Secondly, also shown in Table 1, tutees who we:e tutored Dy trained tutors an mathematics
significantly (PC 001) out-performed tutees who were tutored by untrained-tutors Again,
these results demonstrate th . the effects of training of tutors dad significantly effect
the achievement of tutees to mathematics The skills that the tutors learned allowed them
to work more effeetsv-.1v with elementary tutees

GROUP N

Experl.eotel 62

Control 52

TABLE 1

&ANS 1,00 STAND'RO DEVIATIONS

METRORC,ITAN ACHIEVEMENT TEST
SCALED SCOPES FOP TUTEES

MATHEMATICS (1979)

pretest 8 5 0 Posttest X S 0

504 52 92 65 646 29 85 46
(ANCOVA F. JO 916 P ( 001)

507 12 84 13 578 17 71 66

READING

GROUP Pretest A S D Posttest t S P

Riper imtnt, I

EGinlrel

51 571 82 101 82 647 98 02 16
(AsCOVA F. Js 702 P ( 001)

51 572 75 79 74 614 43 64 15

Table 2 presents the raw score data on the objective-referenced test As can be seen snTable 2 the tutors who completed the
training program in reading or mathematics tutoring

skills significantly (PC: 001) out performed their respective control counter-parts on
the objective-referenced tests These results strongly support the effectiveness of thetraining program on tutors In other words, the results demonstrate that the TTV training
program teaches tutors desired tutoring skills These results coupled with the tutees'
results demonstrate that the training program is effective in the training of tutors, and
the trained tutors are more effective in their tutoring efforts

TABLE 2

MEANS 1.110 STANDARD DEVIATIONS

OBJECTIVE REFERENCED TESTS FOR TUTORS
RAW SCJPES

MATHEMATICS (1979)

GROUP N Pretest Y S 0 Posttest X

Experimental

Csaltrol

58

55

18 91

18 89

5 90

(ANCOVA
5 82

35 JJ
f. 29 IV

18 29
F <

A RI
0011

6 64

REAOING

GROUP N pretest Y S D Posttest 1 S D

Experimental

Control

55

51

IS 89

17 11

6 59
(MORA

R 40

39 36
Fe 47 709

20 29
P <

5 52
001)

7 59

P._ MED FROM
r

4 C nPY AVAILABLE
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Table 3 presents a summary of the results of the analysis of the tutor reading and mathe-
matics scaled scores (Metropolitan Achievement Test) The analysis of covariance yielded
significant results for mathematics but non-significant results fur reading

The achievement score gains for the tutors presented in Tilde 3 indicate that tutors who
learned the tutoring skills and used them with elementary s,hool level tutees showed
greater gains (P < 001) in mathematics achievement measured nu the Metropolitan Achieve-
ment Test than those untrained tutors ,ho worked with like students These results are
exciting since they show that in the area of mathematics, nut only are trained tutors
better tutors, but their ow mathematics achievement is enhanced no the process

The hypothesis relating to reading achievement of tutors was not supported by the data
analysis. This was not surprising since reading is more complex to teach than mathe-
matics, and it would take a larger number of subject, and provably more time to show
significant gains. however, it should be noted that the experimental group gained 1.76
grade equivalent levels to the contra' group's gain of 1 27 levels, a difference of 49 or
approximately half a grade level better Thus it can be stated that while the tratning
program may not have the same effect in reading as it did in mathematics for the tutors,
the experimental reading tutees did out perfc-m the control reading tutees

Tfr J1.8 7

1121715 511401.0 11(51171045
1111114001114.8 8011811011/ 71ST

SCALED SCO1E5 e01 7111445
P4714,511165 (1115/

411001 11 Pretest 1 5 0

Ixoorfoontal Sa 724 62 113 50

Control SS 722 55 111 31

/1:11ttllit 1 $

.51 07 52 82
palL015 14' 1115 r < 0011
TM 7, 117 16

REA0166

14171P Proofs 1

toportmental

Camaro)

SS

S1

747 71

744 61

2115

15 27

Posttest 1 5 0

14157 55 20
(ANCOVA 5. 210 174 551
717 42 1051

In sum, the results indicate that trained tutors were more effective than untrained
tutors Untrained tutors still enhance performance of tutees, however, not to the extent
of the trained ones

EDUCATIONAL SIGNIFICANCE - To support the educational sigraftcance of the tutee results,
Cohen's Effect Size statistical technique was applied to the data The "effect-size as
calculated es d= 53 for reading and d= 92 for mathematics Sinre Horst, Talimadge and
Wood(1974) state that projects with an effect size of .33 or greater can be considered as
educationally significant, the 53 and 92 are reported as significant.

For the objective - referenced test, the results showed effect sizes of 2.6 in mathematics
and 2 5 in reading This means that the mean difference was about two And one-half stan-
dard deviations (post test control group) above the post test control group mean The
statistic provides credible evidence that the intervention provided an educationally
significant change
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The educational significance for the mathematics achievement 4' tit, :s e-, .....rallshed by
computing an index of effectiveness - -Cohn 's Effect Size .he st.:14ts -raided credi-
ble evidence that the inte.vention provided ao educationally sltnIficirvi change_

More particularly, Cohen's effect size of 53 means that the mean difference was (about)
one half a standard deviation unit (in terms of post-test control group standard deviation
units) above the control group mean This is generally acceptec as educationally signifi-
cant

UNANTICIPATED OUTCOMES

1. In addition to the evidence that trained tutors outperformed untrai"ed tutors
on an owjective referenced and an achievement test, a summary of trainer and
teacher observations indicated that the tutors actually used the skills they
learned. As an example, trained tutors were viewed as being more organized
and responsible. They implemented such skills as lesson planning, drill pro-
cedures, and an anderstanding of the stages of learning.

2. Observational information provided by the classroom teachers and feedback data
from the tutors themselves revealed that the training helped the tutors have
a better understanding of the teacher's role and the teacher/pupil relationship.

3. Selected observations and questionnaire feedback revealed that certain student'
(tutees and tutors who were identified as discipline problems at the beginning
program showed a marked decrease in the incidence of disciplinary problems.

4. Selected observations and questionnaire fecdbadk revealed that the tutors
developed better self-imaged and more postive feelings about themselves as
a result of being viewed as role models by y'unger students. The tutees also
developed better self-images as a result of the attention received from older
students shorn they respected.

5. Other posiiive features of the TTV project were that there was an increase
in the articulation between the feeder and the receiving schools and that
the use of tutors in the classroom helped to decrease the teacher/student
ratio thus allowing the teacher more time to work with smaller groups.

EVIDENCE OF EXPORTABILITY - TTV has been packaged into I completely exportable project
All instruction /preparation needed in the use of the ITV model and materials can be
acquired in a two-day workshop All of the basic materials necessary for a crises-age
tutor training program are included in the project materials which have been packaged
according to .he thy1.e mini-courses General Volunteers"; Skills (0)/(1), Training for the
Reading Tutor and Training for the math Tutor For each mini-course, there is a teacher
kit as well as student materials A description of the teacher .at sod student materials
available for each mini-course follows

General V- teering (GVS) covers the role and responsibilities of tutors as
well as the resources, Instructscal tools, equipment, and techniques available for
use with the tutres The GVS teacher kit inciudes the video taped lessons tor ini-
tial concept development, a teacher's mini-pa, ( workbook) with practice /extension
activities and tests that :orrispcnd to the video lessons, and an audio visua. kit
with filmstrips and audio tapes used in conjunction with the activities in the mini-
paks The GVS student mini-pak (workbook) included the praccsce and e'nansion acti-
vities in the teacher's mint-pak Train, for the Reading Tutor provides an over-
view of the various approaches t the teaching of reading along 'stn _persfsr strate-
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gi,s Ind reinforce'ent techniques to be used in phonics, sight words, context clues,
,tructurai analysis, readiness skills and comprehension The teacher kit includes

video tayr,i lessons for initial concept development, i teacher's mini-pak (workbook)
.iith practice/extension activities and keyed tests that torrespond to the video les-
sons, comic books, a basic training manual and an audio/visual kit with filmstrips
and audio tapes used in conjunction with the ac,ivities in the mini-paks The stu-

dent materials include the mini-pak, comic book. upl basic training manual

Training for the Math Tutor prepares the tutor to work with the tutee in addition,
substraction, multiplication and division through the concrete, pictorial, symbolic
and abstract stages The teacher kit and student is tr.rials are the same as those

included in the Training for the Reading Tutor mini-course

Along with the materials for training tutors, the 17V staff has developed materials for
training the teachers who will be involved in the program. The teacher training materials
,ncludo the agendas and filmstrips with tapes that are used in the 3 hour workshop de-
signed to prepare teachers in the sending and receiving school. for their respective
roles Finally, the TTV staff has developed the Manager's Handbook which is to he used hy
the TTV coordinators in hoch the sending and receiving shcoola. This manual provides
st p-by-step instructions for setting up croes-age tutoring program using the TTV model
as well as clarifies the role and responsibilities of key personnel Roth the teacher
training manual and the Manager's Handbook are given to program coordinator, when they
participate in the two-day Implementation Workshop prior to installation.

Installation of the TTV model would require

a) suppirt of the key decision makers who would determine the scope and extent of the
installation hy identifying specific needs of the schools and availahility of neces-
sary resources

b) purchase of project materials needed for implementation - an adoption would include
General Volunteering Skills with the Reading and/or Math Component

c) identification of personnel needed to manage the program and training at the adopter
site or demonstration center to prepare personnel for their roles

d) implementation of the program using TTV materials and procedures for training, moni-
toring and evaluating tutors

e) assessment of the impact of the program on student performance reported to developer
staff

INNOVATIVENESS - The key to the innovativeness of the TTV project lies in the provision of
an easy means to accomplish what educators have long known was viahle learning process,
students tutoiing other students 17V includes a high quclity student training package
that requires no special staffing or fecilitiec In addi n, TTV requires no curriculum
_evision since it can be used in conjunction with a district's existing reading and math
program and TTV can be dovetailed into the szhool's program as an elective or extra-
curricular activity. 17V is also on inexpensive means of providing studerts grades 7-9
with an exciting, non-threatening means of reviewing basic competencies and receiving,
where necessary, remedial education Finally, TTV has documented that the training the
tutors receive is inoeed significant both in their skill development ,s veil as in their
ability to work with their tutees
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Mr. LEHMAN. At this time, I would like to recognize Ms. McKen-
zie, the superintendent of the D.C. school system.

STATEMENT OF FLORETTA DUKES McKENZIE, SUPERINTENDENT
OF SCHOOLS, CHIEF STATE SCHOOL OFFICER, WASHINGTON,
D.C.

Ms. MCKENZIE. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman.
My name is Floretta Dukes McKenzie, superintendent,. D.C.

Public Schools. I am very pleased to be here to discuss the topic,
"Improving American Education: Roles for Parents." I brought a
statement, and I will summarize ii: so as to conserve time.

There is little doubt that parents can and do make substantial
contribrtions to the quality of the education that our students re-
ceive. In fact, the entire community is a valuable resource to the
education system. In the District of Columbia, we have adopted a
saying that goes like this: "While schooling is our business, educa-
tion is everyone's business."

The fact is that parent and community involvement is not in dis-
pute, the debatable question seems to be how to secure parents' as-
sistance, and in what ways can parents assist, and how can school
personnel work with parents most effectively.

We are pleased to have a parent and a student from our school
system, a parent who does in fact volunteer, and I hope that they
will get a chance to make a comment.

Mr. LEHMAN. Which one is the parent and which one is the stu-
dent. [Laughter.]

Ms. MCKENZIE. The D.C. public schools has a tremendously active
volunteer services and training branch. As Dan Merenda indicated,
it is a cost factor, but I think it is very much cost justifiable.

This year we have experienced a tremendous increase in our vol-
unteer corp. We had over 12,500 volunteers working schools, an
increase of 3,000 volunteers over last year. We saw in our
Parent-Teacher Association an increase in membership by 25 per-
cent, in spite of declining student enrollment. So that gives you an
indication that parents in the community at large are very much
involved and want to be involved.

We have learned that increasing involvement requires careful
planning and strong dedication. Based on our experience, we have
found that school personnel have to ask parents and others to get
involved. During this year, I sent out 50,000 invitations to parents
and community people to become involved, and we have received
tremendous success. W -eceived financial assistance froin the C&P
Telephone Co., and . , many others to push for parent and com-
munity involvement.

We find also that we have to make information accessible to par-
ents. We rrepared an array of materials to help parents work with
their stw,ants to reinforce instruction. This is a sample of some of
those booklets. It says "Reading is a Family Affair" and "Math is a
Family Affair." We give these to all of our elementary students at
the different grade levels so that parents can have ready resources
to work with their children in reinforcing instruction. We also
have some that are even more elaborate. We believe that the
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youngsters and parents can work together much more easily if
they have materials laid out for them.

We believe that we have to have meaningful dialog with parents,
and many of our junior high schools, elementary and high schools
hold information workshops on weekends and evenings. Every
quarter we send to parents of our 90,000 students a parent advisory
brochure to give them helpful information about what is occurring
in the schools.

The most important point I perhaps can make is that we in edu-
cation must recognize the worth of what parents contribute to the
educational process. We have developed a uniform system of recog-
nition for parents and volunteers. This recognition includes awards
and commemorative brochures. Tonight we will have our volunteer
recognition ceremony at the departmental auditorium. We list the
names of all 12,500-and-some volunteers. We give them the best
show and demonstrate the best talent of the D.C. public schools.
You will find probably that there will be standing room only to-
night, and that every student act will probably meet with a stand-
ing ovation.

In addition to these efforts, we are involved in many community
involvement projects. We have the Washington parent group fund.
You might have seen on television this week that almost $70,000
was awarded to parent groups for matching funds for projects to
help students. Some of you might have heard of Operation Rescue,
our very strong tutorial program; Operation Outreach an evening
tutorial program and we have a retired teachers project; parent-to-
parent attention on attendance project. We have an Adopt-A-
School Program, a very large one; public; private partnership, and
the organization, Concerned Black Men, to mentor and do role
modeling; and I could go on, and on, on as to that kind of involve-
ment.

We believe that we cannot achieve our mission of creating effec-
tive schools without the involvement of outside resources such as
parents and other community members. We believe that parents
are the most important resource in our schooling process.

Thank you so much. I know I rushed it, but I do want our parent
and student to have an opportunity to make a comment.

Mr. MARRIOTT [presiding]. Thank you very much, Mrs. McKenzie.
That was a very interesting testimony. We will look forward to
some questions in just a few moments.

[Prepared statement of Floretta Dukes McKenzie follows]

PREPARED STATEMENT OF FLOREITA DUKES MCKENZIE, SUPERINTENDENT OF SCHOOLS,
CHIEF STATE SCHOOL OFFICER, DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA PUBLIC SCHOOLS

Mr Chairman, Members of the Committee and my distinguished colleagues, I am
pleased to join you here today to discuss the topic, "Improving American Education:
Roles of Parents".

There is little doubt that parents can make substantial contributions to the qual-
ity of the education their children receive. In fact, a school or school system's entire
community is an invaluable asset in ermuring educational quality. In the District of
Columbia, we have adopted the phrase: "While schooling is our business, education
is everyone's business."

The value of parent and community involvement in education is not in dispute;
the debatable question revolves more around: how to secure parents' assistance, in
what ways can parents assist, and how can school personnel wor' with parents most
effectively.
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The District of Columbia Public Schools has a tremendously active Volunteer
Services and Training Branch, established to address these questions. The unit
assits individual schools in recruiting and utilizing parents and other vohinteers,
and trains school personnel in how to make the best use of volunteer services.

We have experienced a tremendous increase in the number of parents and other'
involved in our schools. Tonight, in fact, we are holding a recognition ceremony to
salute the efforts of our volunteers. This year, we had over 12,500 volunteers work-
ing in the schoolsan increase of about 3,000 from last year. In addition, participa-
tion in our schools' PTAs is up 25 percent.

However, we have learned that increasing involvement requires careful planning
and a strong dedication of purpose. Based on our experience, we have found:

(1) School personnel have to ask parents and others to get involved. A recent na-
tional survey of volunteers found that 87% volunteered their time because they
were asked. This school year we sent out over 50,000 invitations, over my signature;
to parents to come into our schools and received a tremendous response. We comple-
mented this effort with a major recruitment campaign. With the financial assist-
ance of C&P Telephone Company, we printed thousands of folders and buttons bear-
ing the slogan, "Knowledge: DCPS plants the seed, we make it grow."

(2) Schools have to make information both accessible and meaningful for parents.
Recently, we revised our report cards to make them more understandable to par-
ents. Additionally, we have prepared an array of materials, which are sent home so
parents can help reinforce ethnroom instruction with their children.

(3) School systems must make a commitment to meaningful dialogue with parents
on parent time. Many of our junior high schools hold parent information workshops
on weekends and evenings when parents are available. We also have a quarterly
publication especially for parents. "Parent Advisory" with a press run of 90,000
one for each student to take homealerts parents to new programs, where to get
information and important school dates.

Also, we have launched some computer training programs for parents so adults
will be more accustomed to the technology which their children are learning with
and about. One such project is for non-English speaking parents, and it not only
helps them learn more about their schools but also to learn English.

In the near future, the District of Columbia Public Schools will have in our com-
puter the names of individuals, organizations and institutions that have resources
our students need, a teacher will be able to retrieve by subject area the name of a
resource for a particular topic.

(4) The most important point I can make is that we in education must recognize
the worth of what parents contribute to the educational process. In the District, we
have developed a uniform system of recognition for parents and volunteers which
includes awards and a commemorative brochure that list the names of all volun-
teers and is distributed at our annual volunteer awards ceremony.

In addition to these efforts the District of Columbia Public Schools are involved in
many other efforts to increase community involvement in our schools. Some of these
include:

1. The Parent Group Fund.
2. Operation Rescue.
3. Operation Outreachtutorial 'insistence for secondary students.
4. Project Servesenior high student tutor elementary students.
5. Emertus Teachers Project.
6. Parents to Parent: Attention on Attendance.
7. Giant Food/Home Economic Connection.
8 Communicating, Sharing and Caring at Oyster.
9 Metcon at Shaw.
10. Adopt-A-School Project.
11. RIF in DCPS.
12. Westgate Mentor Program.
13. Georgetown Medical Students in our Schools.
14. Public Private Partnership.
15. Concerned Black Men, Inc. Mentor and rolemodeling
16. Kiwanian Builders Club.
17. Embassy Adoption Project.
There are many other examples of efforts the District of Columbia Public Schools

is making to reach out to the D.0 community of parents and friends of our students
so that they may help us achieve our mission. We want our instructional personnel
to view themselves as managers of instruction, and to view par nts and others as
resources in the schooling process. We cannot achieve our mission of creative effec-
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tive schtals without the involvement of outside reirces Parents are the most im-
portant resource in our schooling process.

Mr. MARRIOTT. The chairman had to step out, but he just stepped
back, so my short reign just came to an end.

Mr. LEHMAN. Thank you very much, Dan.
We will now have a parent and student from Du lo Ellington

High School. I visited your school a couple of times. How is the air-
conditioning? Is it still messed up?

Ms. KATHRYN STANLEY. Yes, it is.
Mr. LEHMAN. How can you have volunteers if you don't have air-

conditioning? [Laughter.]
Thank you.

STATEMLNT OF BEATRICE PERRY STANLEY, PARENT

Ms. BFATRIC11 STANLEY. Good morning, Mr. Chairman and task
force committee members. J am Beatrice Stanley, a native of New
Orleans, LA. It is nice to see you again, Mrs. Boggs.

I am accompanied here by my daughter Kathryn, who is 17. I
have an 18-year-old son who has graduated from secondary schools
in the District of Columbia and is now attending Morehouse Col-
lege.

I was a school attendance °Meer here in the L.strict of Columbia
from 1968 w 1971, and a teacher from 1972 through 1983 when I
resigned to return to school full time and to work part time.

I became involved in my children's education when they were in
elementary school, and served as PTA president there for 2 years. I
remained involved through their high school years, and am now
completing my second year as president of the PTSA of Duke

Schoolhool of the Arts.
I am involved in my daughter's education because I feel very

deeply that, while the main focal point of education is the student-
teacher relationship, a wider arena is the home, the community,
and the family. I want my daughter to know by my participation
that I stand with her and behind her and will praise her successes
and help her endure and work through her difficulties.

I am also involved because I want her teachers to know that I
will be available for support at times other than crises. The Elling-
ton School holds frequent performances, and I attend performances
of, school groups other than groups which include Kathryn in order
to show that I have an active interest in the wider school program.

It is also refreshing to go to PTA meetings and feel that I am not
pressured to have a conference with all the teachers because I see
them frequently at school and we share good newsKathy's grades
are excellentand bad news, at times other than PTA meetings.
As a former teacher, I am aware of the extreme importance of an
ongoing supportive and positive relationship with parents. Fre-
quent contacts help to develop trust, and mutual trust is a key
factor to success in education.

Sometimes parents think of teachers and administrators as ad-
versaries rather than partners. They feel that their questions and
concerns are unwelcomed and will be treated as accusations rather
than inquiries. It is not easy sometimes for parents to 5e active
forces in our children's lives these days. For example, I am a work-
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ing parent, and I don't often have as much time as I would like to
to visit the school. Also the jargon is often confusing and there is
sometimes a mystery about whool that is confusing for parents.
But I think that some of the booklets that the superintendent
shared with us are an attempt to make things a little less mysteri-
ous in that area.

As a parent, I have always expressed to teachers, however, that
while I may not have a familiarity with a particular subject which
is their domain, I am quite familiar with my child and will support
the teachers efforts to instruct by instilling politeness and respect
and encouraging good student habits. Teachers and administrators,
too, can be uncomfortable in developing relationships with parents
until they realize that there is not a threat involved and that we
can work together well.

I feel that my children, the school, and I have benefited a great
deal from my involvement. Personally, I feel that my presence at
the school gives my daughter the message that I am vitally inter-
ested and concerned about her education. I have developed good
communication with her teachers at times other than crises. For
example, we have also increased our parent activity. Last year, our
political action committee was very vocal in demonstrating our
concern when a decision was about to be made to move students to
a distant site during renovation. We felt, as did the administration,
that such a move would be devastating to the program. Fortunate-
ly, our efforts, letters, phone calls, general pestering, and an impas-
sioned plea from a sympathet'- board member resulted in a shift-
ing of students across the street rather than across town.

Another benefit for me has been seeing and knowing my daugh-
ter's friends. When children are young, we tend to interact with
their friends and the parents of their friends more frequently. In
adolescence we think the children are on their own with choosing
friends. They can get around without us, and we often don't know
who their school friends are. I find it very gratifying to be able to
put faces with the names that my daughter calls when she speaks
of her friends, and am delighted to have interacted with them in a
school setting.

Finally, my daughter has lived with her father for the last 2
years, and driving her to school as well as participating in PTSA
activities affords me the opportunity to spend a maximum amount
of time with her. School is where she is most of the time-8:30 to
5:30and when I am involved in her school, I am involved in a
major part of her life.

Kathryn will give you some of her ideas about how my involve-
ment has perhaps affected her school experience.

[Prepared statement of Beatrice Perry Stanley follows:]

PREPARED STATEMENT OF BEATRICE PERRY STANLEY, PARENT

I am Beatrice Perry Stanley and I am accompanied here by my daughter Kath-
ryn, who is 17 1 have an 18-year-old eon, Nathaniel, who has graduated from high
school and presently attends Morehouse College. I was a school attendance officer
with the D C. Public Schools from 1968 to 1971 and was a classroom teacher from
1972-1983 when I resigned to go back to school full-time and work part-time.

I became involved in my children's education when they were in elementary
school, and served as the P.T.A. president there for 2 years. I have remained :n-
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volved through their high school years and am now completing my second year as
president of the P.T.S.A. of Duke Ellington School of the Arts.

I am involved in my daughter's education because I feel --ery deeply that, while
the main fm_al point of education is the student-teacher relationship, a wider arena
is the home, community and family. I want my daughter to know by my participa-
tion that I stand with her and behind her, will praise her success and help her
endure and work through difficult".

I'm involved because I want her teachers to know that I will be available for sup-
port at times other than crises. The Ellington school holds frequent performances,
and I attend performances of school groups other than groups which include Kath-
ryn in order to show that I have an active interest in the wider school program.

It is also refreshing to go to P.T.A. meetings and feel that I'm not iiressured to
have a conference with all the teachers because I see them frequently at school and
we share good newsKathy's grades are excellentand bad news, at times other
than P.T A. meetings. As a former teacher, I am aware of the extreme importance
of an ongoing, supportive and positive relationship with parents. Frequent centacts
help to develop trust, and mutual trust is a key facto: to success in education.

It is not easy for parents to be active forces in our children's lives these days. For
example, I sin a working parent and I don't often have as mud' time as I would like
to visit the school. Also, for all parents, there is some mystery about schools, and
the jargon is often co...fusing. As a parent I have always expr.esed to teachers that,
while I may not have familiarity -With a particular subject, i am quite familiar with
my chili: and mill support the teachers efforts to instruct by instilling politeness and
respect, and encouraging good student habits.

Sometimes parents think of teachers and administrators as adversaries rather
than partners. They feel that their questions and concerns are unwelcomed and will
be treated as accusations rather than inquiries. Teachers and administrators too can
be uncomfortable in developing relationships with parents, until they know it is not
a threat and can work well for everybody.

I feel that my children, the school and I have benefited a great deal from my in-
volvement. Personally, I feel that my presence at the school gives my daughter the
message that I am vitally interested and concerned about her education. I have de-
veloped good communication with her teachers at times other than crises. For the
school, we have increased parent activity. Last year, for example, our political
action co nittee was very vocal in demonstrating our concern when a decision was
about to La made to move students to a distant site during renovation. We felt, as
did the administration, that such a move would be devastating to "he program. For-
tunately, our t ,rte, letters, phone calls, and an impassioned plea from a sympa-
hetic board member resulted in a shifting of students across the stieet rarher than

across town
Another benefit for me has been seeing and knowing my daughters friends. When

children are yong, we tend to interact with their friends and the parents of their
friends more frequently. In adolescence we think that our children are "on their
own" with choosing friends. They can get around without us an we often do not
know who their school friends are. I find it very gratifying to be able t3 put faces
with the names that my daughter calls when she speaks of her friends anti am de-
lighted to have interacted with many of them in a school setting.

Finally, my daughter has lived with her father for the last two years and driving
her to school as well as participating in P.T.S.A. activities affordsme the opportuni-
ty to spe ' a maximum amount of time with her School is where sht is most of the
time (8-30-580), and when I am involved in her echo I am involved in a major
part of h r life.

Mr. LEL.' How do you like Duke Ellington?
Ms. iikTHRYN STANLEY. I love it.
Mr. LEIniZkN. I mean the high school. [Laughter.]

STATEMENT OF KATHRYN V. STANLEY, STUDENT, DUKE
ELLINGTON, SCHOOL OF THE ARTS, WASHINGTCN, DC

Ms. KATHRYN STANLEY. I have a very brief statement.
My name is Kathryn V. Stanley. I am a 17-year-old junior major-

ing in voice at the Duke Ellington School of the Arts.
I am deeply honored to be able to come before you today to ad-

dress the issue of parental st pport in secondary education, because
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I feel that support is the most important role that parents can play
for a child who is in high school. I have been blessed because,
throughout my school career, I have had parents who have been
active and supportive in all of my educational endeavors. However,
this support has meant the most to me during my 3 years at Elling-
ton.

Being a student of the arts means dedication, determination, and
extra hard work. It means getting home at all hours of the night,
having to be somewhere at the crack of dawn, and constant prac-
tice and performance. Without the support of my parents, reaching
goals and meeting deadlines might not have been impossible, but
they would not have been easy either.

I feel that a lot of parents feel that when their children get to be
a certain age, they dou't really need them behind them that much.
I do:i't feel that is true. I feel that this is not only true for the stu,
dents of the arts, but for all students. Without someone behind
them and pushing them, it will be difficult for them to be the best
they can be. Therefore, their educAion will be slighted.

I feel that parents should always make themselves available to
their children as my mother and father have for me., in order that
they feel love and support throughout their livee.

Thank you.
Mr. LEHMAN. I want to thank all the members of the panel for

their testimony.
I just have one question for Dan Merenda. When I left the Dade

County School Board to come up here, I served my first 4 years
here on the Education and Labor Committee. I well remember
A adrey Jackson and Jimmy Frey coming up here and lobbying me
from your group with regard to Federal funding. I know that Dade
County did use some ESEA money to get their school policy pro-
gram underway.

I just wondLr what role at the present time does Federal funding
play in school volunteer programs, and what additional Federal
funding would you like to see available for your program?

Mr. MERENDA. Unfortunately, there is very little Federal money
available to support parent involvement programs, let alone volun-
teer programs. In the area of special education and bilingual educa-
tion, there are discretionary dollars available for support for pro-
grams to assist that pr-ouhtion, but there is a minimum of any
Federal kind of assistame available.

What we would very much like to see is an initiative to support
patent involvement programs, to support volunteer programs in
public schools. We feel they are cost beneficial. We feel that they
are effective in terms of academic achievement. We would appreci-
ate any assistance that your committee or the task force could give
on providing some authorization and some legislation to support
these programs in States around the country.

Mr. LEHMAN. I think you have answered my question, but would
you like to see more funds available than are now available?

Mr. MERENDA. Very much so.
Mr. LEHMAN. Thank you very much.
Mr. Marriott?
Mr. MARRIOTT. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
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I have just a few questions for our witnesses. Maybe all could
answer them briefly. The first question has to do with single par-
ents. We have had a tremendous increase in divorce, and I know
there are a lot of single-parent households today where the moth-
ers are faced with the job of working and also being a parent and a
homemaker and a volunteer at the same time. Is this having an
influence on voluntarism? Is it cutting down on voluntarism? How
do you deal with the parent who wants to volunteer and yet has to
work all day, gets home late, and has responsibilities there. We
need to get those people involved as volunteers as well, not just the
homemaker. How is that done and what is happening in that direc-
tion?

Ms. MCKENZIE. I think that the increasing number of single par-
ents are, of course, causing undue hardship, particularly on
women. However, I think the total community must reach out and
help. Sometimes if we are not careful, we will have lowered expec-
tations for young people because we say they come from cingle-
parent homes. But I don't think that we can succumb to that. Chil-
dren are not responsible for the marital status of their parents.

As Mrs. Stanley indicated, sometimes when there is a separation
in the home, both parents even work harder to be involved. And
surprisingly we found that 47 percent of our volunteers were men.
So it is not just women volunteering. We are pushing fo: that, and
particularly in our elementary schools where the majority of teach-
ers are women.

So, it is a problem and weif you note, I indicated that some of
our work with parents occurs on weekends when parents are more
available, and sometimes in the evenings when they are available.
Then we recognize that sometimes when parents have to support
that home, they are not going tAr: be able to come in and volunteer
and, therefore, we call on Federal employees, District employees,
and private-sector pcoole to come in and pick up that slack. We
would just hope that sometimes within the Federal sector that em-
ployees would be released. Some of them have to make up the time
at work. But I think that volunteering and supporting young
people throughout this country is important enough for the em-
ployee to have release time to do that.

In visiting Japan. I found out that each month an employee is
given a day to spend in school with his or her child. I believe that
this country needs to look at it differently, because we cannot have
excellent education

Mr. LEHMAN. With or without pay?
Ms. MCKENZIE. They get paid there.
I think that employees who understand that the employer is in-

terested in the future of the city, the future of the country, and
makes that contribution, you pro}.ebly have a better employee. We
might ..Jt be able to go that far, but I think we need to look at
:hat. A number of Federal agencies have adopted schools and are
doing a wonderful job, but the employees need some more support
other than say "Do it."

Mr. MARRIOTT. Excellent.
Gene, do you find the same?
Ms. BERRY. We do.
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I would just emphasize that we do many of the same things that
they are doing. It is a question of looking at present structures
then looking at them differently. For example schools don't have to
operate only during the regular school hours we have always had.
We look at how can we involve the parents in a different way, and
at other times. We don't make them feel uncomfortable if they are
single parents nr if they are not available during regular hours.

We also try to have programs where we get employers to give
parents released time for those parent-teacher conferences and to
come over anci work in the schools. Many of our shared governance
council meetings are at 7 in the morning or in the evenings. We
have many parent training programs. One that has involved hun-
dreds of parents in the last several yearshundreds each yearis
training parents in how to assist their children in basic skills,
math ar i reading. They come at night right along with their stu-
dent and learn how to work with their own child.

So we are trying to look at how can we be flexible, how can we
Lhange the structures to meet the changing lifestyles and family
styles existing today.

Mr. Mmutiarr. Thank you.
I will hold my second question to give other members a chance,

and we will come back on the second round.
Mr. LEHMAN. Mrs. Boggs?
Mrs. BOGGS. Thank you, Mr. Chairman
I thank all of you for participating and giving us such a well-

rounded look at the entire spectrum of involvement by parents and
other volunteers in the school program.

Mrs. McKenzie, it has been with joy and delight that I have
watched your administration in the DC schools. Only a person of
your former involvement in community work could recognise the
importance of the volunteer and parent involvement in the school
system.

I am so pleased you are following in your :ather's tradition, Ms.
Stanley, and that you have such talented children who are follow-
ing their family's footsteps in the academic and artistic worlds. I
congratulate you on your involvement.

MS. BEATRICE STANLEY. Thank you.
Mrs. BOGGS. The volunteer community could not operate without

the qualified and magnificent help of experts such as the two of
yov.

One of the suggestions that the American Chemical Society, to
which I referred, had about education this morning indicated that
they were in suport of a bill that Congressman McCurdy of Okla-
homa has introduced where tax credits could be given to corpora-
tions for releasing their people to teach in the science departments
of the public schools. Would you like to comment on whether that
is a good idea or not?

Ms. McKENziz. Just very briefly, yes, I think that is an excellent
idea. We have started working with some of the scientific associa-
tions in the city to try to upgrade the quality of our instruction in
mathematics and science. I think that that would be a very helpful
spur. We believe that professional scientists and mathematicians
can add a very important flavor to the instruction.
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We also became a part of the GTE foundation work in mathe-
matics and science, and we will have eight teachers going to one of
their installations to see the applications of mathematics and sci-
ence. We are also trying to work through with our Federal City
Council and Honors Institute in Mathematics and Science, bringing
in some of those same professionals. So I think that is a wonderful
idea.

Mrs. Bows. Would you like to comment on it, Doctor?
Mr. MERENDA. On that particular piece of legislation, I would

lend support. But what I am concerned about is, what about tax
breaks for the parents who are out there providing their time and
effortnot so much concern for the corporate community but con-
cern for the individual family. Now if someone is driving 20 miles a
day to provide volunteer services, why is it not possible for them to
get the 20-cent-mile deduction that people in the business com-
munity get for doing their work?

What we are suggesting here is that it is a public responsibility,
the education of children in America. The corporate community is
a part of that. I am not sure that, of the many areas where legisla-
tion could be of assistance, a corporate tax break for release time is
one that the National School Volunteer Program would place high
priority on.

Mrs. BOGGS. As you know, there are bills pending, many of which
I have been a cosponsor of for years, to give a break to parents and
other volunteers through a tax credit instead of a tax deduction,
because, of course, many of them have difficulty in affording their
volunteer time. It would be an opportunity to at least repay them
in some way for the time that they have spent so they can, as you
say, afford the transportation, their meals, and also to compensate
them for their time.

Ms. MCKENZIE. I would just like to interject.
There is some reason for us to consider some personal sacrifice

for our future and for young people. The one reason that t support
a tax break for a corporation that would give an employee, possibly
a high-paid employee, the time to work, to inspire and to become a
part of a team at a local school is because that corporation actually
loses real money.

However, I think that scientistsand many of them do. We have
the Met Com Association, black engineers who are giving of their
own personal time. But it is a catch-22. There are accounting prob-
lems with it. But first I think that we in this country need to make
personal sacrifices.

Mr. LEHMAN. We are wing to have to go vote When we get back,
there may be one or two quick questions, and then we will go to
the next panel.

The meeting will stand in recess.
[Recess.]
Mr. LEHMAN. The Committee on Children, Youth, and Families

will begin.
Car we have the second panel now with Dr. Comer, Dr. Espinoza

and Dr. Epstein?
Dr. Comer has to leave at noon, so I would like to have him

make his statement, and hen he can be excused.
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STATEMENT OF JAMES P. COMER, M.D., MAURICE FALK PROFES-
SOR OF CHILD PSYCHIATRY, YALE UNIVERSITY CHILD STUDY
CENTER, AND ASSOCIATE DEAN, YALE UNIVERSITY MEDICAL
SCHOOL, NEW HAVEN, CI'

Dr. COMER. Mr. Chairman, I would like to thank you for the op-
portunity to present my ideas and experiences with parent involve-
ment in schools.

I am Dr. James Corner. I am a child psychiatrist at the child
study center at the Yale Medical School. My interest has been in
prevention and trying to avoid psychological problems with chil-
dren through woi k in schools. h. that regard, I have directed a pro-
gram in the inner city schools of New Haven for the past 16 years.

You have my written statement, so I would like to summarize
the comments.

There is disagreement among researchers about the value of pa-
rental involvement. On the other hand, I am convinced that paren-
tal involvement is very important and very necessary. Yrit, even
among those who believe the same, there is concern about how you
get parents involved.

I would like to start with why I think it is important and present
some of the theory behind why it is important, which also suggests
the ways that you can get parents involved.

Times have changed dramatically since the 1940's. Before the
1940's, we lived in communities that had natural support systems
for education and child development. The authority figures, par-
ents, teachers, administrators, and others, interacted with each
other and reinforced each other in very natural ways. There was a
sense of community. Parents, teachers and administrators were the
source of all truth for children, truth or information. There was a
consensus of values and attitudes about what was right, wrong,
good, bad, and so forth.

Because of this, these authority figures were able to promote de-
sirable behavior in the part of children and motivate many chil-
dren for learning. Also, prior to the 1940's, if you didn't do well in
school, you could always quit and go out and tyke a job and you
could support yourself and your family and feel good about yourself
because you were able to do that. And your chanct% of being a con-
tributing member of the society were greater when this was possi-
ble.

This has been much less so since the 1940's. Today's society re-
quires people with good social skills ai i good academic skills in
order to participate in the workplace.

But since the 1940's, automobiles, roads, suburbs, and television
or technological changes have greatly decreased the natural inter-
action between parents and other authority figures in the school. It
has also decreased the sense of community that once existi. Tele-
vision and high mo-oility h -ye become a source of information to
children that didn't exist prior to the 1940's. There is also a de-
creased consensus abo what is right, wrong, good and bad, and
tnere is an increase in the behavior options children have as a
result of technological change. Yet, children are no more mature
today than they were before the 1940's, in fact, they need more
adults in their lives with good relationships with them to help
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them cope with the complexities of today's age. Yet, many of the
teachers, people in the school system, and other authority figures
are actually strangers in the lives of children, sometimes even en-
emies when there are great social distances between the home and
the school.

Parents in school can make a difference, primarily in the school,
but also in support for long-run educational efforts on the part of
their children. The school, unfortunately, is still organized across
the country in hierarchical authoritarian ways, which makes it
very difficult to bring parents and others into the decisionmaking
or to participate in the life of the school.

I am going to describe very briefly our school program in which
we brought parents in and made a difference, and also changed the
organization and management of the school.

Our mental health team from the Yale Child Study Center, made
up of four people, which I directed, went into two of the lowest-
achieving schools in the city of New Haven. They were 32d and 33d
in achievement out of 33 schools. There were severe behavior prob-
lems, and there was very poor attendance on the part of children.
Ninety-nine percent of the children were black, and over 50 per-
cent were from families receiving aid for dependent children, and
even more were single-parent families, and almost all were poor.

What we did was to establish a governance and management
group at the building levels. Parents were selected to serve on the
governance and management group by other parents or the parent
group, teachers by other teachers, aides by other aides, and so on,
and this was led by the principal.

This group identified the problems and opportunities in the
school, looked for the resources tha, were available, first in school
and ti-en outside, impi.erlc..nted programs to ad4ress the problems
we saw in the st,hool, evaulated those programs and modified the
programs to meet the needs of the particular school. Our social
worker serving on that body introduced, and allowed everyone
working on these problems to apply, child development and rela-
tionship knowledge and skill to every aspect of the school program.

With this arrangement, we were able to restore the communica-
tion, the trust, and the support that existed in a very natural way
in the pre-1940's school. Much of the distrust, alienation, and
energy that went into conflict was decreased, and that energy was
then available to the school program.

We developed a parent program in which one parent was in each
classroom on a part -time basis. They were paid minimum wages,
but they volunteered much more time than they were paid for.
This group of people, who were primarily people on public welfare,
formed the core of the parent group. They invited 1 or 2 other
people, and that represented 30 or so parents who were the parent
group within the school. This group developed activities to support
the school, especially to develop a social climate within the school,
or a climate of interaction between parents, teachers, and students
which supported learning. They selected their member to serve on
the governance and management group.

With the amount of trust that this generated within the school
and also within the community, there was a large turnout of par-
ents to activities for the school. We went from having 25 to 30 par-
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ents turn out for activities like the Christmas program to having
250 to 300 parents turn out in the same school. On one occasion,
over 400 parents, teachers, and friends turned out for activities
within the school.

As the children began to improve in their performance, it
became clear that these low-income children could achieve as well
as children from middle income families and better educated fami-
lies. We realized that the only difference between these children
and others was that many of the middle-income children developed
skills at home that low-income children could not develop at home.

So we developed a program called the social skills curriculum for
inner city children in which we integrated the teaching of basic
academic skills with the teaching of the arts and specific social
skills. We developed units in which the children would need skills
as adults to function successfully as adults in the society. We devel-
oped a unit in politics and government, one in business, one in
health and nutrition, and one in leisure and spiritual time.

The result of this program was that the children could see how
important both the skills they developed, academic and social, were
to function in school, and it made the basic skills all the more im-
portant to learn. The other thing was that the basic social skills
were developed and an appreciation for the arts were developed
within this program. This improved the behavior of the children.
The children went from being 19 and 18 months behind in achieve-
ment to grade level in achievement and above. The attendance at
King School has been first, second and first over the last 3 years,
and we haven't had a serious behavior problem in the schools we
have been involved in in over a decade. We are now moving this
program to other schools within New Haven and to other schools
within the State.

The parents benefited from the program as well. As many as
eight parents we know of returned to high school, finished college,
and are now professional people in the community. Many other
parents who had been on public welfare indicated that the confi-
dence and skills they gained allowed them to go out and take jobs
they didn't think they would be able to hold prior to involvement
in the program.

We were able t3 avoid many of the obstacles to parents' involve-
ment by having our mental health team work with parents and
train parents in a way that they were able to function successfully
within the school setting. We focused the program on parental
strengths rather than weaknesses, and that permitted them to
function well.

I would like to close my statement with a personal vignette that
speaks to the importance of parental participation in schools. I am
from a low-income family, and we lived on the fringe of the highest
social economic community in our city, and we went to that school.
I had three buddies from my neighborhood who went off to school
with me. One died early from alcoholism, the other spent most of
his life in and out of menta! institutions, and the other spent a sig-
nificant amount of his life in prison. In a real sense, I was the only
survivor from that neighborhood.

Mr. LEHMAN. You spent yours in an institution, too. [Laughter.]
Dr. CA/MER. Right. Arother kind.
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These experiences represent many of our social problems within
our society, including many race relations problems. These young-
sters were bright and able, and their experience represents a tre-
mendous loss to our society. These could have been constructive,
contributing people within the society. The only difference between
me and my buddies was that I had parents who were able to pass
on social skills which made it possible for me to be successful in
school, and also my parents could go into schools and interact with
school staff in a way in which, when they left, things were better
off for me than they were before they came in.

I think that our program in the schools was based on some of
that experience. What we did was to try to make the staff advo-
cates for children where the parents were not able to be advocates
for their own children. We also brought parents in so that many
were able eventually to be advocates for their children and were
able to aid and support the children for education in the long run
and also the short run.

My greatest reward was last week hav;ng an opportunity to
write a letter of recommendation for medical school for a young
Yale student who started out in our school program a number of
years ago.

Thank you.
[Prepared statement of James P. Comer, M.D., folluws:]

PREPARED STATEMENT OF JAMES P. COMER, M.D., PROFESSOR OF PSYCHIATRY, YALE
CHILD STUDY CENTER, ASSOCIATE DEAN, YAL MEDICAL SCHOOL

For the past 15 to 20 years, a number of people have been calling for greater pa-
rental involvement in education. Educators disagree on the value of such a policy.
And even the most ardent supporters of greater parental involvement acknowledge
that it is often difficult to get parents involved, par+icularly parents of the children
least successful in school. On the basis of my 16 years of work in elementary schools
serving low income Black families in New Haven, Connecticut, I am convinced that
parents represent a critically important education resource and that they can be
successfully involved in schools in significant numbers; with major benefits for
school staff, children and the parents themselves. I will briefly describe this work
and the outcomes.

In 1968, our Yale Child Study Center team (a child psychiatrist, social worker,
psychologist, special education teacher) initiated a collaborative program or school
intervention and prevention of social and psychological problems with t'ae New
Haven School System in two of the lowest social and academic achieving elementary
schools in the city, Martin Luther King, Jr., kindergarten-4th grade school of ap-
proximately 300 students and the kindergarten-6th grade Baldwin School with ap-
proximately 350 students. Eventually the Baldwin School was phased out and closed
and the program was initiated in the kindergarten-grade 5 Brennan School, also
serving a low income population, in 1977. In 1983, with no significant change in the
socio-economic level of either school, the children at King and Brennan were at
grade level, based on median score, on the Iowa Test of Basic Skills. Neither school
had a serious behavior problem. King School has been 1st, 2nd and 1st in attend-
ance in the city over the past three years, ahead of all the middle income schools.
The program of parental involvement contributed significantly to these improved
social and academic performances.

At the beginning of the program we theorized that technological changes which
permitted school staff to live long distances from the building in which work
decreased the amount of casual and natural, but crucial, interaction between par-
ents and school staff The increased amount of visual information (television) chil-
dren received decreased the trust and consensus about goals and methods which
once existed between home and school. This decreased the ability of school staff to
serve as trusted and respected parent surrogates, able to support positive student
social and academic performance. In addition, social and economic conditions made
it less possible for children who where under prepared for school to eventually quit.
Their reaction to school failure made school life difficult for all.
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The strategy which evolved in our work was to create a governance and manage-
ment body at the building level which was made up of parents selected by a parent
group, teachers selected by the teaching staff, the social worker from our Child
Study Center team who was knowledgeable about child development and relation-
ship issues, and the group was led by the school principal. The group was advisory
to the principal. But, in fact, it engaged in school management activitiesidentify-
ing problems and opportunities in the academic, social climate and gaff develop-
ment areas; developing resources to address them, evaluating the outcome and
modifying the school program as indicated. In effect, the interaction, trust and
mutual respect which existed in a natural way in the pre-World War II school, was
restored through the representativeness and the collaborative work of the govern-
ance and management body at the building level.

Until 1975 the work of the parents was voluntary. The presence of parents in the
school helped decrease student behavior proilems, motivated higher academic per-
formance and promoted school staff accountability through cooperative planning as
opposed to the often counterproductive confrontation or even systematic observation
by parent groups. Because of the value of parent participation, we eventually sys-
tematized and institutionalized the work of the parents. One parent assistant was paid
minimum wages to work half time in each classroom. In addition to assisting with aca-
demic activities in the classroom, these parents served as the core of a parent group
which developed a program to help themselves and other parents understand and
support the education of their children in school and at home and to create a desira-
ble spirit and climate of relationship between parents, staff and students in school.
This group elected the parents who served on the governance and management body
of the school.

Eventually, the governance and management bAdy determined that the most
problematic difference between the low income students in the King and Brennan
Scho'ls and students fnzn middle income backgrounds elsewhere was that the
latter developed knowledge and skills at home which were often unavailable to the
former. Out of this thinking grew a program designed to integrate the teaching of
basic academic information, mainstream social skills and the arts. This program
was organized around units representing areas of activity in which children will
need skills to be successful as adultspolitics and government, business, health and
nutrition, leisure and spiritual time. These projectsdeveloped in former free and
elective time so as not to decrease the time for basic academic skill teachinggave
an immediacy to the need to acquire basic social and academic skills. They in-
creased student self-confidence and coping skills. Parents worked with school staff
in conceptualizing and implementing these projects.

The active role of a core group of 30-40 parents and the decision-making power of
their 3 or 4 representatives made the school a place of trust and hope throughout
the community it served. As a result, attendance at special events such as the
Christmas program went from 15 to 20 before the school intervention to 250, once as
many as 400 parents, friends and relatives. The improved spirit and climate of rela-
tionships permitted staff to better address the needs of children with special learn-
ing and behavior problems, further decreasing disruptions. It allowed the staff to
spend more time on the academic tasks and less on behavior problems. It permitted
higher staff, student and parent aspirations.

To our knowledge, 8 parents involved in the program over the years, some of
whom had been depressed and on public welfare prior to their involvement, re-
turned to high school, went on to college and are now professional people. Numer-
ous parents, formerly unemployed, with little confidence and skills, indicated that
they developed the confidence and skills through participation in the program to go
out and secure and hold jobs they would not have sought before their involvement.

Our program staff facilitated desirable parent-school staff interaction through ori-
entation and support of parent participation in the school. We helped parents ac-
quire the skills to interact with better educated school staff and he;ped the staff un-
derstand interactional problems. We helped parents working in the school learn to
manage classroom tasks and carry out meetings in support of their school role. W.-,
made certain that they were asked to participate in activities which were in their
areas of strength as opposed to weaknesses. And finally, parents graduated from
the program when their children graduated so that we always had a group of par-
ents with a vested interest in the success of the school. Their school job never
became more important than school effectiveness.

Many efforts to involve parents in school programs do not take many of the issues
described above into consideration. I believe that the application of child develop
ment and relationship issues to school based managementwith well designed pro-
grams of parent participatio: will allow us to tap and fully utilize parents as a
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resource for improving schools. Such programs can be useful for schools serving
children of every socio-economic level They can be particularly useful for schools
serving lower socio-economic children.

Mr. LEHMAN. Thank you very much.
We have some questions, but to save some time, we will give

them to you and you can submit them for the record.
Dr. COMER. OK. Thank you.
Mr. LEHMAN. Thank you for being with us.
At this time, we will hear from Dr. Espinoza.

STATEMENT OF RENATO ESPINOZA, PH.D., SENIOR RESEARCHER,
WORKING PARENTS PROJECT, DIVISION OF FAMILY, SCHOOL
AND COMMUNITY STUDIES, SOUTHWEST EDUCATIONAL DE-
VELOPMENT LABORATORY, AUSTIN, TX

Mr. ESPINOZA. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. Ladies and gentlemen,
it is a pleasure to be here.

I represent the working parents project of the Southwest Educa-
tional Development Laborati-Ty in Austin, TX. We are funded by
the National Institute of Education to conduct research and devel-
op programs in the area of work and family life, and in particular
in the education and care of school children.

The testimony that I will present today is based on our own re-
search and on programs that we have been able to identify in the
six-State region that the Southwest Educational Development Lab-
oratory serves.

Although our project is called the working parents project. I
would like to start with a disclaimer. We realize that all parents
are working parents. Actually, what we refer to as working parents
would be better referred to as employed parents because the re-
search that we conducted was of families in which parents were
employed full-time. We had a sample of parents who were dual
earners and a sample of single-parent families.

Half of the mothers were employed by the telephone company
and the other half by local banks. These were clerical jobs that did
not require more than high school education. Our study concentrat-
ed on the families rather than on working mothers as such, and it
included a sample of Black, Anglo, and Mexican-American families
from the Austin community. We concentrated on looking at some
workplace policies as they affected family life, and in particular
the ability and availability of working parents to become involved
in the education of their children.

One of the important aspects of the workplace which we have
identified we referred to as the short-term leave policies. What we
found was that the two types of workplaces that we studied had a
very contrasting approach to the ways in which they managed the
ability of their employees to leave, or to come to work a bit late, or
to take a few hours during the day.

The phone company can be characterized as having a very rigid
way of handling short-term leaves; while the banks, on the other
hand, were much more flexible. During our interviews, we tried to
determine which parent had undertaken the major responsibility
for maintaining contact with their children's school, with their
teachers and education, and what was the level of that involve-
ment. We found that some parents were very deeply involved,
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going to visit the schools, and others had a very basic understand-
ing of what was happening in the schools, most of it through re-
ports from their children, and seldom visited or talked with the
te, ac he rs.

In summaryyou have my written testimonywe found that,
among dual-earner families, when both the father and the mother
work in places that has: flexible leave policies, there was a tenden-
cy for both of them involved in the education of their children and
to have a higher level of involvement. If the mother had a very
rigid leave policy in her workplace and the father had a flexible
leave policy, the fathers took over the responsibility to maintain
contact with the schools. However, in the cases in which both
father and mother worked for employers that have rigid leave poli-
cies, still it was the mothers who somehow found the time and
made the sacrifices to maintain contact with the schools.

So it is clear that, to some extent, even though these were fami-
lies in which both parents worked full-time, they still adhered to
the old-fashioned rule that children and child care and the schools
are the business of the mother and not of the father.

Among single-parent families, in which there was no husband to
supplement or complement the mother's efforts, involvement was
still very high, but at a greater sacrifice in terms of other activities
for the family. What we found, which is the most important thing,
is that he rigidity of the workplace policies is not the c,nly barrier.
Many women who worked for banks in which they had relative
flexibility, where they were able to go to their supervisors and re-
quest a few hours off and they could make them up by working
overtime later or using comp time, they did not request this time
off for school involvement. There seems to be an unwritten norm in
the workplace that taking time off for your children's education is
something that is not allowed, and that your coworkers may frown
upon it, that this flexibility should be left foi true minor emergen-
cies. If the child had an accident in the school and needed to be
taken to the doctor or something of that nature, then it could be
used.

So we feel that it is here where we can do something to increase
the availability of working parents to become involved, if we are
able to change this workplace culture, if we are able to get corpora-
tions to make a public affirmation of the importance of education
and of the importance of their employees becoming involved in the
education of their children, and follow up this affirmation with
provisions in their leave policieswhich will have to be adapted to
the conditions of the different employersbut, in a sense make it
easier for parents to be able to accommodate the needs that their
school-age children have for them to be present, to attend parent-
teacher conferences, and to attend school events, performances that
take place only once and, if they miss it, that is it. It is very impor-
tant for parents to be there, as well as for children.

We feel that also schools need to adapt themselves to this new
reality of the working parents, parents who work full-time and who
do not have the same amount of availab:e time during the day, to
become involved either as volunteers or in other roles in the
schools.
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What we are proposing, what we call the Employer-Supported
Parental Involvement in School Program, would require employers
to make first an affirmative statement of 14.>._ port; second, to pro-
vide some form of flexibility, whether is the already existing
leave policy or a new leave policy, that would be designated for pa-
rental involvement in schools; to provide places in the workplace
where schools can post calendars, notices of upcoming events,
where employees can put newsletters from their own schoolsin
other words, to make information about the schools and education
more available in the workplaceand finally, to provide space and
time for parents who are employees to be able to attend short V2-
hour noontime seminars that could be provided by school district
personnel on imp2i-cant issues such as how to prepare for a parent-
teacher conference, how to prepare children for testing, what are
the options for vocational education in the schools, how can an
after - school care program be started, and so forth.

All of these measures would require a greater flexibility not only
on the part of the employers, but also on the part of the schools.

What we propose is to release the barriers that at this point pre-
vent many working parents from participating in the education of
their children. This is something that is already being realized by
employers. In Austin, we have a very successful Adopt-a-School
Program.

However, although there is a range of activities that different
businesses are conducting in the schools that they adopt, none of
them so far have adopted a more flexible have policy to allow their
employees to bnome involved in their own children's education.
They may involve their workers in a program in a given school.
However, not all of the employee's children attend fiat particular
school.

In the Southwest Educational Development Laboratory, we are
also concerned about ways in which we can train teachers to work
better with parents. With that goal in mind, we have conducted a
se -ies of surveys of teachers, parents, principals, school board mem-
bem Department of Education officials and teacher trainers to de-
terni'me what are the ways in which a curriculum model can be de-
vised that could be implemented in teacher education institutions.

Finally, we also have another project in which we are trying to
establish another form of business-school collaboration to accom-
plish the transfer of technology from the private sector to the
schools in the areas of management and staff development.

Thank you.
[Prepared statement of Renato Espinoza follows:j

PREPARED STATEMENT OF RENATO ESPINOZA, PH.D., SENIOR RESEARCHER, NANCY
NARON, M A., RESEARCH SPECIALIST, DIVISION OF FAMILY, SCHOOL, AND COMMUNITY
STUDIEa, SOUTHWEST EDUCATIONAL DEVELOPMENT LABORATORY, AUSTIN, TX

A. INTRODUCTION

The Working Parents Project (WPP), funded by the National Institute of Educa-
tion, has as its current goal to develop a program and supporting materials designed
to promote collaboration, throughout the SEDL region, between employers and
schools tc facilitate and increase single and working parents' involvement in the
schools. The WPP is developing forms of employer-schools collaboration that aro
suggested by research as being potentially useful and those tt.nt have been found to
serve the special needs of working parents and single pai Kits in other communities.
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B. RESEARCH BACKGROUND

Research at 3EDL, as well as research elsewhere, has identified several needs and
concerns that ire especially important to dual-earner and single-parent families.
Some of those nt,:xls are beyond WPP's sphere of influence (e.g, inadequate income,
housing, tr.nsportation, child support payments, etc.). Other needs, however, can be
addressed through changes in policies and practices of two institutions that influ-
ence the lives of families and their members on a daily basis: schools and work-
places.

During three cycles of data collection from 1981 through 1983, 30 dual-earner and
30 single-parent families were ;nterviewee in-depth by WPP staff to determine how
work and family life were interrelated in a sample of Anglo, Black, and Mexican
American families Half of the women in the sample worked in clerical jobs for the
local telephone cr ipany and half worked in clerical jobs in local banks. All the
families interviewed had at least one child in eimentary school. The research iden-
tified some workplace policies and practices that ,,ad an effect on the availability of
working parents to become involved in the educe _ion of their elementary school age
children Other aspects of family life were also explored, including alternative child
care arrangements, for the 119 dependent children, allocation of household responsi-
bilities, the nature of the relationships of families with their own relatives and
friends, and parenting styles

While conducting this research, the WPP was also seeking out individuals, pro-
grams, and agencies within SEDL's region that were actively working to meet the
needs of working parents and their children. A regional mini-conference sponsored
by the \PPP during the fall of 1983 brought together a cross-section of family re-
searchers, service providers, and advocates (see Proceedings from Invited Confer-
ence, December 1983) Conference participants were selected on the basis of their
expertise in programs designed to meet the most important needs and concerns
identified during the interviews with WPP's sample of dual-earner and single-
parent families

Information from the dual- and single-earner family interviews, from the confer-
ence of workers in the field, and from other agencies and programs, all pointed
clearly to one need that held promise of being approached through local collabora-
tions. expansion of opportunities for working parents' involvement in the schools. In
addition. few efforts have been directed toward changing workplace policies that
affect parental involv oient in children's schooling.

C EMPLOYMENT RELATED BARRIERS TO PARENTAL INVOLVEMENT IN SCHOOL

The research conducted by the Working Parents Project with the sample of dual-
earner and single-parent families, provided some indications about some effects of
rigidity in short-term leave policies on the involvement of working parents in the
schooling of their children. The leave policies in effect for the women in the sample
varied in some significant ways. The women were all employees of the phone compa-
ny or one of five different large banks The men who were included in the sample as
spouses of the selected sample of women, represented almost as many different em-
ployers as there were men.

The phone company can be characterized as having a rigid short-term leave
policy In effect, there was no short-term leave. Tardiness of more than a few min-
utes was not allowed, so in those cases workers simply missed a whole day, which
was then counted as an unexcused absence. The smallest length of time that a
worker could take off was a whole day. Workers could have up to three "unexcused,
unpaid leave days" in a calendar year. Days of absence exceeding that maximum
number were recorded in the workers' files and could constitute a cause for dismis-
sal. There was no accrued sick leave. Rather, a sick worker is defined as being "dis-
abled" and was required to submit a doctor's certificate in order not to be penalized.

Paid vacations were g nerous, especially for those with many years of seniority.
However, such leave had to be taken in blocks of a week or more. The choice of
dates for accrued vacation was determined by order of seniority in a given job classi-
fication for a particular unit or department.

In addition to scheduled vacation times, seasonal cyc'os often resulted in a low
volume of work. During those periods, supervisors could offer days off withouustejmy
(and also without penalty) to one or more employees. Again, seniority was to
determine priority for the option to take those days off. Several married women in
the sample, having relatively high total family income, often took advantage of
those extra unpaid leave days Although not scheduled in advance, these days could
be used to run errands, rest, and (in some cases) visit their children's schools.
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An additional special feature of phone company policies was the irregular weekly
schedule for telephone operators Their days off were determined a week in advance
in a seemingly random pattern and on a variable schedule Women in the sample
who were operators reported difficulties in planning for family festivities and nthei
special occasions, since they did not know in advance when they would be off. In
some cases, they could get another worker to trade days off in order to accommo-
date family needs. Finally, some of the operators worked evening and split shifts.
The choice of shifts was also determined by seniority, and most operators in the
sample were in positions to choose the shifts that they wanted to work.

Banks, although they varied somewhat, could be characterized as having flexible
leave for most jobs held by the women in the sample. Only four of the dual-
earner L mothers and one of the single (divorced) bank mothers reported rigid
leave po_ In the banks, short-term leave was largely at the discretion of the
employee's supervisor. Most of the women reported having good relations with their
supervisors; therefore, access to this type of leave did not seem to be a problem. The
leave policies for men in the dual-earner sample varied somewhat, but a majority
(19 out of 30) reported being able to take short leaves that had not bee7 scheduled
in advance.

An attempt was made to determine if there were any relationships between flexi-
bility/rigidity of short-term leave policies, the allocation of responsibility for school
involvement, and the relative level of that involvement. Based on reports by re-
spondents, it was possible (1) to classify each family in terms of which parent was
responsible for monitoring the children's schooling and (2) to judge the relative in-
tensity of that involvement.

Among dual-earner families, couples in which both parents had jobs with flexible
lease policies tended to be more involved in the schooling of their children. This
ir_volvement generally took the form of more visits to the schools, frequent attend-
ance by both parents of regularly scheduled parent-teacher ,.references, going along
on field trips, helping out in special projects, moi e frequent attendance of school
events in which their children weee involved, more frequent attendance of whole-
school functions such as PTA meetings, and more frequent personal and telephone
non-crisis contacts with teachers.

Dual-earner families in which fathers had undertaken the responsibility for main-
taining contact with the schools were characterized by the fact fathers were those
who had jobs with flexible leave policies while the mothers had jobs with rigid leave
policies Among those couples in which both parents had jobs with rigid leave poli-
cies, it was the mothers who assumed the responsibility fcr involvement in the edu-
cation of their children.

Among the mothers in single-parent families, who did not have husbands to sup-
plement or .orr.plP:nent the tasks involved in keeping up with children's education,
many had ta. make great sacrifices to be able to do it. Those working in jobs charac-
terized by . ;id leave policies had to take time away from other family needs in
order to be int.:°d in their children's education.

Unexpectedly, the research data showed that many mothers who had flexible
leave policies reported that they seldom took advantage of such flexibility for school
involvement purposes. These types of leave were characterized as informal arrange-
ments in which employee and supervisor agreed on a method for repayment of the
work time missed. This usually involved either working longer hours within the
week with no overtime pay, or taking other forms of leave that were accrued in
hour units and could be used in hour nits.

For the bank employees, WPD interviews indicated that there appeared to be a
hierarchy a acceptable reasons/excuses for them to use unscheduled short-term ab-
sences Included among such absences were coming in late, leaving earlier, or taking
two or three how-8 in the middle of the day. Thew types o` short-term absences,
unlike vacation leave, were not normally scheduied well in advance. They are also
treated 89 different from sick or disability leave, which is unscheduled but of unde-
termined duration

Although no respondents reported that supervisors kept special accountings of
child or family related leave requests, several indicated that only true "minor emer-
gencies" regarding their children were ever used to justify short-term leaves. Prob-
lems with babysitters, minor school or day care accidents, and sudden minor child
illnesses all qualified for these types of short-term leave. Some respondents indicat-
ed that taking time to attend a school function would not be considt -ed by co-work-
ers to be legitimate reason. The importance of the groups' judgment of reasons for
leaves may have been related to the importance of certain time deadlines and cycles
of banking operations, in which the absence of a worker had to 'ae absorbed by the
rest, resulting in additional work for the group. An unwritten ru! of equity seemed
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to be operating at the banks that dictated that school involvement during regular
working hours would be frowned upon by co-workers and m.y be deemed unaccept-
able L_ supervisors

It is trim "workplace culture," regulated by both formal and informal norms and
rules, where the WPP staff believes change can take place that c uld result in
greater participation in schools on the part of working parents, both fathers and
mothers, and for employees at all levels of the corporate ladder.

D WPP STRATEGIES FOR INCREASING PARENTAL INVOLVEMENT IN SCHOOLS

The public affirmation of the social value of parents becoming more closely in-
volved in the education of their children is the cornerstone of the WPP's strategy
for Implementation of changes suggested by these research findings. There is suffi-
cient empirical evidence supporting the critical role that involved parents can have
in the overall achievement of children Research on effective schools has document-
ed the importance of strong parental and Lommunity involvement as key elements
that ^an make schools more effective.

Active support of schools by the private sector, business, and employers can take
many forms. Some are on the transference of tangible goods, including not
only what a business produces, but also money and certain services. A good example
of one type of business/school collaboration is being developed at SEDL by its Ways
to Improve Schools and Education (WISE) Project (Executive Summary of Annual
Report, December 1983). It involves setting up business-school collaboration to help
meet school staff development needs. Project WPP recommends that another type of
business-school collaborative effort be initiated which would impact the educational
attainment of children by helping working parents become more involved in the
education of their children.

1 The role of employers
The role .hat is envisioned for employers by WPP staff is the adoption, BR part of

the formal, public corporate policy and image, of an active affirmation of the value
jr society of a better educated new generation. If employers not only facilitate, but

actually actively promote th- involvement of their employees in the education of
their children, they would be accomplishing a massive transference of social energy
to the educational enterprise. The bulk of that energy is provided by the parents
themselves, who have the primary vested interest in the educational success of their
children. The role of the employer is to provide the initial push, to remove some
barriers that currently may restrain the universal interest that working parents
have in providing their chll.-Iren with maximum educational advantages.

For businesses, those children must be perceived as future workers who will con-
tinue to produce goods and servic-iii and as future consumers of the same goods
and services.

In addition to these long-term considerations, it is important to note that there
(Ire benefits in a trend toward an increasing humanization of the workplace, where
workers can expect to be treated more as persons than as expendable human re-
sources The affirmation of the value of children's education in general, and of the
children of employees in particular would let employees know that the employers
care for them and their families and should have a positive effect an the overall
level of satisfaction of workers and on their morale and productivity.

2 The role of schools
SEDL's Parent Involvement in Education Project (PIEP) has gathered evidence

(Executive Summary of Annual Report, December 1983) that school personnel, in-
cluding teachers, principals and other admiristratvs, value parental participation.
It is not always clear, however, that specific pray .s and policies of the schools ac-
tually encourage participation and support on the part of parents. Most teachers
and school administrators have not received, as part of their formal education, spe-
cialized training to prepare them for successful implementation of parental partici-
pation policies and practices.

The strategy that WPP is recommending requires a true two-way collaborative
effort bet Neen employers and schools. The strategy would require from the school
partners a concerted effort to provide informetion about regularly scheduled activi-
ties, such as holidays, inservice training days, achievement testing periods, and
parent-teacher conference periods, to their business-sector partners.

It would also require a greater awareness by school personnel of the limitations of
those parents who work full-time during the day, so that at least some school activi-
ties, Loth at the classroom level and at the school-wide level, are scheduled in a
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more balanced fashion between day and evening hours Such rearrangements of
schedules would increase the like' hood that working parent's, with assistance from
their employers, could take part in school events.

Finally, their effort would require se. cols to provide some limited forms of out-
reach activities, most of an informational nature, directed to the participating work-
places. It is likely that there would be some practical limitations in the capacity of
individual schools' personnel to provide this outreach. For many school districts,
however, it is becoming more and more common, as a permanent "public relations"
effort, to undertake public information activities directed not only at the parents,
but also at the private sector and other community organizations. This is especially
the case of large, urban school districts that can afford specialized personnel to
carry out these functions. WPP refers to this recommended collaborative effort as
the Employer-Supported Parental Involvement in School Program (ESPIS).

E. EMPLOYER-SUPPORTED PARENTAL INVOLVEMENT IN SCHOOL PROGRAM (ESPIE)

The initiative to implement this collaborative effort within a given corporation or
business may come from within the corporation, either from management units,
such as personnel or public relations departments, or from employee organizations,
such as labor onions, human relations committees, or other employee groups. The
initiative could also o. iginate from a specific school or a school district and be pre-
sented to a corporation either through management or through employee orgiiniza-
tions. Fi tally, the ESPIS program could be initiated by ?n independent third party,
such as chambers of commerce, civic organizations, Parent Teacher Associations or
Parent Teacher Student Associations. city-wide council of PTAs, or an educational
agency, such as SEDL's Working Parents Project. Regf niless of where the initiative
comes from, or how it is transmitted, uccessful adoption and implementation will
require the concurrence and active support fron. Individuals within all the organiza-
tions.

1 Business/corporate program component
WPP suggests a number of a'Lernative measures that represent various levels of

corporate commitment and support, with corresponding levels of expenditure of cor-
porate time and resources.

The following are some of the recommended program measures that could be im-
plemented, in addition to the adoption of an official "Corporate Statement of Sup-
port for Employee/Parental School Involvement." This statement should be issued
by the highest authority, making exploit the rationale for encouraging employees to
become more involved in the education of their childron.

The alternative measures include:
(a) Encouraging the use of already ex;sting leave mechanisms for parental in-

volvement in the education of children.
(b) An alternative strategy is the provision of a new policy of matching, hour for

hour, existing short-term, hourly leave provisions, provided that such leave is re-
,41:.-.:sted by employees in advance and for school involvement purposes. This policy
could establish a maximum number of hours per calendar (or school) year to be
matched for each employee.

(c) Another alternative is establishment of a special form of ohm t-term leave, to
be designated for school involvement purposes, and to be requested and granted fol-
lowing established procedures, not to exceed a set number of hours per calendar
year.

(d) Distribution of tin.; Corporate Statement to employees through regular formal
information channels.

(e) Issuance of a press release to announce adoption of the Corporate Statement.
(f) Provision of space on a bulletin board(s) or regular space in internal newslet-

ters or other information channels to be used to publicize info. nation about educa-
tional Dr ;,t3, school activities, or other education-relatod items of interest to par-
ents. The information may be furnished by employees themsel-es, or it may be re-
ceived from liaison persons in the schools, school districts, PTAs, etc.

(g) Provision of access to and suitable space to conduct informational or training
activ.ties for eloolcvees, using speakers, leaders, or trainers who are provided to the
corporation by schools, school districts, voluntary organizations, or any other appro-
priate community agency.

(11, provision of access to corporate facilities and resources, including either a spe-
cial fund for these activities or use of corporate training mechanisms, to support
training and information activities specified under the collaboration program.
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(i) Provision of facilities for the operation, on the work site, of special purpose
groups of employees, such as Social Support Groups of Single Parents.

2. School program component
%a described for the case of the business component, the intitiative for a collabo-

aitive arrangement irrespective of where it originates, would require that the ap-
propriate decision-making bodies within each organization act on it. Depending on
the scope of the activities to be carried out, approval of the program may require
that it be sanctioned by the school district's board. Although this approval might
take some time, it would represent a more powerful incentive to all the people in-
volved and it would stimulate administrators to expedite the necessary actions that
are required to successfully implement the program at the classroom level.

Some school districts might find that their governing boards have already ap-
proved policies and/or mechanisms to increase support from the community, includ-
ing the business community. in that case, implementation of the ESPIS Program
may proceed more quickly and may require only a concerted effort to be communi-
cated to the public at large.

Publicity about this particular kind of school-business activity can generate com-
munity-wide support for the educational enterprise, increase community cohesive-
ness, and increase the chances that the general public, as tirtroyers, will be willing
to bear the cost of education in general.

In order to carry out its part of the collaborative effort, the school districts may
designate a person or office to act as liaison with the participating businesses.

The following are some of the possible program components that would be the re-
sponsibility of the liaison person or office:

(a) To maintain regular contact with school principals and other school officials to
gather necessary information about educational activities.

(b) To provide participating businesses information about system-wide activities,
such as the official school calendar, announcements of special events, and about spe-
cial events that will take place in individual schools. The format can be a newslotter
suitable for posting in specially designated areas in the workplaces.

(c) To identify within the Bch% I district resource persons and materials that can
be used for outreach activities.

(d) To identify resources outside the school district, such as local community pro-
grams, voluntary organizations, professional organizations, Educational Service Cen-
ters, college' of education, education research and development agencies, etc.

(e) To prepare a program of self-contained. short (one hour or less) outreach activi-
ties that can be carried out at workplaces (e.g., "brown bag seminars" to be held
during the lunch hour or at other suitable times). Topics that have been used in
other programs and that are supported by specific comments made by respondents
in the WPP research with dual-earner and single-parent families include:

(1) preparation for parent-teacher conferences,
(2) parental involvement options for working parents
(3) helping with homework,
(4) developing good home study habits,
(5) reLting to children (i.e., discipline with support), and
(6) questions and answers about school policies and slues, such as counseling for

career choices, vocational education, determination of attendance zones, parental
access to school records, transfer policies, school safety, school lunch programs,
c. os3-town transportation, provision of in-school after-school care, gifted and talent-
ed programs, summer school programs, etc.

At the present time the WPP staff is refining these recommendations for imple-
mentation in the Central Texas area On the basis of that experience, detailed and
practical guidelines will be prepared for dissemination throughout the SEDL region
and the nation.

Additional recommendations to school personnel related to parental involvement
include

(1) A well-publicized schedule of events would enable more parents to anticipate
as well as participate in school activities. In addition to direct mailiugs or phone
calls, schools can promote periodical listings of activities in local newspapers or
neighborhood publications Some schools publish regular newsletters mailed to all
residents of their attendance zone

Many parents stated that if they knew well in advance, time off could be request-
ed or arrangements made with co-workers and supervisors to be away for a short
period Children often can be somewhat unreliable messengers to the home for
school news
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(2) Schools should inform non-custodial parents about their children'J educational
progress. Furthermore, these parents should be advised about school events. It
should be left up to parents and children to decide who can or should attend school
functions Only in extreme cases, such as when a court order applies, should schools
prohibit non-custodial parents' access to information held by schools and to contacts
with school officials regarding the educational progress of their children. Such an
expanded communication policy also can include mailing school grades and other
school information to non-custodial parents who dc, not reside in the same city.

(3) The nature and purpose of homework is something that must be considered
seriously by the education community. To the extent that it builds up and reinforces
skills acquired during the school day, it may be a necessary part of education. How-
ever, educators also must recognize its potential for frustrating parents, who cannot
help, and children, who cannot complete assignments.

Although about 40 percent of the single-parent families in our sample reported
that sometimes other adults helped their children with homework, this also implies
that at least 60 percent do not have any help.

Homework can be a constant source of stress and tension in the family First, it
often calls for parents to constantly monitor children's work on assignments and
keep them away from distractions. Second, in addition, to being a drain of energy
from exhausted mothers, this monitoing function often turns into an adversarial
relationship It can become a source of strain in relationships that are already re-
stricted to just a few hours a day fo: working single mothers who must also manage
their households. Third, many mothers are ill-equipped to help their children with
many homework assignments. Half of our sample had no more than a high school
education.

One solution has been implemented by some after-school care programs is the al-
location of space, time, and tutors to supervise children who wish to complete their
assignments during that period This frees both parents and children's time at home
for recreation, relaxation, or household work.

An alternative solution, implemented by some teachers and schools as an infor-
mal policy, is simply not to assign homework to be done over the weekend. With
their time already limited, parents and children in dual-earner and single-parent
families can allocate weekends for family pursuits of a relaxing nature.

The elimination of homework as a source of family conflict and stress could have
a significant impact on the quality of life in single-parent households, and on other
family forms as well

There and other changes in procedures and policies of employers, schools, and
other agencies can be of great importance to working parents, in particular, because
they allow them greater flexibility to plan not only for the multiple demands aris-
ing from their work careers, but also those arising from child care, their children's
education, and other family needs Changes such as those discussed here should be
welcomed by other family forms, including those single, childlesc, or with older chil-
dren, since these measures could also accommodate their own needs for a satisfying
personal he apart from their jobs and careers
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Mr LEHMAN. We have some questions that we will submit for
the record, and we will await your response.

Mr. ESPINOZA. Thank you.
Mr. LEHMAN. Mrs. Johnson, would you like to make a statement?
Mrs. JOHNSON. I won't prolong it. I know you have been here. I

am sorry, but I was detained in another hearing.
The kinds of things you are talking about are things that con-

cern me very, very much. I think it is important that we realize
the problems that families are facing in America now, as well as
the nature of the day care problem that we face, are clearly the
mirror image of the employment structure that we have estab-
lished in our society.

I think we have to be much more aggressive in finding ways to
alter the structure of the workday and the workweek if we are
really going to have an impact on the quality of parenting opportu-
nities, the involvement of parents in education, and the sufficiency
of day care opportunities in the future. Having acquired my origi-
nal training for my current job as a very involved parent in a
public school system and facing all the pressures of declining urban
resources, I believe wholeheartedly in what you are doing, it makes
such a difference with children as well as for parents.

I have enjoyed your testimony. I want you to know I will be dis-
tributing your remarks to a group of businessmen in Connecticut I
will be meeting with at breakfast tomorrow morning. I will add
this to my agenda. I appreciate your being here. Thank you

Also, I would like to thank ycu for convening this hearing. It is a
subject that we deal with so seldom at the Federal level that we
have little oppoi ..unity to make a difference.

Mr. LEHMAN. Thank you. You made a very valuable contribution
to this task force.

Mr. LEHMAN. Joyce Epstein.

STATEMENT OF JOYCE EPSTEIN, PH.D., DIRECTOR, SCHOOL OR-
GANIZATION PROGRAM, CENTER FOR SOCIAL ORGANIZATION
OF SCHOOLS, THE JOHNS HOPKINS UNIVERSITY, BALTIMORE,
MD

MS. EPSTEIN. MT. Chairmccn, I all: t.,0 have. bcesn invited
to discuss my research on parent involvement and the policy impli-
cations of the findings.

It is significant that involving parents in their children's learn-
ing has been recognized as necessary and important by the prestigi-
ous committees of scholars who contributed to several recent re-
ports on the Nation's schools. The recommendations in their re-
ports :eflect the consistent research findings over two decades that
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children have an advantage in school when their parents encour-
age and support their school activities.

However, the reports do not tell which type of parent involve-
ment are most beneficial to students, parents, teachers and schools,
nor do they recommend how teachers could involve more parents,
particularly parents who would not get involved on their own with-
out leadership from the teacher.

At the Johns Hopkins University Center for Social Organization
of Schools, we designed a study to increase the knowledge about
the types of parent involvement that teachers use and the effects of
those practices on parents and students. We surveyed 3,700 first,
third and fifth grade teachers and their principals in 600 schools in
16 districts in Maryland. We interviewed 82 teachers who varied in
how much they emphasized parent involvement in learning activi-
ties at home, and collected data on the achievements and behaviors
of over 2,100 students in these teachers' classrooms.

Let me be clear that, in this study, parent involvement refers to
teachers' requests for parents to assist them at home with learning
activities related to the children's school work. We studied 14 types
of techniques, including asking parents to read to the child or
listen to the child read at home, to discuss things at home that con-
cern the school, to play informal learning games with the ch'id, to
tutor th ?. child in specific skills, and to enter contracts with teach-
ers to assure that certain assignments will be completed at home.

Let me turn to a few of the research findings that may interest
this committee. The details of the research are found in my written
statement and in technical reports that arc referenced there.

Mr. LEHMAN. Excuse me. Your statement will be included in its
entirety in the record.

Ms. EPsTEIN. Yes, I understand that the long statement will be
included.

What factors influence teachers to involve parents in learning
activities at home?

Two factors influenceu . -achers in our survey. First, the grade
level taught was the most important influence. Teachers of young-
er studentsin this case, grade onemake much more frequent
use of parent involvement than teachers of older students in grades
three and five. This has been found by others.

Second, parents active at the school lead teachers to use more
parent involvement in learning activities at home. When some par-
ents are active at the school, they convey a message to teachers
that parents are willing to work to improve the school and its pro-
grams. As a result, teachers may be more willing to ask all parents
to conduct learning activities at home.

Our data do not support the widespread belief that teachers use
parent involvement activities at home only with better educated
parents. Some teachers who are leaders in the use of parent in-
volvement techniques are equally likely to use parent involvement
with parents who have many or few years of formal schooling. This
finding is very important because it indicates that teachers can get
all parents involved and help to overcome disadvantages in school
that children of lesseducated parents may initially have.

What are the effects on parents of teacher practices of parent in-
volvement?
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Most parents believe that parent involvement is important, but
very few are involved at the school. Despite the large numbers we
heard this morning about volunteers in schools in several States,
those numbers reflect only a small percentage of parents with chil-
dren in the schools. Only 4 percent of the parents surveyed in
Maryland could be considered highly active at the school. Over 70
percent never helped the teacher in the school building, in fund-
raising activities, or in other capacities; but, by contrast, almost all
parents were sometimes involved with their children at home. Over
85 percent spent 15 minutes or more helping their children at
home in the evening, when asked to do so by the teacher, and said
they could spend more time if asked to and if shown how to help.

Analyzing parents survey responses, we found that parents
whose teachers were leaders in the use of parent involvement in
learning activities at home were more likely than other parents to
report that they recognize that the teacher worked hard to interest
parents in the instructional program, that they received most of
their ideas for home involvement from the teachers, that they felt
they should help their children at home, that they underst3od
more this year than last year about what the child was being
taught in school, and that they rated the teacher higher in inter-
personal skills and overall teaching ability.

Thus, teachers who work at parent involvement are considered
better teachers than those who remain more isolated from the fam-
ilies of the children they teach.

What are the varying responses of teachers to single and married
parents?

Mr. LEHMAN. Ms. Epstein, we have a difficult time restraint. I
don't want to impose on you.

Ms. EPSTEIN. I could summarize these last two points for you.
Mr. LEHMAN. That would be fine.
Ms. EPSTEIN. The teachers who were leaders in the use of parent

involvement did not make distinctions in hoe: they treated or rated
or evaluated single and married parents, whereas teachers who did
not involve families in learning activities at home rated the single
parents as less helpful and less able to follow through on activities.
So it was the teachers' practices, not the marital status of the par-
ents, that made a difference in how married and single parents
were treated in the schools and how the married and single par-
ents reacted to the schools.

The effect on students is another topic of concern. Very few stud-
ies enable one to look at the link between what the teacher does
with parents and whether it has any effects on students. There are,
of course, lots of opinions shout this subject, many of which we
heard this morning.

In looking at children's reading and math achievement, we found
that teachers who involve parents in learning activities at home
have children who, from the fall to the spring of the year, gain in
reading achievement. These effects were not found for math
achievement. We believe that this is because most parent involve-
ment practices concern reading activities. This suggests that teach-
ers might want to think more about how to better organize parent
involvement in math activities. Teacher practices of parent involve-
ment seem to have positive effects on children's reading skills.
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We don't know very much about which practices or programs
work. You vill hear or you can read about many practices and pro-
grams in different cities in the country, but there are few studies of
the effects of those programs on the parents or on the children.

There is great need for two kinds of efforts: research and teacher
training. There needs to be much more research on the actual ef-
fects of particular practices and programs on parents and their
children. We may all feel parent involvement is important, but be-
cause there are so many different kinds of parent involvement and
they all cost money and time, it is very important for research to
identify the links between practices and effects. Teachers want to
know which kinds of parent invclvement will be most helpful.

We need more attention to teacher training. Preservice and in-
service training is needed for teachers to know how to implement
parent involvement programs and to learn how to help parents
help their children to do better in school.

In the past, Federal, State, and local policies Eve emphasized
the involvement of a few parents in governance, on committees,
and in the school building. Our research suggests that policies are
needed that support the involvement of all parents in learning ac-
tivities at home that can help more children succeed in school.

I would be happy to address other questions.
Mr. LEHMAN. We have some to furnish for the record.
[Prepared statement of Joyce L. Epstein follows:]

PREPARED STATEMENT OF JOYCE L. EPSTEIN, DIRECTOR, SCHOOL ORGANIZATION PRO-
GRAM, CENTER FOR SOCIAL ORGANIZATION OF SCHOOLS, THE JOHNS HOPKINS UNI-
VERSITY

Mr Chairman, members of the committee, I am Joyce L Epstein, a sociologist,
and Director of the School Organization Program at the Johns Hopkins University
Center for Soci A Organization of Schools. I am pleased to have been invited to talk
with you today about the role parents can play in improving education in America.
I will summarize the results of research that I am currently conducting on the ef-
fects of involving parents in the education of their children, and I will outline some
of the implications from this research for future policy concerning schools and fami-
lies

It is significant that involving parents in their children's learning has been recog-
nized as necessary and important by the prestigious committees of scholars who con-
tributed to several recent reports on the nation's schools. The recommendations re-
flect the consistent findings of over two decades of social research that children
have an added advantage in school when their parents encourage and support their
school activities However the reports do not tell which types of parent involvement
are most beneficial to students, parents, teachers and schools, nor do they recom-
mend how teachers could involve more parentsparticularly parents who would not
get involved on their own without leadership from the teacher.

At the Johns Hopkins University Center for Social Organization of Schools, we
designed a study to increase knowledge about the types of parent involvement that
teachers use and their effects on parents and students. We conducted surveys of
3700 first, third, and fifth grade teachers and their principals in 600 schools in 16
school districts in Maryland. We interviewed 82 teachers who varied in how much
they emphasized parent invt,'vement in learning activities at home, collected data
on the achievements and beha ion§ of over 2100 students in these teachers class-
rooms, and surveyed over 1200 parents of these children. These data are unique be-
cause they link the teachers' practices to the parents and the children in the teach-
ers' classrooms This kind of linked data is required to study effects of teacher prac-
tices on parents and students Let me be clear that in this study "parent involve-
ment" refers to teachers' requests for parents to assist with learning activities that
are related to the children's school work. The fov't,en techniques that we studied
included asking parents to read to the child or listen to the child read, conduct dis-
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cussions, informal learning games, tutor the child in specific skills, and enter con-
tracts to assure that certain assignments are completed.

With that background about our study, let me now turn to the research findings
that this committee may find especially pertinent. The details of the research are
found in technical reports referenced in the written statement.

What factors influence teachers to involve parents in learning activities in home?
Two key factors influence teachers to use parent involvement practices. The grade

level taught was the most important influe ice. Teachers of younger students (in this
case, grade (1) make more frequent use of more parent involvement practices than
teachers of older students *fides 3 and 5). Parents active at the school lead teach-
ers to use more parent involvement in learning activities at home. When some par-
ents are active at school, they convey a message to teachers that parents are willing
to work to improve the school and its programs. As a result, teachers may be more
willing to ask these and other parents to conduct learning activities with their chil-
dren at home.

Our data do not support the widespread belief that use parent involvement activi-
ties only with better-educated parents. Some teachers who are leaders in the use of
parent involvement are equally likely to use parent involvement techniques with
parents who have many or few years of formal schooling. Other teachers who are
not leaders say parents with little education cannot or will not help with learning
activities.

What are the effects on parents of teacher practices of parent involvement?
Almost all parents believe parent involvement is important, but very few are in-

volved at the school. For example, over iu% of the parents never helped the teacher
in the classroom or on clans trips, in other areas of the school, or in fund raising
activities. Most parents cannot or do not become involved at school. Over 40% of the
mothers in this sample worked full time and 18% worked part time. In contrast,
almost all parents were involved at least once in a while in learning activities at
home. Over 85% reported that they spent 15 minutes or more helping their child at
home when asked to do so by the teacher, and that they could spend more time if
shown how to help.

Parents' survey responses were analyzed to see how teacher practices of involving
parents affected what parents did or said. Results show that parents whose chil-
dren's teachers were leaders in parent involvement were more likely than other
parents to report that:

They recognized that the teacher worked hard to interest parents in the instruc-
tional program;

They received most of their ideas for home involvement from the teachers;
They felt that they should help their children at home;
They understood more this year than last about what their child was being taught

in school;
They were more positive about the teacher's interpersonal skills;
They rated the teacher higher in overall teaching ability;
In other words, teachers who work at parent involvement are considered better

teachers than those who remain more isolated from the families of the children
they teach.

What are the varying responses of teachers to single and married parents?
The one-parent home is one of the major family arrangements for school children

today, yet little research has focused on how single parents and their children fit
into schools that were designed to serve "traditional" families. In our survey, about
24% of the parents were single parentsclose to the national averageand so we
were able to study whether teachers treated sine° and married parents differently
in terms of parent involvement, and how parents from differently-structured fami-
lies reacted to teachers' practices and their children's schools.

We found that single parents reported spending more minutes helping their child
at home than did married parents, but they still felt they did not have time to do all
the teacher expected. Married parents spent more time helping at the school. Single
and married parents were equally willing to help their children on learning activi-
ties at home.

The important differences, however, rested with the views and actions of the
teachers about single and married parents and their children. Teachers who were
leaders in the use of parent involvement made equal demands on single and mar-
ried parents to help at home, but teachers who were not leaders made more de-
mands on single parents. Teachers-leaders rated single and married parents as
equally helpful and responsible on home learning activities, but non-leaders rated
single parents as lower in helpfulness and fohow-through on learning activities at
home In short, teacher-leaders were more likely to get good results from all par-
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entsnot just those who are traditionally thought to be helpful to teachers and to
children.

What are the effects of teacher practices of parent involvement on student
achievements and attitudes?

Teachers want proof that the time and effort needed to organize a parent involve-
ment program will improve student achievements and behaviors. So far, we have
studied a small sample of students for whom we have fall and spring achievement
test scores, to see if students whose teachers emphasize parent involvement gain
more in reading and math than students in other teachers' classrooms.

Preliminary results indicate that students whose teachers were leaders in parent
involvement made greater gains in reading achievement than did other students
from the fall to the spring of the school year But, we din not find the same effects
on gains in math achievement. We believe these results are explained by the fact
that the most popular parent involvement practices are reading activitities.

We found in othe. analyses of survey data from fifth grade students that in teach-
er-leader classrooms, students report that they have more positive attitudes toward
school, more regular homework habits, that the school and family are more similar,
that the teacher knows the family, and that they are assigned more homework on
weekends. Thus, our research suggests that there are important consuene-..41 for
achievement, attitudes, and behavior that occur for students when teachers make
parent involvement part of their regular teaching practice.

What kinds of programs and practices seem to work and why?
We know very little about the kinds of practices that work because there are few

studies of the effects of particular programs or practices on the parents, teachers,
and students involved. There are many opinions about parent involvement but little
data of the sort that is needed to document clearly what works consistently, for
which student and parent populations, for what skills, at what grade levels? Re-
search is required that links well-defined practices of teachers to the parents and
students in the teachers' classrooms.

We knew little about what programs work because relatively few teachers use
parent involvement. There are few courses in teacher training that prepare teachers
to make good use of parents as allies in helping children learn. There is need for
more systematic efforts in pre-service and in-service training to help teachers learn
how to help parents who would not become involved without the leadership of the
teachers.

We know very little about the kinds of parent involvement programs that work
after the elementary grades. So, there must be more well-designed research at all
levels of schooling, more preparation for teachers in training, and more develop-
ment and evaluation of particular programs and practices.

In the ast, federal, state, and local policies have emphasized parent involvement
in govei .nce, on committees, and in 8c1,ols and classrooms. These activities typi-
cally in. ,Ived very few parents and did not affect parents and students in important
ways. Our research suggests that policies are needed that support the involvement
of all parents to build parent understanding about the schools, to recognize parents'
continuing role in educating their children, and to focus specifically on helping stu-
dents gain extra learning time at home to attain skills needed at their grade level.

Sometimes schools and teachers have to choose between parent involvemmt at
school and parent involvement in learning activities at home. Our data suggest that
both types of involvement have some benefits, but for different participants. Having
parents at the school helps teachers feel more comfortable about aslung parents to
help with learning activities at home. Having parents involved in learning activities
at home has consistent effects on parents' ideas and knowledge about helping their
children and on their evaluations of teachers' merits. Parent involvement in learn-
ing activities at home has the potential for positive effects on student achievements
and attitudes about school. Other types of parent involvement do not have the same
strong effects on parents' attitudes and evaluations. If teachers had to choose only
one policy to stress, these results suggest that tht most payoff for the parents and
students will come from teachers involving parents in helping their children on
learning activities at home.

Mr. LEHMAN. I thought maybe Mrs. Johnson may have a ques-
tion.

Mrs. JOHNSON. I just want to say that your testimony is a glori-
ous example of what we ought to be doing in every business during
lunch hour, offering programs and things like that, so that parents
could get some guidance on how to help, and particularly how to
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support and enhance the impact of our very costly but very impor-
tant special education programs. I appreciate your testimony.

While I have been here only a short time, I did review some of it,
and I will review it and send it to my board of education members
avid to the heads of my PTA's. I think that if we can disseminate
some of this kind of information and stimulate involvementif you
get stray letters emanating from Connecticut, you will know why.
But we will also give some thought to the type of vehicle through
which we can share what you have said here this morning. There
are a number of members of the task force who are interested in
education, and we will confer cn sharing your testimony, because it
has been very valuable. I know the first panel was, too. I really ap-
preciate that.

Mr. LEHMAN. I have two questions, and you can answer them for
the record if you would like. I would like for you to write me a
letter on them.

One is the fact that using semivolunteersfor instance, we used
parents when I was the chairman of the school board for cafeteria
work for several hours a day at minimum wage. Then we started
using at the time in some of the inner-city schools parents as hall
monitors at minimum wage to maintain stability.

I wonder if you have any comment to make in the involvement
of parents at minimum wage. Many of the single-parent minority
students' parents are day workers, and they would just as soon, at
minimum wagecome into the school and they would not lose
income, and it would be a very modest expenditure, and it would
be at the same level as they would earn as a day worker. We have
used them, and they have been helpful.

The other thing is I would like some comment about the general
feeling of being threatened by volunteers, that the teachers them-
selves feel threatened by volunte -rs. What is your experience about
subduing that sense of cln Kiety in the teachers about the invasion
of that type of volunteer3? It is a question of turf, to a certain
extent.

I would like to get something back for the record with regard to
those questions.

Thank you very much.
Mr. LEHMAN. We will take the next panel, which consists of

Robert Woodson, accompanied by Liller Green; and Karen Coleman
from Florida.

I am going to let Mr. McKernan chair this for a few minutes
while I go over to see what is happening in my Appropriations gull
committee markup. I will be back just as quickly as I can.

Mr. MCKERNAN [presiding]. Mr. Woodson, why don't you start.

STATEMENT OF ROBERT WOODSON, PRESIDENT, NATIONAL
CENTER FOR NEIGHBORHOOD ENTERPRISES, INC., WASHING-
TON, DC

Mr. WOODSON. Mr. Chairman, my name is Robert Woodson, the
founder and President of the National Center for Neighborhood
Enterprise, a research and demonstration organization dedicated to
assisting low-income individuals and families and organizations,
and implement solutions to social and economic problems that they
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design. We are committed to empower low-income people. One of
our very important program areas is education.

There is a lot of discussion about educating low-income children.
Seldom are their parents consulted about what constitutes viable
solutions to the problem of inadequate educational options.

We surveyed about 250 neighborhood-based independent schools,
established by parents and located 15,11 over the country. The schoolf
are located in Hispanic and Asian areas, and on Indian reserva-
tions in some of the most hostile physical environments you can
imagine. Eighty percent of the schools are in black urban commu-
nities, ranging in size from 20 to 1,000 students. Virtually all are
supported by tuition and modest fundraising. Many of the teachers
earn 60 percent of what public school teachers earn, yet the stu-
dents often achieve 2 years above grade level.

We think that our survey merel; scratched the surface. There
are 50 schools in Chicago; 30 in the city of Philadelphia. Many par-
ents are making tremendous sacrifices, often using welfare or
Social Security checks and working multiple jobs to support their
children in these schools.

Mrs. Liller Green, the founder of one of our most innovative
schools and creative scnools in the country, has accompanied me.

Many of these low-income parents do not have the time it takes
to wade through the red tape of traditional programs. Many of
them do not have the time to volunteer or go into the schools.
Therefore, they must make the most intelligent and informed deci-
sion possible in selecting a school for their children. As we have
talked with them, we have learned that they believe the most con-
structive assistance they can receive is an educational voucher that
will enable them to shop for a school that will provide the best edu-
cation for their children.

Unfortunately many schools have had to increase their tuitions
and cannot serve the low-income parents and children that they in-
tended to. Direct assistance to parents would benefit both the
school and the student.

Therefore, I suggest that this committee and others at some
future hearings invite parents of low-income students to testify. We
have a lot of experts who speak on behalf of low-income parents
and purport to represent their views. But I think that it is essen-
tial for this committee and other Members of the Congress to solic-
it the views and opinions of low-income people directly and learn
what options they choose and /That solutions they have designed,

[Prepared statement of Robert L. Woodson follows:]

PREPARED STATEMENT OF ROBERT L. WOODSON, PRESIDENT, NATIONAL CENTER FOR
NEIGHBORHOOD ENTERPRISE, WASHINGTON, DC

My name is Robert Woodson, and I am pres,d?nt of the National Center for
Neighbohood Enterprise (N.:41E), a research and demonstration project f" ended on
the belief that the people experiencing problems are the best source for the solu-
tions to those problems; that is, the best help is self-help And I welcome this oppor-
tunity to address the Prevention Strategies Task Force of the Select Committee on
Children, Youth and Families at today'3 hearing on tl-e very important role of i
ents in the education of their children Mark Twain once said, "If the only tool you
have is a hammer, then every problem looks like a nail "

Many parents of minority and poor children have become disillusioned with the
lack of quality services provided by traditional public systems, especially large
inner-city school systems, heretofore the only vehicle available for education of their
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children. These parents feel that their children are trapped in a bureaucratic ma-
chine that guarantees low levels of achievement. In fact, it is increasingly clear that
each year more and more public school systems are unable to respond (either effi-
ciently or effectively) to even the basic educational needs of inner-city and disadvan-
taged children. Many of these young people are taking twice as long to learn the
basic skills of reading, writing, and computation. As a result, they lose interest and
drop out or are "pushed out" after sometimes as man as 12 years of formal school-
ing without ever Is trning basic skills. The increase in youth unemployment has
been directly tv 7reiats1 to this "miseducation."

There is itrong evident, however, that neighborhood self-help responses to these
failures represent a viable option for educating our children. All across the United
States, parents of poor and minority children are taking control of the educational
fate of their children by opting for private independent educations despite the often
severe financial burden that accompanies this action

At great personal sacrifice--sometimes using welfare checks, sometimes depend-
ing on family and friends, sometimes by working multiple jobsinner-city minority
parents have enrolled their children in private schools that operate almost exclu-
sively on tuition and inodest community fundraising. Many of these schools, in fact,
were created by frustrated parents. These schools offer a window of opportunity"
through which parents can escar their crisis in hope. These hard working parents
want to give their children opportunities they never had for themselves. They hove
both found and started schools that can respond to children forrne,ly labeled under-
achievers, for example. And in each school that NCNE has visited, parents play the
key role in formulating the school policy. Even those parents who have successfin
public school experiences have opted for he challenges provided these schools for
one or more of their children

NCNE strongly supports the concept of neighborhood-based independent schools
as a option for increasing educational opportunities for low-income minority pupils.
We believe that such educational options are necessary to improve achievement as
well as provide a solid understanding of cultural heritage.

In 1983, NCNE surveyed a sample from more than 250 independent schools in se-
lected cities that are developing educational options for Black, Hispanic, American
Indian and Asian children from urban and rural environments.

The Center found that these independent schools are not the traditional private
school that one thinks ofthey elo not have a financially elite clientele or endowed
academic and social programs, for example. These schools are often located in the
most inadequate physicial facilities. Yet, teaching and learning is unparalleled in
these settings

Most of the schools have curricula that are guided by a formal cultural or reli-
gious doctrine, which appears to add a demanding discipline to the educational proc-
ess. Coursework includes higher level math, computer training, and foreign lan-
gauge instruction at early grade levels. Most schools have established some formal
program in computer literacy as well. Foreign languages taught at the schools in-
clude Spanish and French, but may includP Swahili, Chinese, Latir and Arabic.

Average enrollment is about 200 students, ranging from as low as 22 to as high as
1,000 and from preschool through 8th or 12th grade. Unfortunately, many of these
schools have waiting lists because they cannot accommodate more students (al-
though many have formal plans for expansion).

The independent schools that have been identified are the epitome of self-determi-
nation and innovation in education They have made a concerted effort to improve
the environment in which minority and poor children can learn. They are meeting
the challenges of educating minority and poor children, v-st they have little voice in
the current educational debate. NCNE believes there is a need to identify and docu-
ment their successes in an attempt to adapt these models of academic achievement
and social progress to other communities and society as a whoie

A case at handin 1965, Liller Green and her husband Willian- :Regan looking for
a preschool for their 21/2-year-old daughter in Philadelphia They found few pro-
grams, and the one that looked most suitable had a waiting list of several years
before the child could enroll Discouraged by the delay of good programs, the Greens
took matters into their own hands and opened the Ivy Leaf School Their goal was
to provide a comprehensive educational program to minority pupils

Today the school has grown. from 17 to 770 pupils and from preschool to 9th
grade
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NCNE OBJECTIVE

The Center plans not only to continue its assessment of these independent schools
but to establish a national program to promote the growth and development of inde-
pendent schools as an untapped national resource for improving the qup'i eclu-
cation for disadvantaged, and ultimately all, youngsters, NCNE will examine and
analyze regulatory barriers that in' AR the operation of these schooli, and deter-
mine the implications these schools have for improved public policies in education.
The program is intended to provide a catalyst that v--2l facilitate a more substantial
funding base for them by publicizing their accompliilunents, providing forums for
exchange of ideas and technical expertise, and del eloping La archival and data
center to include curricula and resources.

NCNE does not oppose public education. Rather, we merely seek to give low-
income, minority families a choice; a choice that affluent parents have always been
able to make for the education of their children.

Mr. MCKERNAN. Ms. Green, would you like to make a statement?

STATEMENT OF LILL ER GREEN, DIRECTOR, IVY LEAF LOWER
SCHOOL, PHILADELPHIA

Ms. GREEN. Yes. I am nere from Ivy Leaf Lower School in Phila-
delphia. We opened in 1965 with 17 students and, as a result of pa-
rental requests and that the need was recognized, the school has
gradually grown, and today we have 770.

Our thrust iz to make certain that these minority students have
a good chance in terms of the field of education. These parents
have made a conscious choice. They have struggled and are still
stuggling tk, pry tuition so that their children may be able to gain
the kind of est.:zit-a:ion that they desire for them.

We have involved the parents right frfnn the beginning in this
process. Many times minority patents have developed a feeling
that their children cannot ochieve because, ver the years, many
minority students have not achieved on the national level. So our
first task in working with these is to begin from (-,ay one to
say they can achieve and to work - h them closely through work-
shops, through material that is sent home, ihr iugh direction,
through support, and so forth, to help them to h::teve and to help
them assist their children in achievement.

I would just like to say that, as a result of the kind of involve-
ment that we have with the parentsand I know tne time is short,
) I am not going to take a lot of time describing itbut we have

workshops and we have work books that involve the parents in as-
sisting the students. We have a very high expectation of our stu-
dents that is defined both with our students and the parents right
from the beginning, with a very strong supportive organization of
teachers anl administration that gives the material, teaches the
material, both to the pare.sts as well as the students.

As a result, over 85 percent of our students score o,..1
the national average. We have other schools that are rcquesting
our students because they know that their performance is high,
both socially as well as academically. We have just become in-
volved last year in registering our seventh-grade students in the
program for the menially gifted that Johns Hopkins offers through
the summer. This year, one of our seventh -grade students scored
970 on the SAT's, and she is being invited to represent the State as
one of the top-scoring seventh graders in the State of Pennsylvania.
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These are some of the things that our students are involved in
with the support of the parents. We would like to say that our par-
ents are very much in need of some system that would permit
them more financial support as they make this type of choice for
their schools.

Mr. MCKERNAN. Ms. Coleman.

STATEMENT OF KAREN WHIGHAM COLEMAN, COORDINATOR,
COMMUNITY RELATIONS AND PUBLIC INFORMATION, SEMI-
NOLE COUNTY SCHOOL SYSTEM, FL, AND 1980 FLORIDA
TEACHER OF THE YEAR

Ms. COLEMAN. Mr. Chairman, committee members and guests, as
I testify before you this morning, I am reminded of another presen-
tation some 63 years ago before another committee of the U.S.
House of Representatives made by the very distinguished Dr.
George Washington Carver. On that day, he said that he was there
to represent the peanut and there were three things he would like
to say about the peanut. No. 1, he said we were fortunate to have
many varieties; No. 2, many beneficial things are derived from
them; and No. 3, we must seek ways to protect them so that we
could continue to enjoy the benefits of the American-produced
peanut.

I am here representing Seminole County, FL. There aze three
things I would like to say about parent participation in Seminole
County, FL. One, we are fortunate to have thousands of dedicated
citizens participating in our outstanding school system; two, all stu-
dents, parent participants, tee chers, schools and commun. ies
within our district benefit from these programs; and three, we
must, because of our commitment to excellence in education, seek
ways to continue to enhance that participation.

Recen research cited in the report that you have had presented
to you indicates that parent participation is important to education
because of at least three impacts on children: one, it does indeed
increase man _mic achievement; two, it enhances the self-concept of
the student; and three, it increases motivation.

The research further found that learning was .i.nhanced whether
the parent participated as a classroom volunteer or as a member of
an advisory committee. Historically, parents have participated in
alucation by joining PTA, attending student performance pro-
grams, and baking cookies for class parties. While parents continue
to do these meaningful things today, they are involved in schc.,ici in
many, navy other ways.

Florida is considered a national leader in parent participation in
education. The Florida Legislature in 1976 and 1979 passed legisla-
tion which required that parent parlcipation be an integral part of
the educational program. My district, Seminole County, has met
the letter and the spirit of that law through various participation
opportunities for our district's parents, of our 38,500 children in 42
school centers. We have established numerous advisory committees
where parer is t.nd other citizens participate, perhaps as a member
of an exception:11 educatim advisory committee, the Semincle
County Curriculu:n Advisory Committee, business education advi-
sory committees, cooperative education advisory committees, the
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Semino' County School Advisory Council, or as a member of one
of our 2 local school advisory committees.

In to ms of numbers, more than 600 citizens make contributiora
to our chool system in Seminole County by serving on one of these
effer` e advisory committees. More than 25,000 Floridians serve
on more than 1,500 school-level, district, or area advisory councils.

These committee members are key communicators bringing
ideas, concerns and a avice to our schools and taking information
back to the ...immunity. Approximately 500 of our parents partici-
pate as local school advisory committee members doing things like
those found on pages 3 through 5 in your report. My, we simply
don't know what we would do without parent participation on local
school advisory committees in our district.

The Seminole County School Advisory Council assists these local
school advisory committees through education and communication.
Our school of information workshop in September is attended by
hundreds of citizens. They come and learn about our school system
and find ways that they can choose to participate in education in
Seminole County. A January workshop, recipes for success, is
planned for local school advisory committee chairmen and princi-
pals. There they meet together and tall- about the good things hap-
pening in each school.

This year, the Seminole County Advisory Council received an
educational improvement project grant through the Florida De-
partment of Education to produce a newsletter. Indeed, 23,000
copies were mailed into homes in Seminole County. Every home
with a child in the school system received a copy of the newsletter.

Last year, 10,000 citizens in our district joined the PTA, the larg-
est parent support group. While PTA members continue to serve as
room mothers and bake sale workers, these parents make other
meaningful contributions as well. I am sure you will be surprised
to see some of the contributions they make. You will find those
enumerated on pages 6 through 9 in your report.

Parents participate as members of booster clubs for athletic pro-
grams and for band and chorus programs. You will be happy to
know that parents have literally gone to the bank and signed the
note to build sports stadiums in Seminole County. You will be
happy to know that they not (may have financed the building, but
have also worked shoulder to shoulder and arm in arm with school
employees as the actual construction of those facili+'-ss has taken
place. You will be happy to knew that parents are we' in goal-
setting for both athletic ar :3. music programs.

Ten years ago, the Seminole County School Volunteer Program
dividends we lovingly call itwas a pilot program with 16 volun-
teers serving three schools. This year, over 2,000 volunteers, divi-
dends, gave 107,000 hours to children in our district. My, these divi-
dends do perform wonders. You will find lists of things that they do
in the .lassroom included in the report, things like drilling on mul-
tiplication facts, helping with spelling, constructing learning cen-
ters, and so on. Our aividends brochure states simply, "Gain assets,
be a Dividend." V'e believe there are dividends for ever: ,e
through the school volunteer program.

Questions arow earlier about how working parents and single
parents can participate in school volunteer programs. We have a
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numb r of ways in our district. One is that some 19 child care cen-
ters provide free child care for school volunteers, for moms inter-
ested in serving in the schools. We have already mentioned the
idea of release time. Many businesses provide release time r-id, in
fact, encourage employees to go to the schools to participate a divi-
dends, classroom volunteers, or as members of our Community Re-
sources Program.

Last year, we had some 800 citizens participating in the Commu-
nity Resources Program where they go into a classroom, shr...-e
their knowledge, their expertise or hobby with a group of children.
They choose whether they will make one presentation or many
presentations during the school year. The appendix to your report
lists some specifics in terms of cases of citizens receiving release
time to actually travel to the classroom and talk with boys and
girls. Our teachers do a gre-it job of sharing with boys and girls
what it is like to be a teacher. They, however, do not have the ex-
pertise to describe what it is like to be an attorney or a plumber or
a banker. Community resources is an exciting program in our dis-
trict.

One of the integral parts of parent participation programs is
training. Obviously, we must train these people to become mean-
ingful participants in education. In your report, you will find a list-
ing of the workshops provided. We do this several times a year. We
have day meetings and night meetings to accommodate busy sched-
ules.

As you p -oceed through the report, you will see that parents can
choose in Jeminuk County whether they participate on a continu-
ing bat*: lr, if bus: schedules dictate just a short assignment, they
can 0- ... to pat-cicipate on special committees. We invite parent
participation on committees dealing with site selection for facili-
ties, teacher of the year selection, textbook selection, rezoning, our
school base management study and administrative selection com-
mittees.

Don Davies, president of the Institute for Responsive Education
in Boston, has done extensive research on parent participation in
education in America today. He says that only 1 school 1n 4 in the
Nation has meaningful parent participation. We do have far to go.

What are some of the requirements? Well, ceitainly training is
required. Certainly recognition is another integral part of the pro-
gram. The schools must be willing to throw the doors open and
accept parents as partners, and then recognize their performance.
As a former classroom teacher with 14 years of teaching experience
and as a district school administrator, I have seen the impact on
children's lives.

But going further, I would invite you to come to Seminole
Ckunty. Come to Seminole County and visit Rosenwald Exceptional
Student Center and see mentally handicapped youngsters using
good behavior coupons at a e4,hool store staffed by parents.

Come to Lake Mary High School and see that sports complex
built by parents and educators working together

Come to Seminole County and visit Woodlands Elementary
School, and see a dividend, a school volunteer, working in a lesrn-
ing center with first graders. Because of parent participation, these
first graders are learning basic skills Dater than you and I ever did
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as first graders. Because of parent participation. these first graders
_ re learning basic skills better than you and ever did as first
graders.

Come to Seminole County and see the local school advisory com-
mittee chairman standing shoulder to shoulder, shaking hand:
with straight-A students, and saying, "It's important to this com-
munity that you excell."

Come to Seminole County and visit our elementary schools and
see parent volunteers conducting an exciting math enrichment pro-
gram, Math Super Stars, coordinated by parents for thousands of
students.

Come to Seminole County to visit Geneva Elementary School
where parents and educators took a $1,600 grant worked together
and produced a $10,000 perceptual playground.

Come to Seminole County where test scores soar, where mean-
ingful programs are provided for all children, and where the com-
munity takes pride in the excellence of our educational programs.

Come to Seminole County where tomorrow will be better because
parents are partners in educating children today.

Come to Seminole County. We would love to show you our model
programs.

[Prepared statement of Karen Whigham Coleman follows:]

PREPARED STATEMENT OF KAREN WHIGHAM COLEMAN, COORDINATOR, COMMUNITY RE-
LATIONS AND PUBLIC INFORMATION SEMINOLE COUNTY SCHOOL SYSTEM SEMINOLE
COUNTY, FL

Mr. Chairman and Committee Members, as I stand before you this morning, I am
reminded of another appearance before another committee of the Un red States
House of Representatives some sixty-three years ago. Dr. George Washington Carver
stood that day representing the peanut. He said that he had three things he wanted
to say about the peanut:

1 We are fortunate to have many, ms v..,.ieties.
2. Many beneficial things are derive' I tnem.
3 We must seek ways to protect the. so that we can continue to enjoy and en-

hance their contributions to our country.
I am here today representing Seminole County, Florida, where we are extremely

proud of the model parent participation programs we have developed. There are
three things I would like to say about parent participation in education:

1. We are fortunate to have thousands of citizens participating in our outstanding
school system in many different ways

2 All students, parent participants, teachers, schools, and communities benefit
from these programs.

3 We must, because of our commitment to excellence in education, seek ways to
increase and enhance citizen participation in education in Semin.le County and
throughout this great country ours.

Recent research by Chicuoio, 1977; Holzman and Boes, 1973; R. L Sinclair, 1981;
G. T. Indelicato, 1980; ane A. T. Henderson, 1982, indicates that parent participation
is important to education because it has a positive impact on students' academic
achievement, self-concept, and motivation Indelicato and Henderson studied the
impact of different types of parent participation and found that learning was en-
hanced whether the parents served as classroom volunteers or as advisory commit-
tee members.

This recent research should provide impetus to a change occurring in education in
America today. Parents and other citizens are becoming partners in the challenging
effort to provide a quality education for all children.

Historically, parents have participated in education by joining PTA, attending
student performance programs, and baking cookies for class parties. While parents
continue to do those things today, they are involved in the schools in countless other
ways which directly benefit school programs
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Florida is considered a national leader in parent participation in education The
Floriea Legislature in 197E and 1979 passed legislation which requires that parent
participation be an integral part of every schools educational program.

Seminole County has met the letter and the spirit of the law through various par-
ticipation opportunities for our district's parents of our 38,500 students in forty-two
school centers.

We have established numerous advisory committees where parents and other citi-
zens participate as a member of Exceptional Education Advisory Committees, the
Seminole County Curriculum Advisory Committee, Business Education Advisory
Committees, Co-op Advisory Committees, the Seminole County School Advisory
Council, or as a member of one of our forty-two Local School Advisory Committees.

More than six hundred citizens make contributions to our school system in Semi-
nole County by serving on one of these effective advisory committees. More than
twenty-five thousand Floridians serve on more than fifteen hundred school-level,
district, or area advisory committees.

Advisory committee members are key communicators bringing ideas, concerns,
and advice to our schools and taking information back to our communities. While
parents serve on all of the advisory committees !isted above, approximately five
hundred parents participate as members of Local School Advbv,ry Committees. A
partial listing of Local School Advisory Committee activities wa.... nclude:

Planning and preparation of each school's Annual Report.
Providing :n after-school activities bus for students at one high school so that stu-

dents could stay after school to participate in activities and fiem have transporta-
tion home.

Worked with the school's administration to provide extended library hours for
students

Planned, developed, and participated in ongoing academic achievement recogni
tion programs.

Hosted a luncheon for Superintendent Robert W Hughes and members of The.
School Board of Seminole County to discuss the school's needs.

Co-sponsored a program where a panel made up of teachers answered parents'
questions.

Worked to improve student safety by securing additional crossing guards.
Informational programs for parents presented on: the district's testing program,

gifted education, school finance, curriculum, exceptional education programs, stu-
dent transportation, food service, copyright laws, computer education, and school at-
tendance zones.

Developed and compiled the results of the parent attitude survey.
Developed and piloted a new School Attendance Policy.
Established bylaws for this parent group.
Conducted a telephone survey of the school's parents concerning their feelings

about the school's program, facilities, and extracurricular activities.
Provided input for the school's administration concerning school-related issues

such as budget, health program, school safety, detention and suspension policy, at-
tendance, other curncular concerns, American Education Week activities, and Open
House plans

Established a committee to plan teacher appreciation activities throughout the
school year.

The Seminole County School Advisory Council assists Local School Advisory Com-
mittees by providing opportunities for training and fir communication. This group
hosts a School of Information Workshop or Citizens each September. Hundreds of
citizens attend They learn about our school system and about opportunities for par-
ticipation. A January workshop, Recipes for Success, hap been held for Local School
Advisory Committee chairmen and principals to share successful programs, tips and
ideas.

This year the Seminole County School Advisory Committee received an Educa-
tional Imprevement Project Grant from the Florida Department of Education to
prepare anc; tribute a newsletter to citizens. Approximately twenty-tliree thou-
sand copies were mailed. Every home in Seminole County with a child enrolled in
the school systeh. received a newsletter.

Last year, ten thousand citizens joined PTA, the largest parent support group in
Seminole County. WLiile PTA members continue to serve as room mothers and bake
sale workers, these a --Live parents make many other meaningful contributions to
our schools A partial 1.4 of these activities would include:

Developed a newslett -r for then school which was mails. to all students' home
Provided paddle fans new tables for cafeteria.
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Provided cultural events for the schools including. SCC Theatre "Mirror Man":
Andre Ferrier, Music of Swit-irland, Contemporary Ensemble; School of Dance Arts
Program, Middle and High School Band Programs; Middle and High School Choral
Programs, Southern Ballet Touring Group, Edythe Bush Theater; Florida Opera;
Stevens Puppets presentation of "Beauty and the Beast", Clogging Machine; Tour-
ing Robin Hood Players"Abrahan. Lincoln", and Children s Musical Theater
"Tales of Brer Rabbit "

Purchased laminator for school
Sponspored Fall, Halloween and Spring Carnivals.
Sponsored Skate Parties for Students on non-attendance days
Participated in and sponsored Drug Education Programs.
Provided John Young Museum Suitcase Exhibit on Dinosaurs for school use.
Purchased computers and software for the schools.
SeLured School Board support for moving the school's custodian on-campus full

time as a vandal watcner. There has been no damage to the school facility since the
Vandal Watcher Program was established.

Furnished refreshments to all visitors to the school during American Education
Week

Provided an information booth during American Education Week so that all visi-
tors to the school could receive information about the school and about the educa-
tional fystem in Seminole County and in the State of Florida.

Established a Schcol Store where students may buy school supplies at school.
Purchased science lute, metronome, tuner, video cassette recorder, camera, blank

tapes, flag -yes, landscaping supplies
Sponsor, ovies suitable for the entire family during evening hours.
Sponsor d book exchange for students
Provide askets of food for disadvantaged youngsters.
An Out ,anding PTA Scholarship Program provides $1500 in college scholarships.
Provided program conducted by guidance counselors on procedures for applying

for college financial aid
Paid for field trips for classes.
Sponsored a Saturday Clean-Up Day at the school
Purchased flag and stand, library shelves, piano keyboard.
Provided funds for Computer Literacy Course for school's teachers.
Parents participants as members of booster clubs for athletic and music programs

in our high schools During this past year, athletic booster clubs at our schools:
Built two tennis courts and provided fencing and net.
Roofed the baseball dugouts.
Installed water fountains for a baseball field.
-'3rticipated in the formulation of a list of goals for the school's athletic program.
. rovided a van for athletic events.
Sponsored the AAU Swim Team
Installed lights on the baseball field at $9600 per year for five years
Purchased athletic equipment.
Funded the construction of bathroom facilities et a school's stadium complex.
Constructed a softball field
Band parents help Seminole County's schools provided a superior bead program

for students. They have recently.
Rebuilt concession stands and added a third concession stand
Hosted the Florida Bandmasters' Marching Festival
Raised $12,000 for one school's program
Purchased uniforms, instruments and music.
Provided transportation to events.
Purchased and presented awards to outstanding band students.
Ten years ago, Seminole County's school volunteer program, Dividends, was a

pilot program with a Volunteer Coordinator, Dede Schaffner, involving sixteen vol-
unteers in three schools Since that time, this exciting and rewarding participation
program has had thousands of citizens to contribute more than six hundred thou-
sand hours assisting with every facet of our schools' programs. Last year, tiro thol
sand Dividends contributed one hundred seven thousand hours to our schools.

Classroom volunteers work with individual students or small groups of students.
They help with the preparation and use of learning centers. They help students
master brew math facts, stimulate creative writing, prepare learning games and
piateria..., and assist with countless other classroom activities

Nineteen child care cente' provide child care for young children so that mothers
wishing to serve as Divider'. may do so with free child care provided
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Training of volunteers is an important part of our nationally-recognized Dividends
Program. Twice a year Dividends are invited to participate in training sessions. Last
year more than seven hundred people participated is those training sessions.

Dividends training sessions change as our schools' programs change The last few
sessions have included workshops on:

Working with Middle School Students.
Creative Writing.
Math Tricks and Tips.
Working with Students with Specific Learning Disabilities
Hands on Computer Workshops
Discipline.
Motivating Children.
Math Super Stars
Gifted Children.
Effective Storytelling and.
Teaching English to Speakers of Another Language.
Other parent education/traming opportunities include workshops held at individ-

ual schools. Some of these have included Systematic Training for Effective Parent-
ing Ideas for Summertime Activities, Make-N-Take Learning Materials, and Com-
puter Arareness and Training.

ITA Short Course, a state training meeting, is held in our area each year in
August . . . The agenda varies but is always interesting. Locally, our Seminole
County Council of PTAs provides continuous training opportunities for parents.

The School of Information Woikzhop, co-sponsored by the Seminole County School
Advisory Council and the Seminole County Council of PTAs in September of each
year, provides parents with information about many areas of interest. Some sessions
deal with school finance, student transportation, testing, effective communication,
curriculum, food service, functions of a Local School Advisory Committee, and other
interesting topics.

An important part of the Dividends Program is the Community Resources Pro-
gram, a c'+izens' speakers' bureau. Hundreds of Seminole County citizens provide
presentations to classes throughout the district on topics from "Accounting" to
"Zimbabwe." Last year, 1,135 presentations were made. This year, 1,230 presenta-
tions have been made

The majority of these parents and other citizens participate in the Community Re-
sources Program through release time provided by employers Private businesses
and governmental agencies throughout Central Florida encourage employees to con-
tribute their special knowledge, expertise, hobby, or interest to students through the
Community Resource Program. More than five hundred of the eight hundred fifty
speakers in the program participate through release time from employers

The U S. Navy encourages naval men and women stationed in Orlando to partici-
pate in the Seminole County School System as Community Resource Speakers and
as Dividends working in classrooms on a weekly basis. They, too, are given release
time for time spend as speakers ai.d/or Dividends.

Just as the school system has reached out to the ccmmunity. The School Board of
Seminole County and our schools' principals have made our school facilities viable
parts of the community. When facilities are not being used for educational pru
for students, many community groups use buildings and athletic facilities. CsMore
than fifty different groups use these facilities fiz activities EV vaned as university
classes, polling places for elections, homeowners meetings, training sessions for law
enforcement agencies and soccer practice.

School employees encourage citizen participation in education by participating in
community activities. Employees support the United Way effort, serve on Chamber
of Commerce committees, and provide programs and speakers for civic clubs. Educe-
tion is an important part of the community.

Even with more two-career families. single parent families and increasingly de-
manding and hectic schedules, opportunities exist for parent participation in educa-
tion 7t might be as a classroom volunteer for one or two hours per week during the
school day through a woi release agreement with an employer It might be as a
member of an advisory committee Most advisory committees meet once a month for
an evening meeting It might be a a Community Resource Program speaker detail-
ing for otudents wht it is like to be a nurse, an attorney, or a plumber. It might be
as a booster club member or a PTA member. It might be as a parent representative
on a committee with an assignment which might last for a short time or for several
months Seminole County invites parent participation on committees dealing with
site selection, Teacher of the Year selection, textbook selection. rezoning, school-
based management study and administrative selection.
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Don Davies, President of the Institute for Responsive Education in Boston, has
done extensive research on parent participation in education throughout the United
States. He indicates that nationally only one school in four has any parent partici-
pation. We are convinced that school systems throughout America must and will
work to develop comprehensive participation programs so that parents and other
citizens will become partners in the effort to provide a quality educational program
for all children.

A successful parent participation program must include a supportive superintend-
ent, school board, administrative and instructional staff.

The school staff must be receptive to the ideas and suggestions of the parents. The
teachers must develop a plan describing what the volunteer is to do. The school
should provide someone to coordin-`e volunteer activities in the school.

Parents must be willing to devote time to training and to assisting with one or
more of the participation opportunities. They must make every effort to fulfill their
commitment to the school. Teachers and students plan for volunteers If the volun-
teer is absent, teachers and students are disappointed.

The school system must provide recognition for the invaluable contributions citi-
zens make to the educational programs. As important as any other element in suc-
cessful parent participation programs is the providing for educational/training pro-
grams for volunteers.

The benefits of an effective, comprehensive parent participation program are en-
joyed by students, teachers, the school, community and the volunteer. Students ex-
perience improved academic achievement, self-esteem, and motivation. Volunteers
benefit because the parents' attitudes, self-concepts, and rapport with the school
have been shown to improve when they become involved in a school. Teachers expe-
rience a renewal of self-worth, if teaching children is important enough for volun-
teers to come to school to assist with the challenge.

Schools receive more than donated hours Improved communication with the com-
munity and enhanced programs and learning opportunities are also benefits for the
school. The community benefits from parent participation in education because com-
munities improve as educational opportunities for children and adult improve.

As a former classroom teacher with fourteen years of teaching experience and as
a school administrator, I have seen the impact of effective parent participation pro-
grams on the education of boys and girls. I have seen programs enhanced and have
seen citizens gain great pride in helping to create truly outstanding schools for chil-
dren.

Seminole County, Florida has embraced the concept and the practice of inviting
parents to become partners in the educational programs of this outstanding school
system

We invite you to Seminole County!
Come to Rosenwald Exceptional Student Center and see mentally handicapped

students use good behavior coupons to make purchases at a school store staffed by
volunteers.

Come to Lake Mary High School and admire thr beautiful :botball stadium where
school employees and parents spent many hours planning and arranging financing
for this facility These parents joined school employees in much of the physical labor
which built this stadium of which the entire community is so proud.

Come to Seminole County to visit a first grade classroom at Woodlands Elementa-
ry and see a parent volunteer, a Dividend, working with students in a learning
center.

Come to Seminole Count v to visit Oviedo High School. You will see the chairman
of the Local School Advisory Committee, a parent volunteer, standing with the prin-
cipal, to congratulate students on the A Honor Roll

Come visit elementary schools throughout the district and see parent volunteers
conducting a math enrichment program, Math Super Stars, for thousands of stu-
dents

Come to Seminele County to visit Geneva Elementary School where parents and
school employees, worked together after school and on week-ends to turn a $1,600
grant into a $10,000 Perceptual Playground.

Come to Seminole County where test scores soar, where meaningful programs are
provided all students, and where the community .ekes pride in the excellence of the
educational _programs

Come to Seminole County where dedicated teachers, outstanding administrators,
enthusiastic support personnel, concerned parents and exciting students are part-
ners in the greatest challenge in Seminole County. That challenge is the providing
of an educational program which equips youngsters for today and tomorrow.
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Come to Seminole County where tomorrow will be better bees parents are
partners in the educating of children today.

[COMMITTEE NOTE.Mrs. Karen Coleman submitted document en-
titled "Community Resource Volunteer File" Grades K-12, 1983-
84, The Dividends, Seminole County, FL, 7th edition, which is
maintained in committee files.]

Mr. MCKERNAN. When do I go?
[Laughter.]
Ms. COLEMAN. We are going home on Sunday. We invite you to

come.
Mr. MCKERNAN. I had a feeling you already had the accommoda-

tions and the transportation arranged for it. It is nice to see some-
body who is so excited about their program.

I didn't have a chance to ask Ms. Berry, who was on one of our
earlier panels with the National School Volunteer Program, but I
would like to ask youfirst of all, I want to congratulate you on
having been Teacher of the Year of Florida in 1980.

MS. COLEMAN. Thank you.
Mr. MCKERNAN. I can understand why, if you are anything like

this in the classroom.
MS. COLEMAN. Thank you.
Mr. MCKERNAN. My concern as I listen to some of the testimony

is what is the reaction to teachers when they first see this influx of
parental volunteers in the classroom? Is it a difficult adjustment,
or how does that work?

Ms. COLEMAN. There is apprehension until the first success, until
that child experiencing trouble with spelling makes that first 100
on a spelling test. The reason that child succeeded was because an
extra pair of ha.-tds, an extra heart and an extra mind was avail-
able to that bus) classroom teacher, so that the dividend or the
teacher could give that one-on-one assistance. As soon as you expe-
rience those initial successes, your parent participation becomes an
integral part of your school's program. Teachers in our district
have asked far more volunteers than we can recruit. Two thousand
is simply not enough anymore.

In terms of a general statement, success breeds success. As a
classroom teacher, when I see exciting things happening in the ad-
joining classroom because parents are assisting, I try to model
those successes for children.

Mr. MCKERNAN. How is it determined by the school which class-
rooms are going to have the parental volunteers and which class-
rooms have regular volunteers?

Ms. COLEMAN. One of the earlier presenters spoke of the need for
a school-level coordinator. Certainly there must be someone to wel-
come the parent when he or she arrives on the school campus, and
then to help work with a matching of skills and interests. Some
parents wani to work with children one-on-one. Some parents want
to work with a small group. Some parents want to interact with a
larger group. Someone, some staff person, needs to be involved in
working with the parents and matching their skills, interests, and
knowledge with the needs of the school.

Mr. MCKERNAN. I an fascinated since one of the things we have
been dealing with on this committee is the problem with single-
parent families and the difficulties which that brings about. So I
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was fascinated by this idea about free child care for the volunteers.
Could you explain a little bit about how that works? Obviously, it
is not free, somebody is providing it.

Ms. COLEMAN. Right. This is one of the corporate sponsorships in
our district. Earlier, another presenter made mention of Adopt-a-
School. Our Adopt-a-School Program we choose to call business -edu-
cation partnerships. We are not asking any business to adopt a
school. I think that elected representatives at the national level
and out State elected representatives recognize their own responsi-
bilities to do that. We call our program business-education partner-
ships, and many businesses want to make a difference in partner-
ship with a school system which makes a difference for children.
This is a viable way that our child care centers can make a contri-
bution to education.

There is a flip side to the coin. If that mom is taking her 2-year-
old to that child care center on Monday in order to volunteer in a
school, and then has a need for child care Tuesday and Thursday, I
know where she will take that child if that experience is a positive
one Monday. There is some fringe benefit for the child care center.
Obviously, the greatest benefit is to the boys and girls in the
schools of Seminole County.

Mr. MCKERNAN. Are these community child care programs
agency-type operations or nonprofit operations?

MS. COLEMAN. No; for-profit businesses.
Mr. MCKERNAN. For-profit child care programs who are allowing

the use of their facilities by those people who are involved in the
Dividend program?

MS. COLEMAN. Correct.
You know, I wish that we had hours and hours. There are so

many things I'd like to share. I recently participated in a recruit-
ing effort at our Navy Training Center in Orlando. The Navy is an-
other release-time employer. They not only allow but encourage
their men and women to volunteer in our schools. We are begin-
ning to see that happen. Education in our district is better because
of it.

As I have shared with Karabelle, we are a model. We are very
proud of the progress and the status of our programs. We are not
where we will be one day. We see these things developing now in
terms of businesses and release time, corporate sponsors and free
child care centers. Some are new, and some of them have been in
the program a couple of years.

Mr. MCKERNAN. Can you categorize the types of volunteers that
you havein other words, where they are coming from? Are they
coming from the home and, therefore, weren't doing work outside
of the home before that? Were they working in a large business? I
come from the State of Maine, and we have a lot of small employ-
ers. I am concerned about how an operation with four employees
would be able to allow a quarter of its work force to leave for the
afternoon. I wonder whether you experienced any of those prob-
lems?

MS. COLEMAN. Yes; we have. Fortunately for us and for children,
our volunteers range from middle-school students through senior
citizens. In answer to the question of do they come from people
who are not working oi.t.,ide the home, the best example I can give
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you is through our Community Resources Program. Of the 800 citi-
zens who provide programs in the classrooms, some 500 of these
come from business assignments.

Karabelle Pizzigati also haci this same interesting concern and
asked us to prepare the appendix ..rhich speaks to some of the busi-
nesses. In the back of your report you will see that some of these
are major employers, but you will also recognize from the names
that some are small businesses. The program provides the flexibil-
ity for that owner of a small business to say that his/her business
will provide five presentations this school year. An owner of a
larger business can make a commitment of 20, 30, or 50 such pres-
entations. There, too, there is a matching of need and availability.
So we do have some of the larger employers providing many, and
we do have small employers saying,

employers
commitment will be to

the extent of two, four or five presentations. Tell me where you
would like my representative to go."

Mr. MCKERNAN. Mr. Woodson, I have P couple of questions on
your organization. Is your organization specifically related to these
independent schools, or is that just one of the neighborhood activi-
ties?

Mr. WOODSON. It is one of four program areas. We recently estab-
lished, at their request, the National Consortium of Independent
Schools. We are attempting to bring tnem together so they can
snare resources, information, receive assistance, and also work for
policy changes that will empower their parents.

Mr. MCKERNAN. I will warn you, Ms. Green, before I ask Mr.
Woodson so that you can think about your answer a little bit
longer, I am going to ask you the same question. What does the es-
taLlishment of these schoolsyou talk about 50 schools in Chica-
gowhat does that say about the public education system, and is
that a problem for us to have these types of independent schools?

Mr. Woonsom I think low-income parents only want the same
options that middle-class people have. If we want to send our chil-
dren to public schools, we can; if we want them to go to independ-
ent or private schools, most of us have the necessary financial re-
sources. So option and choice is determined by income. But low-
income students are assigned to public schools and we say, "This is
your only option." For some parents, public schools may adequately
meet the needs of two of their children, but a third child may need
an independent or private schools.

So what parents are saying is that, they want that option. Many
parents are frustrated and disgusted with some urban public school
systems, because they are miseducatin7 their children. One reason
is that public schools have no competi*ion and, therefore, there is
very little accountability to parents. Parents want to opt out of
these schools, and I think low - income parents should be given the
same choices as middle- and upper-class people.

Mr. MCKERNAN. Since you have been involved in the establish-
ment of these schools, are there any common denominators on
what causes a neighborhood independeh4- sell" '9, any common
problems in particular public school fay ilities?

Mr. WOODSON. Many of parents are dissatisfied with the permis-
sive atmosphere in schools. Some are actually fearful, physically
fearful, for the child's safety. There are a number of reasons. But
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like any small businesses, most schools start in response to a crisis,
or they turn a problem into an opportunity. As Mrs. Green will
point out, some parents just could not find a school that was ade-
quate to meet the educational needs of their children and, there-
fore, established their own schools.

Some found that existing schools were neutral on the issue of
culture or stressed western culture, and did not emphasize Hispan-
ic culture, black culture, or native American culture. Parents were
motivated to start the schoolof a particular religious or cultural
persuasion.

Mr. MCKERNAN. I have just one more question for you before we
go to Ms. Green. What is the average cost of these schools? Is there
an average?

Mr. WOODSON. Yes; the average annual cost is from approximate-
ly $8,'0 to $1,500, but each year it is being pushed up.

Mr. MCKERNAN. Ms. Green, what is your response to what the
flourishing cf these types of independent schools might to do the
public educational system?

Ms. GREEN. I think th it, basically, parents are very concerned
about the lack of good ac it standards in many of our public
schools. Our school would not have grown if there had not been
that kind of concern. We opened as a preschool and did not intend
to add grades. But because of the very low achievement of many,
many students who are attending predominantly minority schools
and because of the kind of achievement our younger students were
able to mach, parents requested and participated in the growth of
the school. I think this is true throughout the country.

I dcn't see these schools as being a threat to the public schools. I
would hope that we might be able to share with the public schools
somf! of our experiences, because I feel that what is happening at
Ivy Leaf could happen in public schools all over the country. It is a
matter of certain kinds of commitments, and so forth. We take chil-
dren I am certain that, if they went into a public school setting
with the same number of students in the class, would not achieve
the level they are achieving with us. I think it is the kind of com-
mitment that takes place within our setting that makes it possible,
and I think we have a lot to share with the public schools.

Mr. MCKERNAN. Do you think that part of your successnot just
your school, but in others like yoursis that you have to be better,
you have to attract people to come in and, therefore, perhaps you
are a little more imaginative and working a little bit harder and
providing a better product because that is the only way you can
stay in business?

Ms. GREEN. I guess because we are realistically much smaller
than a large public school system and, therefore, we can afford to
attend to a lot of very important details. But the public schools
have staff to do the kinds of things that we are doing. We are total-
ly committed to educating these children on a very, very high level
from day one and never lose sight of that goal.

Mr. MCKERNAN. That is obvious. I can tell.
Mr. WOODSON. Congressman, just one footnote to that. Ae we

look at independent schools arouna the country, some are closing
because the performance of the schools has been poor, and parents
have exercised their option to move children to other schools.
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Schools therefore, must be accountable to parents and students
something that I think would be useful in public schools, too. Just
as all businesses do riot perform equally, some fail and new busi-
nesses open. Perhaps the same competition *Ind phenemena should
occur in our school systems. If schools are not educating, then per-
haps they should close down.

Incidentally, many *ndependent school teachers are former
public school teachers. In a school in New York, there were seven
openings, paying lese money than the public schools and they re-
ceived 200 applications from public school teachers. I think the
competition is healthy for all of us. It should to apply to education
as well.

Mr. MCKERNAN. Ms. Coleman, do you want to have a public
school rebuttal before we close? [Laughter.]

Ms. COLEMAr. You read my face.
Mr. MCKERNAN. I know you have something to say on the sub-

ject.
Ms. COLEMAN. I think that the whole topic of discussion this

morning speaks to just what these friends are saying. Parents must
be involved. Studies show that when parents come into the school
and understand the programs there, they are more supportive of
the school program.

Speaking of excellence in education, J am convinced that the
studies are accurate, that academic ach:evernsnt increases with pa-
rental participation. I sit before you this morning proud of the fact
that our district's average SAT score is 915 in Seminole County,
compared with an average national SAT of 893, an averagt. Florida
SAT of 887, and an average Southeastern United States SAT of
861. At the eighth-grade level, we lead the State on the State As-
sessment Test which measures basic skills.

People ask me, why? When you talk test score!, we initially pre-
tend hesitation, but, my, if you will prod us a little, we will proudly
tell you about test scores in Seminole County. Then we are asked
why the scores are so exceptional. One of the indexes that we use
constantly is the extent of parent participation.

I would say that Don Davies' studies are probably accurate. Prob-
ably only one school in four throughout the United States has
parent participation. We could not imagine operating that way.
The quality of education would suffer.

So what these people are saying in terms of concern for educa-
tion and that concern being widespread is right on target. But
what is the answer to that? It is for us and for you as leaders to
provide the opportunities, the ways, for parents and other citizens
to become more actively involved in education.

I say to you this morning that that kind of participation cannot
be legislated. The legislation is just the groundwork. There has to
be a trust level built. Concerning your earlier question about the
battle for turf and the feelings of outsiders and ir-'clers, what
really has to take place is trust building with parents on board,
educators understanding that parents have gone beyond the con-
/RIM for one child, their own, and are concerned about all children,
and educators accepting that and working with parents, recogniz-
ing and appreciating that participation.
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Public education in America is the best buy going. In 1980, this
Nation spent an average of $1,600 per child to educate children. In
that same year, we as a nation committed $8,600 per prisoner in
our penal system, and if that prisoner happened to be a child in
that same year, we as a nation committed $11,od0 per child. Per-
haps that is part of the answer in terms of where we go from here.

We invite the community to come and get involved in support.
We ask the corporate sector to assume their responsibility. We look
to government for meaningful funding. I think we are headed in
that direction.

Mr. McKERNAN. I call on Mr. Martinez if he has any questions.
Welcome to the committee, by the way

Mr. MARTINEZ. Thank you. I have a couple of questions. Maybe
we will get into this thing, public school versus private school. My
children have had the benefit of both.

All of my children attended parochial school until the intermedi-
ate years, and then they had their choice whether to continue in
parochial or go to public. It is surprising that, except the oldest,
they all chose public, and I got a chance to evaluate both systems.
What you said is true, the public school system, for the buck it
spends, is the best thing going.

I think that there is certain flexibility thrt they do not have that
the private schools have. In that regard, ,ould like to ask Mr.
Woodson and Ms. Green both, in your private school system so you
mandate participation from the parents, or is that voluntary? All
of the pay)chial schools in California require the parents' participa-
tion in the school functions.

Ms. GREEN. They must participate and support the educational
program of the school. They do not have to participate in fundrais-
ing, although most of them do, but they must participate and sup-
port their child's educational program. We wok closely with them
in order to encourage that.

Mr MARTINEZ. That is the one thing that the public school
system doesn't have and I wish they did have. In my congressional
district parental participation in the school system is the hordes',
thing in the world to come by.

It sounds like you have a great thing going, and I commend you
for that.

Ms. COLEMAN. Thank you.
Mr. MARTINEZ. Do you have a way of encouraging those people to

participate that could be shared nationally?
MS. COLEMAN. So much of that rewires training opportunities,

educational opportunities, at that local school where that child at-
tends every day. That is the school with which the parents and citi-
zens are familiar in that neighborhood. We take those training op-
portunities to locations so that they are convenient for the families
you referenced a moment ago. It is so important for all children to
have role models present in the school and for those children to see
all parents working together in the school.

We are actively involved in recruitment. We go ai_d recruit. Tele
phone numbers are important. We have two of them where citizens
can recehe inform..tion about participation. Every district staff
pel Cori better have them committed to memory and share them ev-
erywhere they go. 834-8211 is the dividend number. 322-1252 is the
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district office number. We ask and solicit participation everywhere
we go. We will have door prizes. We are not above that sort of
thing. We will do almost anything. If people respond to food, we
will feed them. We try to share success stories. We have parents
therenot just educators, but parents theresaying it is great to
be a part of this.

Congressman Martinez, I welcomed your comment a moment ago
about public education not having all of the flexibility of the pri-
vate education community. There are many fine private education-
al facilities in America. But public education has made the three
greatest strides in history, in our generation. I refer to the Brown
decision in 1954, which said we as a nation made a commitment to
educate all children without regard to race. Sometimes we tend to
forget quickly. Let me remind you that, in 1950, only 10 percent of
our black students in America graduated from high school. Most of
us were living then. That is not ancient history.

The second major accomplishment of the public; education com-
munity was title IX, where we made a commitment to educate all
children with a quality education without regard to sex. If there is
a question about the need for that, let me remind you that, in 1940,
only 1 woman in 4 nad a high school diploma. Today only 1 woman
in 4 does not have a high school diploma.

The third majormajoraccomplishment is Public Law 94-142,
where we made a commitment to educate all children without
regard to exceptionality or handicap. Perhaps there are times
when public schools do not have the flexibility of the private school
community, but we have had the greatest challenges in the history
of mankind and we have met those challenges.

Mr. MARTINEZ. I can simply say wow.
Ms. COLEMAN. It is true. It is true.
Mr. MARTINEZ. Mr. Woodson.
Mr. WOODSON. Just two pieces of information. I find it very inter-

esting as we travel around the country and engage talk with people
who are strong advocates for !ow-income children attending public
school exclusively, that when asked where their children attend
school, 90 percent attend private schoois. There is something wrong
when advocates for the poor have their children at one school, but
restrict the poor to another.

Let me add another point. We are not advocating public versus
private education. The issue is excellence and competence versus
incompetence. We must reward competence performance and elimi-
nate incompetent performance.

In Washington, DC, under the able leadership of Floretta
McKenzie, a principal took over a a junior high school with a high
rate of drug addiction and all sorts of other problems Through his
leadership, drug traffic stoppedhe made demands, and fired some
teachers. I do not know how ae did this since it is very difficult to
fire teachers in public schools, even if they are incompetent. He
turned that school around. As a consequence, academic perform-
ance increased and some parents in that neighborhood withdrew
their children from privatr, schools and reenrolled them in public
school, because school performance was high and children were
safe afid bC(..U1 e. That ID Whitt we advocate.
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We do not think that this can occur without competition. A suc-
cessful principal should not be paid the same salary as one who is
not performing and teachers should not be paid the same regard-
less of performance. It seems to me that anything that stimulates
ccrIrAition, that rewards those who perform, should be encour-
aged.

As Mrs. Green and others have said, independent schools, be-
cause they are small, have an opportunity to engage in some very
innovative programs and approaches that could benefit all schools
both public and private. Therefore, we see them as laboratories for
innovation and management.

Mr. MARTINEZ. I agree with you completely.
In fact, my oldest son who I told you chose to go to public school,

the school he went was called Don Bosco Institute. There he got
4 hlurs of his choice of elective, which was electronics, and he got 4
hours of academia, which would afford him the opportunity to
leave from that high school when he graduated with the equivalent
of 2 years of junior college and then go on into a university. He
chose to do that. Today, after about 8 years in the telephone com-
pany, he is in second-level management, which is a rapid rise, and
I credit the education he got.

The system that Don Bosco uses as a private school I would like
to see be in public schools. So I thir k you are right that there is a
laboratory for them.

The other thing is that the reason why a lot of poor people have
their kids in schools is because they realize that the reason they
are in that category "is because they didn't have the opportunity
in education and they want to sacra ice to make sure that their
kids get the most advantage they can at the highest level of educa-
tion they can, highest quality they car ."

There is in a lot of public schools, thoughand more recently, as
Ms. Coleman had statedthat competition you talk about has
forced public schools to provide a lot of the programs the private
schools have. So there are a lot of advantages to them now.

But I agree with everything you said. I think we just have to be
conscious of that. Everybody has to be conscious of that when we
are dealing with it.

Mr. WOODSON. I find it fascinating that many so-called advocates
for the poor do not even want to discuss options that will empower
low-income people to choose by putting dollars or vouchers in their
hands and letting them shop.

We need to discuss education vouchers for low-income people
such as the model being explored in Minnesota by John Brandel, a
liberal Democrat who is advocating a limited voucher for low-
incomt parents restricted to the public school system. The voucher
will enable parents to shop, to take their voucher to any public
school system in the city and enroll their children in a school of
choice. I think an experiment like this would be very useful.

Mr. MARTINEZ. Thank you.
Mr. MCKERNAN. Thank you.
Before we close, let me just say I think all of you are serving

your ve.rious constituencies well. It really has been education and
opportunity that has brought this country to the point we are at
now not only education, but opportunity for various forms of prim.
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cation, that is going to take us where we need to go in the future.
You are obviously at the forefront of that. I appreciate you taking
the time to testify today.

Just a housekeeping announcement before we conclude, and that
is that the hearing record is going to be kept open for 1 month
after the date of this hearing for any additional views that anybody
might want to express for inclusion in our record of this hearing.

Thank you all very much.
That concludes the hearing.
[Whereupon, at 1 p.m., the task force was adjourned.]
[The material submitted for inclusion in the record follows:]

JULY 23, 1984.
JAMES E COMER, M D ,
Yale Child Study Center,
New Haven, CT.

DEAR DR COMER This is to express my appreciation for your appearance before
the Select Committee on Children, Youth, and Families' Task Force on Prevention
Strategies hearings "Improving American Education- Roles for Parents," held in
Washington on June 7 Your participation contributed greatly to maki-ig the hear-
ing a success

The Committee is now in the process of editing the transcript of the t,ea:ing for
publication It would be helpful if you would go over the enclosed copy of your testi-
mony to assure that it is accurate, and return it to us with any necessary correc-
tions

In addition, Congressman William Lehman has asked that the following questions
be answered for the record.

1 You mentioned that governace committee where established at each school to
help identify and manage school problems. Was it difficult in the beginning to get
parents involved in these groups' Was it necessary to do any kind of training with
the parents9

2 How much real influence did parents on the governance and management com-
mittees have over the principals decisions? How important was it that parents felt
they had a real role to play in how the school was rung

3 You indicated that the governance bodies determined that low income students
needed added help m developing social and life skills and created a program to help
teach those skills in the schools Could you give us an example of how that is done?

Once again, the other members of the Committee and I appreciate your taking
the time tc give us the benefit of you experience

Sincerely,
GEORGE MILLER, Chairman,

Select Committee on Children, Youth, and Families

YALE UNIVERSITY,
New Haven, CT, August 20, 1984

Hen GEORGE MILLER,
Chairman Select Committee on Children, Youth aid Families.
Washington, DC

DEAR CHAIRMAN MILLER It was a pleasure and an nonor to make a presentation
before your Select Committee on Children, Youth and Familie,, Task Force on Pre-
vention Strategies I am writing now to respond to the questio, posed by Congress-
man Lehman and to return the edited transcript of my presentation

Question 1 regarding parent participation in governance--there was some very
short-lived difficulty in getting parents to participate in governance There was
some training of parents but it was more the overall improved climate of relation-
ship in the school that facilitated parental participation than the specific training
Also, the training was indirect and informal and not didactic. For example, the
social worker helped the Chairman of the parent group develop an agenda for their
activities She also participated in their meetings, indirectly helping them to ad-
dress probl.ms in an orderly fashion Parents from this group were selected to serve
on the overall school management group Their participation in their own parent
group prepared them to participate in the overall governance group Direct and
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structured training is possible but is more likely to suggest that the parents are de-
ficient in some way

Question 2regarding influence of parents on the governance and management
processthe parents believe that they had a real role to play in the management of
the school was the key to the success of the parent and the school program Almost
all of the decisions made by the governance and management group were by consen-
sus Initially the principals, unacustomed to involving parents and teachers in deci-
sion making, made decisions without their input. This led to a decline in interest
and commitment on the part of parents and teachers We helped the principal iden-
tify the relationship between the level of input on the part of parents and teachers
and their commitment to the program This eventually led to the necessary kind of
collaboration among parents, teachers and principal

Question 3regarding program of help in developing social and life skillsan ex-
ample

Parents were asked what they wanted for their children as adults. They indicated
that they wanted the same kind of school job and career outcomes usually cited by
little income parents We then asked them, through a series of workshops, about the
kinds of skills they felt were necessary for t:err children to achieve such goals. With
their help our mental health team devised four units based on the areas of adult
activities in which they will need skills to be successfulpolitics and government,
business and economics, health and nutrition, spintal/leisure time. A program was
designed to integrate the teaching of basic academic skills, social skills and appre-
ciation of the arts Each classroom carried out one or more of these unit activities
during what would have been free or elective time They were planned by the class-
room teacher, with the assistance of consultants of their choice, and submitted for
approval to the governance and management group.

An example At the tine of the first unit a mayoralty contest was taking place in
New Haven the children wrote letters to the three candidates asking them to make
a campaign visit to their school and sent thank you notes after the visit The letters
were both social skill and language arts lessons. The parents, with the teachers,
rented a bus with funds they had raised from parent activities in support of the
school program They took the children around the town and pointed out the rela-
tionship between conditions and the political process. This was a social skills and
social science lesson. They returned to the classroom and wrote an essay about their
observationsa social science and language arts lesson. They were taught how to be
hosts to the candidates and their parents and teachers on the day of the presenta-
tion They were also taught how to ask the candidates questions so thet they would
"put them on the spot" without being rude or abusive. There were social skills ac-
tivities They practiced an put on a dance-drama program for the candidates, their
parents and teachers This activity emphasized appreciation of the arts.

Relevant activities were carried out in connection with the development of f
the units The activities gave an immediacy to the basic academic skills the students
were learning It is important to know how to spell when you are writing to the
mayor It gave excitement and direction to the school. The activities provided nu-
merous opportunities for the teachers and parents to aid the social and psychologi-
cal development of the students

I hope this information will be helpful to you I wish you the best of success in the
important work or your Committee

Sincerely yours,
JAMS P COMER. M D.,

Professor of Psychiatry, Yale Chi, I Study Center,
Associate Dean, Yale Medical School.

JULY 23, 1984.

Mrs GENE BERRY,
President-Elect, National School Volunteer Program,
Salt Lake City, UT

DEAR MPS BERRY This is to express my appreciation for your appearance before
the Select Committee on Children, Youth, and Families' Task Force on Prevention
Strategies hearing, "Improving American Education Roles for Parents," held in
Washington on June 7 Your participation contributed greatly to making the hear-
ing a success

The Committee is now in the process of editing the transcript of the hearing for
publication It would be h'ipful if you would go over the encloi,eti copy of your testi-
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mony to assure that It is accurate, and return it to use with eny necessary correc-
tions

In additicn, Congressman William Lehman and Congressman John R McKernan.
Jr have asked that the following questions be answered for the reco:d.

Mr LEHMAN What effects has changing demographic, economic and family cir-
cumstances had on the level and character of volunteering in the schools9

Can you tell us a little about the school volurteer population nationally, particu-
larly the parents9 Are they mostly mothers/fathers? Working/not working'? How
has this changed in recent years9

How do you attract parents and others who have aot been your traditional volun-
teers')

Parent involvement perspectives and practices appear to have been "institutional-
ized" in Salt Lake City You have made some suggestions about how to encourage
the development and expansion of parent involvement Do you have any suggestions
about how you keep it and maintain if once started9

How important is participation in governance and decision-making to parent in-
volvement practices in the district9

Mr McKERNAN In bringing parent and community volunteers into schools, have
you experienced any difficulties in the beginning between school administrators,
teachers and parents and, if so, how have you smoothed them out?

Once aga:n, the other members of the Committee and I appreciate your taking
the time to give us the benefit of your experience.

Sincerely,
GEORGE MILLER, Chairman,

Select Committee on Children, Youth, and Families.

SALT LAKE CITY SCHOOL VOLUNTEER', INC.,
Salt Lake City, UT, August 10 1984.

Representative GEORGE MILLER,
Select Committee on Children, Youth and Families,
Washington, DC

DEAR CONGRESSMAN MILLET:: I very much enjoyed the experience of testifying
before the committee and I am pleased to respond to further questions frum Con-
gressmen Lehman and McKernan

Mr LEHMAN What effects has changing demographic, economic and family ci-
ctmistances had on the level and character of volunteering in the schools'?

ANSWER We have found that we can't afford to be too casual or haphazard in our
approach The competition for volunteers from other community agencies is strong
Schools need to be organized. They need to offer interesting and meaningful oppor-
tunities to volunteers in order to attract and keep them.

In addition, schools need to offer single parent families and working parents op-
portunities to become involved nontraditional school hours Schools need to
work with employers to secure released time for parents to attend parent-teacher
conferences or to spend time volunteering in school

Finally, we have found that schools are involving other members of the communi-
ty in volunteering There are many more student volunteers now Schools are ac-
tively recruiting older citizens for participation Corporate involvement is increasing
through Adopt-A-School and other partnership programs. Churches, service organi-
zations, clubs and other organized groups are being encouraged to become involved
in school volunteer programs

Mr LEHMAN. Can you tell us a little about the school volunteer population na-
tionally, particularly the parents9 Are they mostly mothers/fathers9 Working/not
working'? How has this changed in recent years'?

ANSWER Unfortunately, I am unable to give you any substantive information
about the school volunteer population nationally This is an area where more re-
search really needed More research on the effects of volunteerism on the schools
and on student achieve-lent 's also desperately needed.

Mr LEHMAN. How do you attract parents and others who have not been your tra-
ditional volunteers'?

ANSWER Effective recruitment of volunteers depends upon careful planning, clear
goals and objectives, and the development of clear specific job descriptions. In addi-
tion, it is important to outline for the proepective volunteer or volunteer group just
how volunteering will meet their needs whether they are emotional, physical or ma-
terial needs Any volunteers, whether they are parents or nontraditional volunteers
will respond better to a message like, "You can help students raise their achieve-
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ment test scores, please help Mrs. Smith's second graders with their spelling lists
once a week." Volunteers do not respond to Our school is always open. Come on
over any time "

Another aspect of recruitment is asking for help. Making a personal appeal, in
person or on the phone is the most effective With special groups like seniors,
youths or businesses we have found peer to-peer recruitment is the best Our best
recruiters are satisfied volunteers.

Recruitment is just a small part of a total plan. First there must be a carefully
thought out plan based on needs assessments, with clear goals and objectives and
good descriptions of volunteer jobs After volunteers have been recruited, there must
be a plan for their training and orientation and for recognition of their efforts. Op-
portunities for individual and program evaluation are extremely important as well.
Without all the components, it will do little good to attract volunteers to our
schools

One final comment Having an overall plan for a volunteer program implies that
teachers and adriinistrators support the program Without their support the pro-
gram cannot be effective. It was interesting to note that in a recent study of parent
involvement done by the Southwest Educational Development Laboratory, school
administrators still could only see parents involved in school in very traditinal roles
like PTA registration helpers, or room mothers. This limited view of school volun-
teering will never attract many volunteers as parents and others today are looking
for meaningful experiences and opportunities for growth This approach will never
help students raise their achievement levels as volunteers need to really be involved
one-to-one with students to realize gains it achievement.

Mr LEHMAN Parent involvement perspectives and practices appear to have been
"institutionalized" in Salt Lake City. You hive made some suggestions about how to
encourage the development and expansion of parent involvement. Do you have any
suggestions about how you keep it and maintain it once started?

ANswEa A key element for any program or concept to achieve any "staying
power" is for people to truly vaiue its exsistence. While careful planning is essential
it has no meaning if implementers don't value the plan. Four ways to change values
and attitudes were given in the testimony.

1 Articulate the philosophythis is specially effective when coming from the
schoci board and the superintendent.

2 Provide structures for the reform to take placesuch as an organized, district
level volunteer program.

3 Provide traininginvolve implementers in giving the training to their peers
and others

4 Reward and celebrate successes
Along with the above strategies, others come to mind that have relevance particu-

larly to institutionalization:
1 Support for the program or concept should exist at all levels, particularly the

top.
2 The program should be written into formal school board policy
3 The program should have a system-wide coordinator which implies it is a line

item in the baciget as well.
4. The goats and objectives of the program should be integrated into the curricu-

lum K-12 For example, do teacher's lesson plans reflect planning for volunteers?
5 There should be an evaluation system, both ongoing and overall thrt continues

to integrate the program into the overall plan of the school system
6 Integration of volunteer management training into teacher education programs

in colleges and universities.
Mr. LEHMAN How important is participation in governance and decision-making

to parent involvement practices in the district?
ANSWER This is a very important aspect of parent involvement. First of all, it is

in tune with the increasing need parents and the public in general have for more
'ontrol over what is happening in the schools Shared governance provides a struc-
ture for this to take place in an orderly and productive fashion

Secondly, it offers parents another volunteer role. Many only feel comfortable as
room mothers, or as attendees at Back-To-School night Others are comfortable
making a significant contribution in the classroom Still others can bring valuable
insigh'..s and skills to decision making and governance roles It is an area that school
personnel find difficult to share, yet it can be so critical to producing effective
schools

Finally, while this area is critically important, it cannot be a successful compo-
nent without extensive training of both parents and school personnel For all groups
to understand their role is essential
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Mr MCKERNAN In bringing parent and community volunteers into schools, have
you experienced an difficulties in the beginning between school administrators,
teachers and parents and, if so, how have you smoothed them out?

ANSWER. Naturally, there are difficulties with programs of this nature not only it
the beginning but also along the way as volunteers and school personnel change
That is why it is essential for school personnel in particular, to be committed to
community involvement as they must take the lead in making community participa-
tion in the schools effective

Most of the difficulties arise when people do not understand their roles. Parents
need to know their limits. They cannot rush in to the schools and begin to order the
principals and teachers about Likewise, principals and teachers need help in know-
ing how to ask for help and how to manage volunteers effectively. They need to fee.
that parents and community members aren't there to "spy" or critici-e and thay
need to know how to handle the few who are there for those purposes.

The key to smoothing out these problems al in hewing a carefully thought out
overall plan for community involvement and in having a continuous training pro-
gram for all of the groups involved. When people realize the benefits community
involvement has for students and for all concerned their enthusiasm for the pro-
grain grows

Implementing effective community involvement programs take mature, commit-
ted leadership Human relations skills, thorough training, and strong support from
the superintendent and board of education are also essential ingredients for effec-
tive programs.

I hope this information will be useful to you. If you have further questions or if
you need further elaboration on any of the points above, I would be delighted to be
of assistance to you

Sincerely,
GENF BERRY,

President, National School Volunteer Program

JULY 23, 1984
Mr DANIEL MERENDA,
Acting Executive Director, National School Volunteer Program, 201 Fairfax, Suite

320. Alexandria, VA
DEAR MR MERENDA. This i8 to express my appreciation for your appearance

before the Select Committee on Children, Youth, and Families' Task Force on Pre-
vention Strategies hearing, "Improving American Education: Roles for Parents,"
held in Washington on June 7 Your participation contributed greatly to snaking the
hearing a success

The Committee is now in the process of editing the transcript of the hearing for
publication It would be helpful if you would go over the enclosed copy of your testi-
mony to assure that it is accurate, and return it to us with any necessary correc-
tions

In addition, Congressman William Lehman and Congressman. John R. McKernan,
Jr have asked that the following questions be answered for the record:

Mr LehmanWhat effects has changing demographic, economic and family cir-
cumstances had on the level and character of volunteering in the schools?

Can you tell us a little about the school volunteer population nationally, particu-
larly the parents? Are they mostly mothers/fathers? Working/not working? How
has this changed in recent years?

Mr McKernanIn bringing parent and community volunteers into schools, have
you experienced any difficulties in the beginning between school administrators,
teachers and parents and, if so, how have you smoothed them out?

Once again, the other members of the Committee and I appreciate your taking
the time to give us the benefit of your experience.

Sincerely,
GEORGE MILLER, Chairman,

Select Committee on Children, Youth and Families

RESPONSE TO QUESTIONS OF CONGRESSMAN WILLIAM LEHMAN

"What effects have changing demographic, economic and family circumstances
had on the level and character of voluntering in the schools?"

"Can you tell us a little about the school volunteer population nationally, particu-
larly the parents? Are they mostly mothers /fathers 9 Working/not working? How
has this change& in recent years?"
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Changes in demographic, economic and family circumstances have indeed affected
the level and character cf volunteering in schools. Some of the changes school sys-
tems are reporting include: Increased multi-national, ethnic and racial populations;
Increased numbers of children with two-parent workers; Increased numbers of chil-
dren in single parent families and/or Increased numbers in children of divorce

These changes have imposed additional needs on school districts and on their
school volunteer programs Districts and volunteer programs have begun to respond
with new services or to strengthen existing services in order to more effectively ad-
dress these increased needs Examples are

Programs to facilitate language mastery for refugee or immigrant groups
Programs allowing use of school buildings/facilities after school hours f,r latch-

key children
Programs to increase competency levels of minority populations.
Programs allowing caring connection to parent/authority figures.
Progams allowing experience in the world of work and business.
To realize these and other types of programs, the school volunteer population has

similarly changed The image of the school volunteer has been expanded beyond
that of the mother who did not work outside the home. According to a 1982 survey,
(conducted by the School Management Study Group of Salt Lake City, the National
Center for Education Statistics, and the National School Volunteer Program), par-
ents comprised only 33% of school volunteers. Older citizens, students, business em-
p'oyees (and a 4% "other" category) accounted for the remainder of school volun-
teers It is our feel of the trends that businesses, senior citizens and students are
volunteenng in the schools in larger numbers in 1984

RESPONSE TO QUESTION POSED BY CONGRESSMAN JOHN R MC KERNAN, JR.

"In bringing parents and community volunteers into schools, have you experi-
enced any difficulties in the beginning between school administrators, teachers, and
parents and, if so, how have you smoothed them out?"

The INTational School Volunteer Program has a definitive, thirteen-step process for
developing school volunteer programs which incorporates and addresses the concern
for possible frictions in bringing volunteers into the schools We have had experi-
ences in which we had difficulties between school administrators, teachers, and par-
ents

We have found that obtaining prior commitments to the Lchool volunteer program
conceptfrom the official school board po:icy to principal/teacher teamsseems to
focus all parties toward their common goal. NSVP offers training academies to help
school districts assess, plan and implement their school volunteer programs. The
academies incorporate all levels of the school system structure, with an eye toward
conflict elimination or reduction

SELECT COMMITTEE ON CHILDREN, YOUTH, AND FAMILIES,
Washington, DC, July 23, 1984.

Mrs FLORETTA D MCKENZIE,
Superintendent of Schools, Chief State School Officer,
District of Columbia Public Schools, Washington, DC.

DEAR MRS. McKENzie This is to express my appreciation for your appearance
before the Select Committee on Children, Youth, and Families' Task Force on Pre-
vention Strategies hearing, "Improving American Education Roles for Parents,"
held in Washington on June 7 Your participation contributed greatly to make the
hearing a success

The Committee is now in the process of editing the transcript of the hearing for
publication It would be helpful if you would go over the enclosed copy of your testi-
mony to assure that it is accurate, and return it to us with any necessary correc-
tions

In addition, Congressman William Lehman and Congressman John R McKernan,
Jr have asked that the following questions be answered for the record-

Mr LEHMAN What are the special difficulties you and District Staff and faculty
face in involving parents and families, given the District's diverse and unique urban
character9

Mr MCKERNAN In bringing parent and community volunteers into schools, have
you experienced any difficulties in the beginning between school administrators,
teachers and parents and, if so, how have you smoothed them out9
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once again, the other members of the Committee and I appreciate your taking
the time to give us the benefit of your experience

Sincerely,
GEORGE MILLER, Chairman,

Select Committee on Children, Youth, and Families

DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA PUBLIC SCHOOLS,
Washington, DC, August 3, 1984

Hon GEORGE MILLER,
Chairman, Select Committee on Children Youth and Families,
Washington, DC

DEAR MR MILLER Thank you for your kind words of appreciation for my appear-
ance before the Select Committee I am pleased shat my contribution to the hear-
ings has been considered meaningful As superintendent of the D.C. Public Schools
and a professional educator, I have a deep and abiding interest in the quality of
education for all young people and a continuing commitment to parent and commu-
nity involvement in the education process

As you requested, the attached transcript has been reviewed and editorials have
been noted in red ink Regarding the two questions outlined for response in your
letter. my answers, are as follows

(1) As to special difficulties that the administration of the D.0 Public Schools
faces in increasing parental involvement I feel that the major hurdles continue to
arise in the areas of program development and outreach. We are constantly seeking
innovative and effective ways to encourage urban parents and community members
to become involved This effort requires a great deal of time and effort on the part
of staff At the same time, we are constantly working to prepare our local school
staff to utilize these human resources more effectively Many minority and single
parents can not easily see how they can help Our continuing objective is to develop
meaningful volunteer experiences that allow all parents to feel that they have con-
tributed to their children's education in a significant way whether their time and
effort has been expended in the school or in the home.

(2) As to your second question, the DC Public School system has enjoyed a
lengthy history of community involvement However, one of the major factors that
led to ern ctment of Board ,f Education rules on the use of voluntary services and
subsequent administrative policy which outlined the role n_id function of the volun-
teer coordination network in our school and created a central office Branch of Vol-
unteer Services and Training for our school system, was the obvious need for uni-
form policy, guidelines and support staff to coordinate and monitor community vol-
unteer activities. It has been and continues to be an ambitious undertaking. We
have worked diligently to actively recruit parents and community while concurrent-
ly providing technical assistance and training for our administration and school
staff in the effective use of community resources I cannot stress enough the need to
prepare school staff for such an undertaking It does little good to provide communi-
ty awareness and recruit volunteers, ,f the schools are not Prepared to provide
meaningful experiences for parent and community volunteers There must be a sys-
temwide commitment to such an effort

It is sincerely hoped that these responses are of assistance, and that they provide
some insight into the essential elements of an effective urban school district commu
nity and parent involvement strategy Please do not hesitate to contact us further if
we can provide additional information

Sincerely,
FLORETTA DUKES MCKENZIE,

Superintendent of S, hoots, Chief State School Officer.

JULY 23, 1984
Mrs BEATRICE PERRY STANLEY,
Silver Spring, MD

DEAR MRS STANLEY Thlt, IS to express my appreciation for your appearance
before the Select Committee on Children, Youth, and Families' Task Force on Pre-
vention Strategies hearing, "Imprcn mg American Education Roles for Parents,"
held in Washington on June 7 Your participation contributed greatly to making the
hearing a success

The Committee is now in the process of editing the transcript of the hearing for
publication It would be helpful if you would go over the enclosed copy of your testi-
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mony to assure that it is accurate, and return it to us with any necessary correc-
tions

In addition, Congressman W..liam Lehman and Congressman John R. McKernan,
Jr have asked that the following questions be answered for the record

Mr LEHMAN You are to be commended for the strong interest and involvement
you have shown in Kathy's education How have you worked with other parents in
the school to increase involvement9

From your perspective as a very involved parent and former teacher, what E agges-
twins would you make to other parents and to teachers to facilitate effective parent
involvement9

Mr MCKERNAN. In bringing parent and community volunteers into schools, have
you experienced any difficulties in the beginning between school administrators,
teachers and parents and, if so, how have you smoothed them out9

Once again, the other members of the Committee and I appreciate your taking
the time to give us the benefit cf your experience

Sincerely,
GEORGE MILLER, Chairman,

Select Committee on Children, Youth, and Families.

RESPONSES FROM BEATRICE PERRY STANLEY

Answers to Mr Lehman's questions
1 I have encourged the involvement of other parents by scheduling meetings at

times when parents can come by directly from work I established a telephone com-
mittee whose purpose it was to maintain active communication with groups of par-
ents Our rl T S A. planned a variety of activities in order to attract parents with
various interests and skills Finally, we encouraged sharing of transportation by
parents who live in the same area.

2 My main suggestion to parents and teachers to facilitate effective parent in-
volvement is good, frequent communication, and the scheduling of meetings at times
that working parents can come without missing a day'; pay, which is frequently a
problem for people who are paid an hourly wage. Sometimes school personnel give
the oral message that they want parental involvement but by poor communication
and scheduling of meetings and activities at times inconvenient to parents, the
hidden message is clear We want "you' involved but on our terms

Answers to Mr. McKernan's questions:
Frequently parents are reticent about expressing their concerns to teachers and

administrators. They think their point of view and opinion will be looked upon as
interference Administrators and teachers, on the other hand, sometimes have the
feeling that they are guardians of information which if shared diminishes their im-
portance and power These feelings while not expressed verbally are revealed by
lack of attendance by some teachers at P.T S A meetings and their lack of availabil-
ity for conferences at times when parents can come to school

Some of the problems were smoothed out by always allowing an open period in
the PTSA agenda which all',wed parents the opporti ty to raise questions with
administrators and teachers which stimulated discussion on issues that may have
been difficult to discuss but were necessary if the vital communication gap were to
be bridged

JULY 23, 1984.

RENATO ESPINOZA, PH D ,
Working Parents Project, Southwest Educational Development Laboratory,
Austin, TX

DEAR DR. ESPINOZA This is to express my appreciation for your appearance before
the Select Committee on Children, Youth, and Families' Task Force on Prevention
Strategies hearing, "Improving American Education. Roles for Parents," held in
Washington on June 7. Your part sipation contributed greatly to making the hear-
ing a success

The committee is now in the process of editing the transcript of the hearing for
publication. It would be helpful if you wouid go over the enclosed copy of your testi-
mony to assure that it is accurate, and return it to us with any necessay corrections

In addition, Congressman William Lehman has asked that the following questions
be answered for the record

1 You indicated that employers themselves stand to benefit toy promoting parent
involvement in children's education among employees Can you comment further on
that9 How do companies gain by encouraging workers to be involved at school?
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2 Has the Employer Supported Parent Involvement Program been tried' How re-
sponsive have employers and school districts been')

3 Do you think that some parents actually choose to work for companies which
have more flexible leave arrangements so they can be more involved in their chil-
dren's lives and education') Are "rigid" employers screening out some potential
workers')

Once again, the other members of the Committee and I appreciate your taking
the time to give us the benefit of your experience

Sincerely,
GEORGE MILLER, Chou-man,

Select Committee on Children, Youth and Families.

WORKING PARENTS PROJECT'S RESPONSE TO QUESTIONS SUBMITTED BY THE SELECT
COMMITTEE ON CHILDREN, YOUTH, AND FAMILIES' TASK FORCE ON PREVENTION
STRATEGIES

Question 1 You indicated that employers themselves stand to benefit by promot-
ing parent involvement in children's education among employees Can you comment
further on that? Hew do companies gain by encouraging workers to be involved in
school?

Answer In the short term, greater flexibility for parents to become involved in
the education of their children would likely result in improved parent-child relation-
ships, and workers with happy home lives are less stressed at work and thus are
more likely to be motivated and productive.

Another immediate benefit to employers is the enhanced public image which
would result from a policy change encouraging parental involvement in schools; in
turn, the improved image in the community can positively affect the marketing of a
company's products or services

In the long run, as we have indicated in our written testimony, we believe that
businesses And corporations have a major stake in the quality of the education our
schools, in partnership with parents, impart to the cuirent generation. The students
cf today are the managers, workers, and consumers of tomorrow The majority of
this future generation will join the labor pool within the noxt 12 yearsmany com-
panies plan toeir operations for such a span of time.

It is unlikely that the direct effects of any single personnel policy can be meas-
ured in terms of job satisfaction, productivity, or morale. The program proposed in-
volves &her measures which, taken together, would indicate to employees, their
children, the schools, and the community at large that the corporation ca .es for its
people and its community

The experience of companies that have instituted personnel policies that reflect a
concern for th e personal anti family needs of their employees has been uniformly
positive Anecdotal evidence from employer-supported child care programs, for ex-
ample, indicates that a large percentage of managers believed that their programs
accomplished a wide range of objectives The advantages have been described in
terms of increased ability to attract new employees, lowered absenteeism, improved
attitudes toward employer, favorable publicity, lowered job turnover, improved atti-
tudes toward work, and improved community relations

Question 2 Has the Employer Supported Parent Involvement program been tried?
How responsive have employers and school districts been')

Answer The Employer Supported Parental Involvement Program, as proposed,
has not yet been tried We are currently (summer of 1984) developing the necessary
materials and making contacts in the Central Texas area for the initial trial. Some
of its basic elements, however, have been tried by other districts, as part of other
programs For example, the Houston Independent School District's FAIL SAFE pro-
gram provided parents a letter from the superintendent addressed to employers re-
questing release time for parents to attc'd parent-teacher conferences. The Albu-
querque Public Schools offer noon-time seminars on educational iopics to businesses
through its Parent Involvement Center. A recent national survey found that about
28% of U S corporations provide personal leave time, a kind of short-term leave
that can be used to meet parental involvement needs, among others. However, we
know of no effort by employers to specifically encourage parental involvement in
schools 3-..y providing special leave or release time. Some businesses participating in
Austin's Adopt-a-School Program, a joint venture of the Chamber of Commerce and
the Austin Independent School District, have provided some release time to their
employees to participate in activities in the adopted schools This, however, is a way
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of pi oviding volunteers for specific projects rather than parental involvement in the
schools which their own children attend

Question 3 Do you think that some parents actual], choose to work for companies
which have more flexible arrangements so they can be more involved in their chil-
dren's lives and education? Are "rigid" employers screening out some potential
workers"

Answer. We did not gather systematic data relating to this question We have,
however, anecdotal evidence from our sample that many workers are referred to
employers by other workers already employed there, and that flexibility of leave
policies is a major factor considered On the other hand, we also encountered sever-
al instances of women choosing not to take supervisory positions in the anticipation
that it would require more time than they were willing to devote to work and take
away from their family General rigidity in leave policies has the effect of discourag-
ing or at least postponing the advancement of modiers of young children

THE JOHNS HOPKINS UNIVERSITY,
Balt,more MD, June 11, 1984

lion WILLIAM LEhMAN,
Select Committee on Children, Youth, and Families
Washington, DC

DEAR CONGRESSMAN LEHMAN: It was my pleasure to contribute information at
your hearings on "Improving American Education Roles for Parents."

In response to your question about "semi-volunteers," let me say that it is certain-
ly worthwhile to consider the benefits and costs of making paid positions available
in the schools their children attend. However, paid aides, volunteers, and minimal-
ly-paid semi-volunteers at the school building may not be the most important roles
for parents in improving children's education.

The important issue is to be clear which part of American education we have in
mind when we talk roles for pare,,t, There are ways to improve education by help-
ing the teachers do more efT"slx-e wort in the classroom, and there are ways to im-
prove education by helping the child-en on a one-to-one basis at home so that home-
work activities are completed with understanding and so that extra learning time at
home is spent on needed *Allis. These are two of many ways to improve education
with parent involvement, bL' these two have different short-term and long-term im-
plications

Research that measures effects (rather than opinions or hopes) shows that if the
aim is to improve the schools in the Lhort term, then even a few volunteers and
aides at the school may be important Volunteers, however, can be unreliable, and
may leave after a short time when their children change -hools or when the family
moves Thus, short-term help for the teacher with clerical or supervisory tasks, or
making the volunteers feel good about themselves may be all that can be expected.

If tie aim is to improve children's basic skills for the long-term, then all parents
need to have Information from the teachers about how they can monitor and assist
their own child at home or learning acti ties and homework. Teacher leadership to
involve all parents at home in learning actiities at home affects parents and stu-
dent achievement, as noted in my written testimony. If teachers can organize and
lead parents in appropriate help at home, more students whould be helped to pass
their grade mere should succeed in school knowir their parents a,rd teachers
are coordina'.ing basic skills learning, and few should hove to drop out of school.

The ions term potential of such help for all students and parents should not be
over looked in favor of the expedient and visible short-term activities of relatively
few parents at the school.

My position is different from several of the other witnesses at the hearing whose
programs emphasize bringing some parents to the school or having businesses re-
lease parents for an occasional conference with teachers. These types of programs
are ce ainly worthwhile, but have not been shown to have consistent effects on the
majority of parent attitudes and children's achievements. We should be clear that
programs that help a few parents become involved at school may not help all chil-
dren improve their skills in school.

The diverse opinions in favor of volunteer programs, release time by business, and
teacher leadership in involving all parents to assist with &rills needed at school, can
only be understood and made useful in policy decisions by federally supported re-
search and evaluation on the different types of programs. The research must be of
the sort that permits the measurement of effects on parents, students and teachers
of the different types of parent involvement so that teachers and administrators can
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predict the effects they will have when they choose one or another type of parent
involvement

I appreciate the opportunity to address this question because it clarifies how my
research differs from the other perspectives expressed at the hearing If there are
"ditonal questions in connection with the testimony, or if you or your staff want
any points clairified, I will be happy to respond

Sincerely yours,
JOYCE L. EPSTEIN, Director,

School Organization Program/Principal Research Scientist.

JULY 23, 1984
JOYCE EPSTEIN, PH D ,
Principal Research Scientist/Associate Professor of Sociology, Center for Social Orga-

nization of Schools, The Johns Hopkins University, Baltimore, D.
DEAR DR EPSTEIN' This is to express my appreciation for your appearance before

the Select Committee on Children, Youth, aid Families' Task Force r i Prevention
Strategies hearing, "Impoving American Education: Roles for Pare its." held in
Washington on June 7. Your participation contributed greatly to making the hear-
ing a sua.ess.

The Committee is now in the process of editing the transcript of the hearing for
publication. It would be helpful if you would go over the enclosed copy of your testi-
mony to assure that it is accurate, and return it L,, us with any necessary correc-
tions

In addition, Congressman William Lehman has asked that the following questions
be answr red for the record

1 You mentioned that teachers mire frequently encourage parent involvement
ditli young children. Is there any research evidence indicating that parent involve-
ment is less important for older children?

2 You told us that teachers who are "leaders" elicit invlovement from all par-
ents, not just the better-educated parents. Do all parents iaspond to teacher's re-
ouests? Do better educated parents (or less well educated parents) respond more fre-
quently?

3 How much does an average teacher learn about working with parents when
they are being trained to teach? Is "leadership" on the part of teachers something
that can be taught? What implications do the findings from your study have for pro-
posals to train and support teachers?

Once again, tne other members of the Committee and I appreciate your talchig
the time to give us the benefit of your experience.

Sincerely,
GEORGE MILLER, Cha.rinan,

Select Committee on Children, Youth, and Families.

THE JOHNS HOPKINS UNIVERSITY,
Baltimore, MD, August 2, 1984.

Hon GEOR:E MILLER,
Select Committee on Children, Youth, and Families,
Washington, DC.

DEAR CONGRESSMAN MILLER' Enclosed is the corrected copy of my testimony
before your committee's hearing, "Improving American Education: Roles for Par-
ents." Corrections have been made to clarify sentences that were hurriedly ex-
pressed when time was short. The corrected opy accurately reflects the research
results, and removes redundant clauses. he ontent of the text is not change' `oy
the corre-r`ions, nor is the length of the test, affected.

Also .dosed are the answers to the tons posed in your letter of 23
July, and a copy of my earlier letter in A a question asked at the hearing
by Congressman Lehman He re luested th, _ .vers be in writing because of the
lack of time at the hearing

It was a privilege to contribute to your committee's hearings. If I can be of fur-
ther assistance, please do not hesitate to contact me.

Sincerely your,
JOYCE L EF.7171N,

Principal Research Scientist/Associate Professor of Social Relations
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QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS SUBMITTED BY JOYCE L. EPSTEIN FROM CONGRESSMAN
MILLER'S LETTER OF JULY 23, 1984

Question I You mentioned that teachers more frequently encourage parent in-
volvement with young children. Is there any research evidence indicating that
parent involvement is less important for older children?

Answer. No, there is no reseach evidence about this We found that some teachers
continue to use parent involvement practices in learning activitias at home through
the elementary grades. In our study, on the average, and regardless of grade level,
children improved reading skills when their teachers involved parents in learning
activities at home. There are too few studies of upper elementary school students to
be confident about the results of our small study, and there are virtually no studies
of effects on students' achievement of parent involvement beyond the elementary
sch:Jol level.

We should remember that many parents continue to help their children with
school work and with attitudes about school and learning throughout the high
school years Those parents do so without guidance from the teacher. Research
shows that parent encouragement and support helps children to be more successful
in school, throughout their high school careers. But many parents of older children
do not know how to help their youngsters and too few teachers are trained to help
parents in this way

Research is very much needed on the varied kinds of pIent involvement and
their effects on students beyond the elementary school years. As children become
more independent, they can still benefit from parent attention and assistance in
school work The kinds of parent involvement may change as children get older, but
may still be very important for upper elementary, junior high or senior high school
students.

Question 2 You told us that teachers who are leaders elicit involvement from all
parents, not just the lesser educated parents. Do all parents respond to teacher's
requests? Do better educated parents (or less-well-educated parents) respond more
frequently?

Answer. In our research we found that when the teacher is a leader in the use of
parent involvement, all parents respond about equally to teacher's requests. Far ex-
ample, in teacherleader classrooms, better- and less-educated parents reported
about the same number and frequency of requests for involvement in learning ac-
tivities at home. In other teacher's classrooms, less-educated parents reported they
were asked by the teachers to help the children more often than was reported by
well educated parents. However, the non-leader teachers were more critical of the
helpfulness and follow-through of the less-educated parents and single parents In
contrast, teacher leaders rated all parents higher in helpfulness, and were especially
appreciative of the efforts of less-educated and single parents. The teacher leaders
seemed to conduct more equitable progra- s of parent involvement. They expected
all parents to help, and more often got the results they want from more- or less
educated parents, and from single and married parents. It was the teacher's leader-
ship, then, not the education level or the marital status of the parents, that deter-
mined parents' responses with parent involvement activities.

Question 3. How much does the average teacher learn about working with parents
when they are trained to teach? Is "leadership" on the part of the teacher some-
thing that can be taught? What complications do the findings from your study have
for proposals to train and support teachers?

Answer. There are few courses that teach teachers how to work with parents on
:earning activities at home. In a recent survey conducted by Stallworth and Wil-
liams, of 575 professors of education at colleges and universities with elementary
education programs, only 4% taught a course on "teacher-parent relations." About
half taught one or a few classes in which many aspects of parent and community
involvement are touched upon.

We found teat few, if any classes or courses are designed to help teachers to orga-
nize their instruction to systematically involve parents in learning activities to
achieve school goals. Currently, as many negative as positive attitudes towards par-
ents are taught to teachers in training. Often teachers are taught to avoid or to fear
parents.

In our sample of 3700 teachers about 15% of the teachers attributed the use of
their most useful parent involvement activity to a college course, college professor,
or reading in education. About 40% of the teachers who used any technique attrib-
uted their best parent involvement practice to ideas obtained from their principal,
another teacher, a parent, or their own experience as a teacher. So some teachers
are being taught by others to put emphases on parent involvement.
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In our study teacher "leadership" meant the frequent use J practices tho. ,n-
volve parents in learning activities at home, and the principal's recognition of the
teacher's skills in doing this The creative teacher who is a "natural leader" is a
special person whose skills probably cannot be readily duplicated among masses of
teachers However, research suggests that many ".achers who are not natural lead-
ers can be taught to be more effectiveto adopt ti.e techniques and the perspectives
of excellent teachers. Each can become a "leader" in their own practices, if not a
leader of other teachers

There are complications in training and supporting teachers in using parent in-
volvement because there is a lack of ,rover materials for teachers to use or to
model for their own classrooms; there is a lack of research on the nal effects of
articular parent involvement practices at different grade levels; and there is a lack
of school organization to support the long-term effort required to implement and
evaluate parent involvement programs.

Recent proposals for "master teacher" or "career ladder" plans could include new
responsbilities for master teachers in helping other teachers understand, implement
and evaluate parent involvement practices in different subject areas at different
grade levels. Some master teachers, who would earn more than less-experienced
teachers could be asked to assume a new role in which they manage many re-
sourcesincluding parents and other community resourcesto help students learn
more effectively But in addition to staff development of this sort, there will still be
need for more research and development activities to build a knowledge base about
effects of practices on students and parents at all levels of schooling.

JULY 23, 1984.
Mr ROBERT WOODSON,
National Center for Neighborhood Enterprises,
Washington, DC

DEAR MR WOODSON This is to express my appreciation for your appearance
before the Select Committee on Children, Youth, Families' Tasx Force an Pre-
vention Strategies hearing, "Improving American Education: Roles for Parents,"
held in Weshmgton on June 7 Your participation. contributed greatly to making the
hearing a success.

The Comm-gee is now in the process of editing the transcript of the hearing for
publication It would be helpful if you would go over the enclosed copy of your testi-
mony to assure that it is accurate, and ieturn it to us with any necessary correc-
tions

In addition, Congressman William Lehman has asked that the following questions
be answered for the record:

1 You report that the National Center has surveyed more than 250 neighborhood,
Independent schools Out of a population of how many? Are they mainly primary,
elementary or secondary9

2 Would you give us a few specific examples of how parents are involved in oper-
ating and supporting independent schools, and some of their effects on the schooling
process9

3 Have innovative and successful practices of your school or neighborhood
schools, in general been shared and perhaps adopted by the larger school systems
where the schools are located9 If so car, you give us some examples?

Once again, the other members cf the Committee and I appreciate your taking
the time to give us the benefit of your Pxperiem e

Sincerely,
GEORGE MILLER, Chairman,

Select Committee on Children, Youtt and Families

NATIONAL CENTER FOR NEIGHBORHOOD ENTERPRISE,
Washington, DC August 1, 1984.

Hon GEORGE MILLER,
Chairman, Select Committee on Children, Youth, and Families,
Washington, OC

DEAR CONGRESSMAN MILLER Enclosed is the edited transcript of my statement
before your committee on June 7th and a copy of our interim project report on inde-
pendent schools

In response to Congressman Lehman's questions.
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NCNE staff has identified approximately 250 independent schools and the number
of existing schools is unknown Most schools are primary and elementary although
there are a few secondary.

Parental involvement is key to the success of many independent schools A few
examples:

Tom Escuela (School), Guadalupe, Arizona, is a trilingual and tricultural school,
where 45 percent of the population in the town are Yaqui Indian and 55 percent
Hispanic The school was founded ten years ago but parents who were boycotting
the public school in response to its desegregation efforts Instruction is completely in
English one day and in Spanish the next Twice a week, parents come in to teach
the Yaqui language

Bruce-Guadalupe School, Milwaukee, Wisconsin, is a bilirgual school with primar-
ily Hispanic and black students. Two-thirds of the directors are parents and one-
third community members The staff generally reflects the composition of he stu-
dent population.

St. Thomas Community School in New York City is successful in taking children
who have been negatively labeled in the public schools as underachievers or chil-
dren with disciplinary problems and preparing them fir some of the best high
schools in the city The parents are the policymakers, who also screen and approve
staff. Some of the parents have been encouraged to pursue higher education, and
even welfare parents can receive assistance to keep their cnildren in school through
a unique fundraising program

One outcome of NCNE's involvement with independent schools has been the op-
portunity for school leaders to net and talk with each other and exchange ideas
and techniques We a:e using experienced administrator /teachers from one school
as technical assistant experts in another A teacher from Philadelphia, for example,
is working with a school in New York to improve administrative practices

I appreciate the opportunity to testify before your committee If you have any
questions, please do not hesitate to call

Very truly yours,
ROBERT L. WoonsoN, Presilent

NATIONAL CENTER FOR NEIGHBORHOOD ENTERPRISE

SEPTEMBER 1983

ALTERNATIVE EDUCATIONAL OPTIONS FOR MINORITIES AND THE POOR

(An Interim Project Report by Joan Davis Ratteray)

A recent survey by the National Center for Neighborhood Enterprise has identi-
fied more than 250 independent neighborhood schools nationwide Informed esti-
mates suggest that the actua; total number is much greater These are schools meet-
ing the academic and social needs of Black, Hispanic, American Indian, and Asian-
American children, primarily in urban neighborhoods In-depth site visits to verify
reported findings have been conducted to 40 sites to date, with addition& visits
pending

BACKGROUND

Many parents of minority and poor children are disillusioned by the lack of qua'
ity in traditional public school systemsespecially large inner-city schools Parents
see their children trapped in an educational system that promises low-achievement
It is clear that public school systems do rot respond efficiently or effectively to
many of the basic educational needs of rn ay inner-city underachieving poor chil-
dren These children never learn basic reading, writing, and computation skills

Consequently, a large number of students lose interest in education and drop out,
or are "pushed out" after 12 years of inadequate formal schooling The rise in youth
unemployment is directly related to this ineffective schooling Youngster; are not
equipped for economic survival or jobs, and cannot compete in a rapidly changing
technological society

As the educational debate rages on about issues of forced busing, merit pay for
teachers and bilingual education, the widespread failure by education..1 inst. tutions
continues to have a crippling effect on students

There is evidence, however, that neighborhood self-help i esponses to thes, allures
hold promise Across the Unite(' States, many parents of poor and minority children
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are controlling the education of their children, by choosing neighborhood-based pri-
vate schools

They are enrolling their children in private schools that operate almost exclusiYe-
ly on tuition and modest community fundraisingoften at great financial sacri-
ficeusing welfare checks, depending on family and friends for tuition, by working
multiple jobs or using weekends to supplement educational objectives. Many have
found a way to escape the educational crises Neighborhood parents have found or
created schools that respond to their needs. They are finding committed educato s
to help their children succeed. While these parents generally do not seek to replree
the role of the public school in the education of all minonties, they do seek to estab-
lish alternatives that can be nurtured into viable institutions that can make valua-
ble and equal contributions In the process they hope to be able to influence policy-
makers to redirect some of the public resources in a more equitable manner.

These independent schools are meeting the challenges of educating minority and
poor children; NCNE would like to assist in harnessing this rich and vital national
resource

The Center has found that often these independent schools lack endowed academ-
ic and social programs. Instead, they are often located in inadequate physical facili-
ties in some of the poorest inner-city neighborhoods. Yet, teaching and learning in
these schools are unparalleled.

Most of he schools have curricula guided by a formal cultural or religious doc-
trine that provides educational discipline. Coursework includes high level math and
foreign language instructions at early grade levels Most schools have a formal pro-
gram in computer literacy Foreign languages include Spanish, French, Ki Swahili,
Chinese, Latin and Arabic. The schools provide global awareness to their students
who will have to compete in a world outside of their environments

Reading and writting skills are emphasized and the acedemic performance of stu-
dents is measured periodically by standardized tests.

The National Center for Neighborhood Enterprise intends to promote the growth
and development of these schools by publicizing their accomplishments, providing
forums for exchange of ideas and technical expertise, creating a data bank to serve
as a resource for policy analysis and achieve development.

PRELIMINARY REPORT

Following is a summary of the findings resulting from NCNE's first site visits in
July and September 1983:

Most schools consider themsel 813 "independent academic preparatory institu-
tions," rather than "traditional" ur "cultural" institutions;

Most are indigenous to and located in low-income areas of cities and towns, how-
ever, weekend schools are usually outside of cities;

At least 35 states are represented in the survey;
Students

The average enrollment is about 200 students, ranging from a low of 22 to a high
of over 800,

'he average length of a student's enrollment is three years, with a range of two
to even years,

Most schools provide instruction from preschool through 8th grade There. are
some high schools;

About half of the schools have an "open door' policy, and most require either in-
house or standardized testing or both for placement,

Many of the schools have a waiting list and cannot ccommodate addtional stu-
dents at this time, while others are still capable of 'rime-hate expansion,

Many of the graduates continue on to private schools, some on scholarships The
majority, however, go on to specialized or selective public high schools;

A few schools have formal post-graduation tracking of students' further academic
or career accomplishments Many ate beginning to institute such proceedings Some
rely on informal parental, student feedback and feedback from other schools
Staff

In most cases, teachers have undergraduate degrees, many have graduate degrees,
and some have graduate credits A few, however, specifically reject the notion of tra-
ditional credentials, focusing inste ' on demonstrated ability to teach, ideological or
cultural empathy, and a dedication to the development of the children,

A majority of the teachers live within the community served by the school, and
are of the same ethnic/cultural background (but not necessarily the same religious
background) as the children they teach,

38-3A6 0-81-- -A
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Some schools have teachers who are alumni and have earned degrees at tradition-
al universities and have come back to teach in the school,

Very few have vole-iteers in teaching capacities;
Many teachers are former public school teachers or administrators

Year started
Most of the schools were started in the mid-1970s, some in the mid-1960s, Muslim

schools trace their origins to 1930 and others came into existence in the early
1900s

Physical structure
Many schools own their own buildings and have plans for expansion;
The structures generally are located in converted single-family dwellings or town-

houses, former public school buildings, and one occupies two floors of a cente7-city
office building;

Most schools have a modest library and a playing area for their students; on the
other hand, schools tend to share gymnasiums with other nearby institutions;

Frequently the physical plants are in need of new* and painting, some need new
major systems stch as for heating and cooling
Parents

Most schools have parental groups that participate in school programs and sup-
port the schools financially with in -kind services and significant fundraising activi-
ties;

Curricula
Most of the schools are state accredited or licensed where applicable in their

states,
All of the schools appear to have a cultural philosophy or religious doctrine that

provides a context and purpose for the acquisition of knowledge;
All schools start foreign language instruction at an early grade level. Many teach

Spanish or French, a few Arabic, Chinese or Latin; and the Pan-Africian schools
Swahili,

Sciences and higher math are introduced at very early ages
One school introduces biology to fourth and fifth grade students;
Another school uses its 24 computer lab in a community summer outreach pro-

gram;
Science fairs, reading competition, and educational trips support the cumcula;

Source of funds
Most of the schools are supported by tuition, some report 60 to 90 percent of their

income from tuition, while a few only 40 percent and less; the range in fees were
from $800 a year to over $2,000.

The remaining income comes from foundations, churches, community organiza-
tions, or parental fundraising efforts In -kin.) contributions are common, while gov-
ernment support though block grants from offices of education to non-public schools
is utilized occasionally

SUMMARY OF INTERVIEWS

How did you get started?
Many parents and/or teachers were dissatisfied with the quality of education and

the educational environment in urban public schools,
Some separated from traditional institutions (preschools, elmentary schools, or

high schools), sometimes losing or rejecting funding by a religious organization on
which they were dependent to become more self-reliant in designing their school
curricul-,

Many were started specifically because of perceived over,. racism by public or pri-
vate school administrators
What have been some of your biggest successes'

The most common response was the rewarding feeling of seing a child start out
several grades behind and then catch up with or surpass their peers in traditional
schools by several grades;

Some were simply grateful that they were able to stay open or experience rapid
growth in a short period of time, or get parents and the community involved in the
school

Some felt that the school programs relieved much of the loneliness and isolation
experienced it traditional schooling,
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What have been some of your setbacks?
The most common response was not having enough funds to provide competitive

salaries for teachers or to provide equipment and materials for programs,
If you had to do it over, what would you do differently?

Most people responded "nothing," some would not begin unless they had more
secure advance funding and a few would never do it again at any price.
What is the future of alternative :chools?

Generally.
The schools will continue to grow, and independent schools are on the "upswing;"
People are beginning to see that alternative schools have a legitimate right to

exist and want to begin outreach programs
Only a few were nut optimistic
With community support?
Minority businesses should be encouraged to g;,';, donations to help minority

schools;
Families often rely on welfare checks to pay tuition;
Families demonstrate active involvement only after they see what their children

are achieving;
Sometimes communities resist becoming involved until the school proves itself;
Many public institutions do not share their facilities even though many of these

alternative programs serve the educational needs of these children.
Relating to public schools
Some felt that private schools played a positive and cooperative role with public

schools, while others saw themselves in an adver3e posture
How much more growth do you want?

Most schools are prepared to expand slowly, adding either the next lowest or next
highest grade year by year;

Some are aggressively positive in their approach to unlimited expansion;
Some prefer to remain as they are for the present time.

What do you need to strengthen your organization?
Some cited specific programs in writing skills, analytical thinking, verbal commu-

nication, sciences, computers, or advanced mathematics;
Most wanted their existing staff to receive further training, not new staff, while

others wanted administrative assistance;
Rel ]bilitation of the physical plant, the purchase of instructional equipment and

library books were often cited;
Measurement instruments for achievement would be appreciated by most, while

some were interested in developing the data base needed to evaluate measurement
instruments in the curricula;
What do you feel about vouchers and tutition tax credits?

Vouchers were widely acclaimed as having significant promise f .r helping inde-
pendent schools, as well as for making public schools more accountable;

Tuition tax credits were seen often to be irrelevant to the constituencies of these
schools, who have small tax habilties, However, many felt the idea has brought
more visibility to the concept of supporting parental choice,

Almost all of the schools would reject government financial suport if it meant
that the schools would have to compromise their academic or cultural/religious
agenda;

Few parents and administrators seem to understand the technical issues sur-
rounding either vouchers or tutition tax credits, because they said most were too
busy struggling for survival to initiate an investigation of these subjects However,
most wanted more information and discussion on the issues,

INDEPENDENT NEIGHBORHOOD SCHOOLS' SELECTED DATA (As OF SEPTEMBER 1983)
NCNE PROJECT DIRECTOR' JOAN D RATTERAY

Year started Most from 1965 to 1975 Some from 1900 to 1930
Enrollment: Average 200, Range 22 vo 1,000
Grades: Generally K-8; Some preschool and 12th grade
Length of stay: From 3 to 7 years
Tuition' $855 to $2,500 Sorge free
Schools in survey over 250
States represented 35
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Site visits to date 40
Schools tentatively reported in selected areas
California. 24
D C 14
Flor:da 23
Illinois 33
New York 43
Pennsylvania 30

Juts 23, 1984
MS KAREN COLEMAN,
Coordinator of Community Relations and Public Information,
School Board of Seminole County, Sanford, FL

DEAR Ms. COLEMAN: This is to express my appreciation for your appearance
before the Select Committee on Children, Youth, and Families' Task Force on Pre-
vention Strategies hearing, "Improving American Education Roles for Parents,"
held in Washington on June 7 Your participation contributed greatly to making the
hearing a success.

The Committee is now in the process of editing the transcript of the hearing for
publication. It would be helpful if you would go over the enclosed copy of your testi-
mony to assure that it is accurate, and return it to us with any necessary correc-
tions

In addition, Congressman William Lehman has asked that the following questions
be answered for the record

1 Florida passed legislation requiring parent participation in schools' educational
programs Is this the real "push" behind Seminole County's parent involvement pro-
gram? Was the state mandate necessary to get things moving?

2 You indicated that free child care was provided through the Dividend program
How important is that in allowing parents to get involved in school activities?

3 You mentioned that employers allow release time for employees who are par-
ents and other resource persons to get involved in the schools. How dic: this practice
get started9 How formal are these policies on the part of individual companies? Has
your school board and administration adopted any formal statement to encourage
and support these efforts9

Once again, the other members of the Committee and I appreciate your taking
the time to give us the benefit of your experience.

Sincerely,
GEORGE MILLER, Chairman,

Select Committee on Children, Youth, and Families.

ANSWERS TO QUESTIONS PUT TO KAREN COLEMAN, SEMINOLE COUNTY, FLORIDA

1 The need for state or federal statutes dealing with citizen participation
Answer. The Florida legislature in 1976 and 1979 passed legislation which re-

quires that parent participation be an integral part of every school district's educa-
tional program Additional statutes have dealt with citizen participation through
school volunteer programs

This legislation gave impetus and immediacy to the efforts of meaningfully involv-
ing citizens in education Legislation also provided resources needed to implement
and develop participation programs. Education, training, recognition, and the pro-
viding of needed materials and supplies are immediate needs for participation pro-
grams

State and federal statutes which set goals and provide the resources for meeting
those goals could be of invaluaule assistance as school systems implement citizen
participation programs.

2 The fact that in Seminole County 19 day care centers provide free day care
How is it done

Answer Free child care for our school volunteers has been especially helpful in
the recruitment of parents with preschool children at home. At the present time 19
child care centers in our county provide one free day of child care per week for vol-
unteers assisting in our school system

At the beginning of each school year our Dividends school volunteer office con-
tacts ch Id care centers throughout the county asking for their assistance with this
effort This program provides obvious benefits to the ^i ^ol system, is a dynamic
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partnership between the school system and the child care centers, and provides very
valuable and positive word of mouth advertising for the participating centers

3 850 speakers participating in a Community Resource Program. Release time
from work.

Answer More than 850 citizens in Seminole County participate in the Community
Resource Program and make presentations to classes throughout the county They
speak on their careers, some special interest, knowledge or experience, the free en-
terprise system, travel, and so forth Last year 1,234 presentations were made to
children in classrooms in our county on topics from accounting to Zimbabwe. The
majority of these speakers participate through release time provided by employers
Many businesses have employers on staff with the responsibility to make presenta-
tions to community groups. As teachers work to enrich their curriculum they often
request a Resource speaker on a certain topic. Businesses and individuals with ex-
pertise in that area are then contacted with the request for such a presentation for
that class and ether classes in the county.

Most employers permit this wonderful participation by employees on an informal
basis, accommodating every request received. Other employers specify the number
of presentations their employees will be able to make during the year. Their Com-
munity Resource Program coordinator tries to minimize the imposition on any one
business by constantly recruiting additional speakers.

The school board of Seminole County has implemented three policies dealing with
citizen participating. Policy 2 021 names Dividends as the official school volunteer
program and requires training opportunities for all volunteers. Policy 8.002 man-
dates a local school advisory committee in every school and a district advisory com-
mittee to assist advisory committees throughout the district. Policy 8.009 encourages
the formation of parent/te-,cher organizations and states that the schools' principals
should assume active roles in working with the group.

PREPARED STATEMENT OF DOROTHY RICH, ED. D , PRESIDENT, THE HOME AND SCHOOL
INSTITUTE

With all due respect to the recent reports on the state of our naton's education, I
want to point out that the perspectives and solutions in these reports are school-
based They do not address actions that need to be taken by schools to work with
the home That's why this hearing today is so important I congratulate you for
scheduling it

What is needed are real connections between the educational forces of the school,
the home and community in which children live Just as good health depends on
more than medical care, education depends on more than schooling

There is already a great deal known about the importance of the family as educa-
tor The reseaich is very clear. What isn't clear is why the focus fo. and the respon-
sibility for educational reform continue almost exclusively on the school when the
family is a vital educational force.

Schools depend upon the homethe children and their attitudes And overall,
schools have not yet worked with the home or with other community agencies in a
concerted, systematic manner.

The National Education Association (NEA) recognizing the need for leadership
and for action to build an educational partnennip with the home, s initiating with
the Home and School Institute (HSI) a pilot 'leacher-Parent Partnership Program in
12 school districts in fall 1984 This program will directly involve families in an edu-
cational role with their children. Teachers will receive training and materials to use
the HSI method to provide home teaching which complementsnot duplicates
roles for teachers and families. This is the first announcement of this program
Complete details will be forthcoming in early fall.

The NEA/HSI Teacher-Parent Partnership Program's goal is to enhance student
academic progress through strengthened relationships among schools, families, and
the community Based on the results of the first year's experience, the program will
be spread to more communities across the nation.

The work of the Institute which I blinded 20 years ago has been devoted in large
part to developing a parent-as-teacher strategy which can be used by all parents in
their homes with their own children. We build programs Sased on assuming family
strengthsnot deficits. Our demonstration programs employ a preventive, self-help
approach This provides a structured home education program which uses the
unique resources of the home without duplicating the work of the school. Research
has documented positive effects for children. It has also shown that these programs
work for a wide range of families, including those who have little time, little money
and little formal education
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HSI learning activities are written and presented in ,uch a way that parents
know exactly what to do They are encouraged to use their own creativity and
they're told that they can do nothing wrong After a while, they start making up
their own activities, and so do the children Examples. Measure for rieasure, Cata-
log Shopping Spree, Current Events Wall, Morning Messages. These activities indi-
vidualize education in a meaningful and very personal way at home HSI programs
extend from kindergarten through juiiior high

Families must see themselves as teachers. This takes nothing away from the
schools All families are the most important teachers of their children. Our ap-
proach builds a complementary, non-adversarial partnership combining the
strengths of the home and the strengths of the schools As a school person for 25
years, I have great respect for the work of the school. But while the school as an
institution is powerful and needs and deserves our support, it just can't be as potent
as the family.

So much is known about the statistics about single parents and working mothers
that these needs not be repeated here What may not be widely understood is that
while these statistics show change, they do not necessarily show weakness. The In-
stitute, in its programs around the country, has found strengths in all families. We
have found that virtually all homes, no matter whether rich or poor, are citadels of
care and concern for children

We know that families are important We know that families care. We know that
teachers care and want to be effective We know that a growing number of families
and schools are feeling vulnerable in the face of so many changes today. And we
know that support is needed to help families and schools identify their strengths
and to build upon them

A question that needs to be addressed is not how to use the chool to strengthen
the family, but how to use the potency and impact of the family to strengthen the
school Research has clearly shown that the efforts of schools which do not involve
families do not result in sustained achievement for children. What is needed is a
real and substantive partnership between home and school. And this needs to
happen now. The NEA/HSI project is a major step, but more can be done now.

The HSI system has been tested, and our home education programs could work
more widely for more people One answer is to use institutions that already have
direct access to large numbers of parents It's possible to envision that supermarkets
and gas stations could hand out home learning activities as "premiums" for their
customers Employers can build employee productivity by providing home learning
materials for parents that will help them organize their home lives so their minds
can be more fully on task at the job

Newspapers, radio and television can encourage home education programs, and
school systems can be involved Home learning "spots" could be provided as regular,
brief features on radio, television, and in the newspapers. Self-help is now popular.
OL radio, a trip on teaching reading or math in the kitchen could be shared in 30
seconds. On television, one minute "ads" can show an easy science experiment in
the back yard or a math question at the gas station. It's not just public service; it's
also good business

The growing technology in individual homes also means that computer software
can be used to carry the message and show the practice of home education.

To carry the mes-age and practice of home learning, more school systems need to
become involved This will happen when:

a) More school personnel become aware of the research that indicates the critical
importance of the home as an educational institution.

(b) More educators receive training in working with families, including grandpar-
ents, as home teachers.

(c) A portion of legislatively mandated funds requires that teachers receive this
training and provide teachers with funds to participate in these programs to build
home-school educational partnership

Parent involvement is something everybody wants, but little is done about it. In-
creased funding for schools may call for more tests or smaller classes. But where is
the basic funding to provide teachers with training for work with parents or for
staff to generate parent involvement?

In comparison with costs for other improvements in education, working with fam-
ilies is a real bargain. It's a bargain because its makes use of the work of parents
and others in the home It is a bargain because it works . . but not enough people
know it

HSI has a long record of service and experience with thousands of families and
schools across the ration From this experience come 11 basic policy and program
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recommendations A paper contain'ag these recommendations is available irom the
Institute, Special Projects, 1201 16t.i St N W , Washington, D.0 20036.

HSI programs and materials include:
Basic Skills Achievement. The HSI Home Learning Study and its Relationship to

First Grade Achievement; Project HELP (Home Education ',earning Program);
AHEAD (Accelerating Home Education and Development); Families Learning To-
gether

Bilingual Education. Teacher and Parent Training for School Success.
Career Education: Job Success Begins at "-tame.
Prevention of Child Abuse. Success for Ft milies.
Senior Citizens Home-School Volunteer Corps
Special Education: Parent-School Partnership

[Statement for the record.]

INSIGHTS FROM PARENTS AND EDUCATORS REGARDING
PARENT INVOLVEMENT IN EDUCATION: SOME

IMPLICATIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

Submitted ai written testimony to the Task Force
On Prevention Strategies, United States House of
Representatives' Select Committee mi Children,

Youth, and Families for its records.
July 7, 1989

PARENT INVOLVEMENT IN EDUCATION PROJECT

(By David L Williams, Jr., Ed D., project director; John T. Stallworth, Ph.D , re-
search associate, Southwest Educational Development Laboratory Austin, Tex ,
and Preston C Kronkosky, Ph.D., executive director)

A INTRODUCTION

The Parent Involvement in Education Project is issuing funding from the Nation-
al Institute of Education to achieve two major goals First, it is establishing a re-
search base of information regarding involvement from parents as well as
educators. Second, it is issuing this of information deve'op guidelines and
strategies for training t achers in the area of parent involveme . as well as for im-
proving the success of parent involvement programs as suggested by the research
information base

B STUDY BACKGROUND

Parent involvement in education became a significant public issue with the
advent of such federal programs as Head Start, Follow through, and Title One. The
emphasis in these programs centered on having parents take a more active role in
all aspects of their operations or activities Although the intentions regarding
parent involvement were admirable, this kind of p .rent involvement was destined
to encounter difficulties for several reasons.

First, the definitions of parent involvement varied among these programs, which
subjected the concept to various interpretations. Second, very little information ex-
isted regarding the attitudes of parents and educators toward such involvement.
Third, there was a paucity of knowledge about the kinds of training parents and
educators had or needed for successful parent involvement efforts. Fourth, much of
the rationale for parent involvement in these programs condemned or ignored past
as well as existing efforts in schools. Fifth, the proposed focus on parent involve-
ment neither built upon existing strengths nor anticipated accurately the potential
barriers.

Sixth, very little information was available regarding either preferences for spe-
cific parent involvement roles or the kinds of parent involvement activities existing
in schools or programs Much of the parent involvement literature portrayed par-
ents taking part in education only through roles that supported the status quo of
schools There was no broad emphasis on parents as decision-makers, co-learners,
advocates,rtners in the educational process. Though the emerging federal ef-
forts espoused such involvement roles for parents, their acceptance was slow in
these programs and even slower with respect to education as a whole.

The Parent Involvement in Education Project is based on the tenet that to im-
prove the quality and effectiveness of our public schools, parents and educators
must develop more of a collegial or collaborative relationship regarding educational
issues and concerns as opposed to an adversarial one. In order to help determine
what the prospects were for bringing such a relationship to fruition, the Project as
parents and educators about their opinions cone ning various aspects of parent in-
volvement.
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A written questionnaire was developed and used to gather this parent involve-
ment information Parents and educators in a six-state region were surveyed The
states included Arkansas, Mississippi, Louisiana, New Mexi 3, Oklahoma, and
Texas. National, state and, local organizations of parents and educators assisted the
project with its survey. Descriptive statistics, especially percentages, frequencies,
and means, were produced to report patterns of responses to items in the survey.
These statistics also served as a basis for comparing the similarities and differences
of responses from the groups

The major dimensions of each study included '1) general attitudes about parent
involvement, (2) parent involvement in school r < 'en-making, (3) parent involve-
ment roles, (4) current parent involvement praLtices ui ctivities, and (5) parent in-
volvement as part of teacher training. In general, re tit .ducators, teachers, and
principals were asked about how useful parent involve/la. was along these dimen-
sions. Parents were queried as to how interested they were in these aspects of
parent involvement. School governance officials were asked about policies and/or
technical assistance with respect to these kinds of parent involvement.

Parent involvement at the elementary school level was the focus of this study.
Subjects included teacher educators, principals, teachers, parents, school superin-
tendents, school board presidents, and state department of education (SEA) officials.
The response rate from sample populations of each group was as follows: parents
43 4% (2,083); teacher educators 60 5% (575); teachers 43.7% (873); principals 48.6%
(729); school superintendents 46.5% (1,200); school board presidents 27.4% (664); and
state education agency officials K..3% (30)

C. SUMMARY OF RESULTS

1 Attitudes Subjects were asked to indicate the extent to which they agreed or
disagreed with a set of statements about parent involvement

Overall, a majority of the teacher educators were favorable in their responses to
the general concept of parent involvement. In particular, they agreed strongest that
(a) parent involvement in all school matters needs increasing, (b) teachers need
extra training for parent involvement, (c) teachers should confer with parents about
home life, (d) parents are usually cooperative with teachers, and (e) parents would
help children more at home if they knew what to do.

Teacher educators strongly disagreed that (a) parents wanted involvement should
get a college degree, (F) teachers are too overburdened to work with parents, (c) in-
volving low income parents is unrealistic, (d) training teachers for parent involve-
ment should not be an undergraduate priority, and (e) parents do more harm than
good by helping chisdren with school work.

Principals and teachers also were positive in their general response to the impor-
tance and value of parent involvement. The majority were in strong agreement with
(a) teachers providing parents with ideas to help children at home with school work,
(b) teachers taking on too many parental respersibilities, (c) principals providing
teachers with parent involve.nent guidelines, (d) involving teachers in school policy
decisions and (e) requiring a parent involvement course for undergraduates in ele-
mentary education.

The strongest disagreements by principals and teachers were expressed with
regard to statements about (a) teachers being too overburdened to work with par-
ents, (b) teachers not needing to be trainad fo: parent evolvement, (c) teachers not
conferring with parents about children's home life, (d) parents evaluating teachers,
and (e) parents evaluating principals.

A majority of parents agreed strongest with such parent involvement ideas as (a)
making sure their children do homework, (c) feeling at ease during school visita-
tions, (d) taking responsibility for getting invol'ing at school, and (e) wanting teach-
ers to send more information home about classroom activities.

The strongest disagreement expressed by most parents was toward the ideas that
(a) they have little to do with their children's school success, (b) they do not have
time for involvement with school activities, (c) teachers are too busy to also work
with parents, (d) homework consumes too much family time, and (e) they are not
trained enough to help make school decisions.

Among the school governance persons surveyed (superintendents, presidents and
SEA officials), their strongest agreement regarding parent involvement in general
was toward (a) teachers providing parents with ideas about helping children with
school assignments, (b) teachers considering working with parents as part of their
job, (c) including teachers in curriculum and instruction decisions, and (d) principals
providing teachers with suggestions for working with parents.

Superintendents strongly agreed that parents nxd training before they are in-
volved in school decision-making. But board presidents more strongly agreed with
parents taking the initiative for getting involved in schools. However, SEA officials
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voiced stronger agreement for school districts providing principals and teachers
with guidelines for parent involvement.

Superintendents, board presidents, and SEA officials were unanimous in their
strong disagreement with having (a) parent involvement in school administrative
decisions, (b) parent involvement with either teacher or principal evaluation, (c)
parent involvement only occurring through organizations, like PTA, and (d) parent
involvement only occurring through organizations, like PTA, and (d) parent involve-
ment having little effect on their children's academic success.

2. Decgstons.Parents were asked to indicate the extent to which they had an in-
terest in being involved with selected school decisions. Teachers, teacher educators,
superintendents, board presidents and SEA officials were asked to what extent it
would be useful to have parents' input regarding these decisions. With the exception
of teacher educators, a majority of all groups most favored having parents involved
in such decisions as (1) amount of homework assigned their children, and (2) placing
their children in special education. Teacher educators, along with teachers, princi-
pals, and schooi governance persons, indicated that it would be moet useful to in-
volve parents in school desegregation /integration plans. However, parents did not
consider this a priority interest area.

A majority of the narents, superintendents, board presidents, and SEA officials
considered it most useful to have parents involved in decisions about evaluating how
well their children are learning and about disciplining of their own children. Nei-
ther teacher educators, teachers, nor principals concurred with such involvement by
parents. Teachers and principals indicated it was more useful to involve parents
with decisions concerning (a) if family problems are affecting school performance
and (d) how to provide sex role instruction as well as sex education.

Participation h decisions eiout the selection of textbooks and other learning ma-
terials was of me it interest to parents also but not considered useful by most of the
other groups surveyed. Teacher educators indicated that parents should have input
on such decisions as (a) multicultural/bilingual emphasis, (b) curriculum subject
matter and (c) setting student promotion/retention standards, but not final author-
ity. Rather, teacher educators considered it moet useful to have parents make final
decisions only regarding whether family problems are affecting school performance.

Decisions with respect to the hiring/firuig of school staff were those most parents
were least interested in being involved with the most educators indicated this as one
of the least useful decisions with which parents should be involved. Among other
decisions teachers and principals also considered least useful for parents to be in-
volved in were (a) assignments of teachers in schools, (b) evaluating teacher per-
formance, and (c) selecting teaching methods. School governance persons, teachers,
and principals indicated it would also be least useful to involve parents in decisions
about setting priorities for school budgets.

Selecting teaching materials, deciding on curriculum emphases, helping to evalu-
ate pupils, and selecting teaching methods were least useful areas for parent deci-
sion-making according to responses from most school governance persons and teach-
er educators. A majority of parents Rlso were least interested in being involved with
decisions about including more multicultural/bilingual education in education and
decisions regarding school desegregation plans and increased sex role teaching.

3. Roles. - -Subjects were provided with a list of seven parent involvement roles.
Parents were asked to indicate the extent to which they had an interest in partici-
pating in such roles. Educators were asked to indicate the importance of having par-
ents take part in these roles.

The majority of parents and educators were strongest in their support for such
roles as (a) "Audience", (b) "Home Tutor," and (c) "School Program Supporter" (See
Table 1). The role of least interest or importance, as indicated by parents and educa-
tors respectively, was that of "Paid School Staff." Most teachers, principals, superin-
tendents, and board presidents indicated that having parents in the role of ' Advo-
cate" was not too important. However, SEA officials considered this role ae being
very important and parents were very interested in such role.

A majonty of the SEA officials, superintendents, and school board presidents con-
sider parents in the role of "Co-learner" and school board preidents consider par-
ents in the role of "Co-learner" as also not being important. Teachers and principals
indicated a more neutral response overall about the importance of this role. Most
parents indicated that they were definitely interested in this kind of role.

A majority of the teachers, principals, superintendents, and board presidents indi-
cated that the role of "Decision-maker" was not an important one for parents. Con-
versely, most parents expressed a strong interest for participating in this role. Like-
wise, most SEA officials viewed this role as being a very important one for parents.

Overall, parents expressed a much stronger interest in participating in the "Audi-
ence," "Home Tutor, 'Sciitiol Program Supporter," "Advocate,"Co-Learner," and
"Decurior-wlaker" roles that educators considered as being important. Among the
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educator groups, SEA officials tended to indicate more importance to these roles
than did the other groups

4. Activities (Current Practrces).A list of parent involvement activities was pro-
vided in this section of this survey. Teachers, principals, superintendents end board
presidents were ,sked to indicate how typical these activities were of their schools.
Parents had to indicate those they participated in most often. SEA officials indicat-
ed which were most likely to be a focus of the technical assistance ,,hey offered to
school districts.

"Attending school activities" (e.g open house), ''Atten parert-teacher confer-
ences," and "Helping children with school homework" ... the activities most typi-
cal as indicated by educators, most likely to be offered 'Is teciir:est! assistance by
SEA officials, and most often participated in by parents. Teachers, kzinc als, super-
intendents, and board presidents indicated that .haperoning for schoo, ,ctivities"
and "holding school support fundraisers" (e.g. pot-luck suppers) v e*.e also a common
activity but neither parents nor SEA officials indicated the same.

Parents also consider d "Visiting the schook" and "Taking part in PTA meet-
ings" as most typical of the activities in which they participate. None of the educa-
tor groups rated these as most typical. SEA officials also most likely offered techni-
cal assistance for "Getting parents to identify school needs" and Geeing parents to
assist with establishing school goals." However, parents did not indicate these as
being activities they take part in most and educators did not view these as being
most typical in their schools.

"Hiring/firing of school staff," "Evaluation of School Staff," "Planning curricu-
lum and instruction activities," and "Assisting with school budgets" were the activi-
ties least typical in schools, least often participated in by parents, and least offered
as topics of technical assistance by SEA officials. A majority of teachers and princi-
pals indicated the "Participation in pupil evaluation" was also least typical in their
schools. Most superintendents and board presidents also indicated that "Parent par-
ticipation in home tutor training" was least likely to be offered in their schools.

5. Other Findings of Interest
a. Teacher Training for Parent Involvement: A majority of the parents and educa-

tors strongly agreed that not only should teachers be trained for parent involve-
ment, but also that, where possible, the training should be in a course at the under-
graduate level. While most teacher educators indicated that they most often dealt
with parent involvement through such activitiv*r as role playing, laboratory experi-
ences, participation in parent-teacher conferences, and having student teachers
work with parent volunteers, most teachers and principals think more is needed.
This would include (1) talking with inservice teachers about parent involvemen , (2)
involvement in school activities with parents, (3) being involved with parent organi-
zations, and (4) participation in principal-teacher-parent conferences.

b Responsibility for Parent Involvement: A majority of educators and parents
strongly agreed that teachers need to provide parents witn ideas about helping chil-
dren with school work at home and that principals should give teachers guidelines
for parent involvement. However, school governance persons agreed most with prin-
cipals, not teachers, taking the initiative to get parents involved. However, most
principals agreed that parents should la& "-le initiative to become involved.

A majority of the parents strongly agreed that they should be responsible for get-
ting more involved in their children's schools. Most superintendents and SEA offi-
cials strongly agreed that school districts need to provide teachers and principals
with parent involvement guidelines. However, neither superintendents, board presi-
dents, nor SEA officials wanted state departments of education to provide parent
involvement guidelines for school districts. Finally, most teachus saw increasing
parent involvement in schools as the principal's responsibility.

c Existence of Parent Involvement Policies: School governing officials were asked
to indicate to what extent written parent involvement policies existed in their dis-
tricts or agencies A majority of these officials indicated that wntten parent involve-
ment policies were available mostly for such areas as (1) placement of children in
special education, (2) informing parents of children's violation of the district/school
discipline policy, and (3) participating in some decisions regarding certain education-
al programs such as Bilingual Education, Follow Through, Head Start, etc. (See
Table 2).

Most officials indicated that few, if any, written parent involvement policies exist-
ed with respect to such areas as (1) home visits, (2) participation in school
budget matters, (3) participation in development of district handbook or school
guide, (4) school administration, (5) curriculum and instruction activities, (e) devel-
opment of promotion standards and (f) parents visiting their children's schools
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d. Parent Involvement at Secondary School Level: Parents were asked to indicate
the extent of their agreement with ten items offered as reasons why parents become
lees involved at the secondary school level. A majority of the parents strongly
agreed that the reasons are (1) school staff do not ask them to be involved as much,
(2) they (parents) do not have a good understanding of the coursework, (3) there are
not as many conference opportunities, and (4) there are not as many PTA activities.
Both the long distances between homes and schools as well as having lots of teach-
ers to talk with were not seen as reasons parents become less involved.

e. Improving Parent Involvement at Elementary Level: Parents were given a list
of ten suggestions and asked to indicate the extent to which each would work
toward getting more parents involved. Among the suggestions that a majority of the
parents indicated would work include (1) sending more parent involvement informa-
tion home, (2) making parents feel more welcome in schools, (3) helping parents
better understand subjects being taught, and (4) having more informal meetings
where staff and parents can get to know each other better, (5) asking parents how
they would like to become involved.

D. SUMMARY IMPLICATIONS AND RECOMMINDATION5

Parent involvement in general, appears to be a worthwhile endeavor in the educa-
tional process according to parents and educrtors. Both groups generally consider
such involvement as useful. But when examined closely, it becomes clear that edu-
cators and parents have somewhat different views about the meaning of parent in-
volvement.

Educators are strong in their support for the traditional kinds of parent involve-
ment: being an "audience" for school activities/information, "home tutors" for chil-
dren and a "supporter" of school programs as purported or prepared mainly by
school staff. While parents indicate a strong interest in parent involvement as de-
fined by these variables, they expressed a strong interest in being involved ss co-
learners, advocates, and decision-makers. From the perspective of parents this
broaci-ns the definition of parent involvement. However, since educators do not see
the usefulness of such kinds of parent involvement, their meaning is more narrowly
focused.

In order for parent involvement to be mutually acceptable and a more viable
aspect of education, its definition must be clearer among parents and educators. Dif-
fences in the perceptions Gf what parent involvement means to all concerned will be
continuing barrier to its more widespread success. This v-ould seem to imply that a
censensus regarding the definition of parent inv'vement must be developed as a
basis for increasing the participation of parents in education. Further, this would
onng more of a partnership approach to enhancing education at the elementary
school level.

Other apparent implications are as follows:
1 The lack of a more clear perception among parents and educators regarding the

meaning and importance of parent involvement appears to stem from neither group
having recaived systematic training with respect to its purposes, principles, and ben-
efits.

2. It appears that educators' disagreement with parents regarding participation in
school governance may rcflect a fear of parents rAaring in the process as well as the
perceived lack of being able to participate more fully themselves.

3 To enhance parent involvement in schools, it would appear that educators need
to (a) look beyond traditional ways of working with parents, (b) realize that many
parents are far more sophisticated than educators imagine, and (c) acquire addition-
al knowledge/skills for effective implementation.

4. Successful parent involvement in schools would appear to depend upon the
extent to which educators collectively (a) make a strong statement encouraging such
involvement, (b) establish both the staff and financial resources to facilitate this in-
volvement, and (c) develop policies that set the framework for involvement.

5. Teacher training apparently should broaden its notion of a teacher's role to in-
clude parents as partners in the learning praxes and how to best foster such rela-
tionships in addition to strengthening their teaching of fundamental/classroom
management skills.

6 Improving parent involvement in schools seems to have a direct relationship to
the openness of educators and schools to parents, the expressed receptivity by edu-
cators for parent involvement, and the range of parent involvement opportunities
available to suit parents' needs, interests, and time availability.

7 If schools are to become more effective and the quality of education improved,
the systemic as well as practical aspects of the educational enterprise may need
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closer examination and change in order to incorporate and implement the concept
of a parent-educator partnership

8. Parent involvement will mean something slightly different for all families with
school-age children, but that should not deter educators from working with parents
to develop jointly the philosophy and components of an effective parent participa-
tion program.

9. Schools will need to realize that the most comprehenc. re parent involvement
program, like the most comprehensive educational program, must extend to the
school community rather than being limited to the school building.

Based upon the results and implications discussed, the following recommendations
are offered

I. For teacher training
That parent involvement should not be taught as a series of unrelated tasks and

skills Rather, it must be taught in a developmental sequence that progresses from
the more traditional types of parent involvement where parents are asked to cooper-
ate with school staff, to the types of parent involvement in which school staff pro-
vide services to parents, and then toward the types where parents and school staff
work together essentially as partners in education.

That, in terms of priority, preservice teacher education must focus on providing
prospective elementary Lacher candidates with an overview of the various models
of parent involvement as well as providing them with knowledge about potential
costs and benefits to be derived from each model.

That, regarding parent involvement models, teachers need to learn how working
with parents has the potential to improve their work, how to develop better rela-
tionships with children's parents, and how to help develop community support for
the schools. To do so, parent involvement must be presented to preservice teachers
so that it is not viewed as a necessary complement to their coursework, not an op-
tional interest area.

That the parent involvement teat her training sequence address specific knowl-
edge bases related to each specific type of parent involvement. For example: regard-
ing the involvement of parents as home tutors, teachers should be taught the differ-
ences between teaching children and teaching their adult parents.

That once prospective teachers are motivated to learn about parent involvement
and have mastered the relevant knowledge areas for each model of parent involve-
ment, they be given the opportunity co learn and practice the skills necessary in
applying that knowledge with parents.

That preservice training programs need to focus on the attitudes, knowledge, and
skills that relate to the moat traditional parent involvement roles since these roles
are most widely accepted in the schools and they are most congruent with the needs
of beginning elementary school teachers.

Inservice training also must _begin with a developmental framework for teachers
to look at the various models o. parent involvement. The results of our surveys indi-
cate that most teachers, administrators, Ind parents support the role of parents as
E idience, but there are also significant numbers in each group favoring the models
in which parents and school staff function as partners in the educational process.
Therefore, involving parents as audience is a good first step, but in a given district
the relationship between parents and the school may already be mach more devel-
oped

Inservice training also has to focus on teachers' attitudes and their motivations to
begin working with parents. One this is established, training should move on to
knowledge and then to actually developing requisite skills. This sequence of training
suggests that inservice training for parent involvement will probably consist of a
series of workshops rather than a one-day, one-time workshop.

2. For improving parent involvement in schools
Principals and other administrators must be included in parent involvement

training as they often set the rules and norms in the schools. If they are not aware
of the benefits of parent involvement, or not skilled in working with parents, they
may set norms for teachers that discourage them from using the skills or knowledge
they have acquired.

In order to encourage staff at all levels in school districts to develop better rela-
tions with parents, formal district policies need to be written that clearly spell out
the commitment to parent involvement Responses from superintendents' and school
board presidents' surveys indicate that existence of formal written policies encour-
aging parent involvement is directly related to increased levels of a variety of
parent involvement activites in schools.
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In designing school district parent involvement programs, the various types of
parent involvement must be viewed as a developmental sequence, from the teachers'
and the parents' point of view. Increasing parent involvement in the role of audi-
ence requires comparatively less effort and skill on the part of both teachers and
parents than would parent involvement as home tutors. Therefore, interests, skill
levels, and estimates of available time, especially on the part of parents, must be
considered when deciding which types of parent involvement are to be the focus of
program efforts.

School district and building or classroom parent involvement efforts need to estab-
lish their program activities based on the premise that parents are as equally im-
portant to children's academic success as educator, which will necessitate providing
parents with more of a say in all educational matters.

S. For building family strengths
To strengthen the capacity of families to establish an appropriate learmag envi-

ronment, provide an appropriate range of learning materials, provide useful learn-
ing experiences, influence educational efforts at school, and support/reinforce school
learning, parents need to be fully involved at all levels of the educational system.

To strengthen the capacity of families as partne-q with school staff in the educa-
tion of children. parents wilt seed more informal, , more opportunities to share
insights/concerns, and more training for roles they can or wish to play.

To strengthen the capacity of families in either arranging for or caring for needs
of its members, parents need opportunities through parent involvement to interact
with, be informed about, referred tn, and instructed to deal with those agencies, or-
ganizations, networks, and resources that they can access in the larger community.

Parent involvement can become a catalyst, not only for parents to influence as
well as fully participate in the educational system, but also to effectively negotiate
through entities in the community that can aid in making, family life more satisfy-
ing and successful
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TABLE 1
A COMPARISON OF PARENT AND EDUCATOR 11E115 REGARDING PARENT INVOLVEMENT ROLES

toles
P . i L. _., Ild Ares. '[As Superin 4n de t

IL 11.11311211 11.1151111117111.111111-111C11111. an en di- an l an n an

Avdient - supporting your child in school, for
map *, by going to school performances, baking
for bat sales, responding to notices from the
school. etc. 1 (2) 4.75 1 4.24 1 4.12 1 4.46 1 4.39 1 4.34

More Tutor helping your children at home with
2 (1) 4.51 3 3.118 3 3.65 2 4.27 2 4.32 2 4.16school work or other educational activities.

School Proerme Supportor - coming to the school

3 4.44 2 4.21 2 4.01 3 3.97 4 3.93 3 3.7$

to assist in events: for example, chaperoning a
party or field trip, taking tickets at a fund-
raising Omer, or such activities.

Advoc.t meeting with school board or ether
Tliclels to ask for changes in rules or
orectIces In the school or school system. 4 4.16 6 3.10 6 3.12 4 3.17 5 3.82 S 2.99

CoLcerner going to classes or workshops with
teachers and principals where everyone learns
more about children and education. s 4.09 4 3.65 4 3.59 6 2.:6 6 3.54 7 2.87

Decision Makor - being on an advisory board, a

6

7

4.06

3.39

7

$

2.41

3.20

7

5

2.61

3.01

5

7

3.14

2.85

3

6

4.11

3.54

4

6

3.15

2.95

school committee, or governing boards or by
giving your opinions to these boards or come
al toes.

paid School Staff . work in the school as an
aide. parent educator, assistant toecher,

assistant librarian, or other such Jobs.

*it's for each group: Parents (2.083). Teachers (873). Principals (726), Superintendent (1,200) Ms (39). School bard Presidents 664).
* Parent means derived from responses to a S point sC.:t of 1 (Definitely Not Interested to S (Definitely
Interested). Educators' means derived from responses to a S point scale of 1 (Not Important) to S (Very Important).
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TABLE 2
CINPNISON OP gArtAIITENDENTS% 301001. NM PIGMENTS' AN STA11 EDUCATION NEWT orrictu.s twain.%

MOUT EIISTENE Of NITTIJI ELT 11.01.1040 POLICIES. II IAN 00101

Timm of Actalt ler

Seperntadons
Scheel lard
Presidents SEA Officials

tom I an t Pot

*mat partIclatlea le decisions nista to plausat of
their aild ie gavial education Ka ram. 1 N.0 7 61.7 1 12-4

Inform log parents of my vglattoe of the district's
dIsciplIme policy b their dildree. 2 71.0 1 03.6 3 35.0

Piet participation le sag decision rimming the
totlysla of certain edocatioal Pagan lo WO ilikeis
sbc% as title I. Pad Start. 11111mai1 Cauca.. Sign
11111s Eatation. etc. 3 44.0 4 32.0 2 33.6

,,,..It Ortitlikatla. Iii Porat-teether crefestan comb
castes dilldomb's Partn- 4 34.1 3 11.4 S 17.1

*argot participative Is Mmis lea manna the
rat. aims of their childas. 0 21.6 4 26.1 1 7.1

Sandie" ImTsnmatimo haw ta gnats Mat stall
activities at their chilling"' sta eli.

gong pariah visit the school for dm PerpOrla of
sooting school staff.

4

7

34.7

14.1

S

7

30.2

17 0

13

10

3.6

7.1

Parent porticiatios 1a the development of promotion
standards for their children. 14-1 1 13.7 7 11.7

*mat participation In the organisatia in parort
volatar gnats In schools. 1 13-4 6 13.t $ 10.7

Para: perticiatia Is Manisa regale, terhaalom
and lostratios setter% sea as alongon of togas,
ater141s. dogmata, of aautlasl pals. selective
of teaches strategies. etc. 111 10.0 11 1.3 4 14.6

Pareet le hordloal,initiative the hatopolist of I
Ala ascribes the district's samatias1 pellesepto;
1011s. ilea mit% respasiilities of 'awl staff.
greats. canoes ad the cammity. 11 10.7 31 10.0 6 17.1

Pinion participial*. I. Manisa related to schoolWent snarl. 12 0.0 12 7.1 32 7.1

Kr/leg tuchers visit areas g Ogg boas ta get
acepaletad. 13 2.1 13 2.1 14 3.6

Paget participation Is deCisial.$ ring, big gaol
a dances' arch n estal meet Or
41110.11m rhos. glottis. of school nitration'
periods. ht. la 7.1 14 7.0 11 7.1

Smahotadats. am School lard Pros Wats' reggaes falcate S havimg antes "argot 1 vitamin policies 1. their
districts. SEA Officials* mimeses : 'mitt.. policies la their snags.
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